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Rich Handley’s "Timeline of the
Planet of the Apes", The Definitive
Unauthorized Chronology, is a must
for any apes fan or sci-fi fanatic. Mr
Handley has written a Thorough
work on everything related to the
apes saga. This includes movies,
television show, comics, books, and
even the re-imagination Planet of
the Apes 2001.

All in all, Timeline of the Planet of
the apes is a complete reference
book in addition to being just an
enjoyable read. I highly recommend
this book for any avid apes fan.
Timeline of the Planet of the Apes
Rich Handley - Hasslein Books
Order at Amazon.com

The book begins with the prehistory
of apes and ends with winter 5041.
What I find particularly helpful in this
book is the listing of the Marvel,
Dark Horse and foreign comics. As
a collector of pota memorabilia, this
gives one a reference for
Those comics not that are missing
from a personal collection. It is an
expansion of the pota universe that
fans of the comics can enjoy and I
now know what is missing from my
collection.
This book also answers questions
that are not explained in the movies.
Novels, comics and audio tales add
to the storyline of apes ruling the
planet. Issues like apes acquiring
speech, life after the ape rebellion,
mutant conflicts in the Forbidden
Zone and other parts of the pota
saga are answered here. I find
myself rereading this book and
picking it upwhen a question pops
into my mind.It is awesome to just
reach for this book and look up the
answer. This book fleshes out the
pota universe for those of us who
want more.

Planet Of The Apes is copyright Twentieth
Century Fox Film Corporation.
This fanzine is non-profit to promote the
POTA Franchise

Unlike Star Trek, Star Wars and
other sci-fi universes, pota is not
available on book shelves in
massive quantities. The fans are
limited to the few novels of the
movie and tv show, cartoon series
and the occasional fanfic. Mr.
Handley’s book gives us more and
for this I am grateful.

Information reprinted from Internet sites
such as www.IMDB.com and
www.Wikipedia.org

The appendice at the back of the
book is helpful listing the movies, tv
series and cartoon
series along with those movies and

All materials contained in Ape Chronicles are
copyright 2009 of each writer and may not
be copied without permission

tv shows that never made it to the
big or small screen.

HOUSE OF THADE
By Elaine N Robinson
TAEBOKITTI@aol.com

Thade, General of Chimps,
leader of apes,
not a primate for wimps.
His house has slaves,
they cook, clean and
do his bidding.
When he captured me,
I said "you have got
to be kidding!"
I am an anthropolgist
with a Ph.d.
You are a simian
just like me.
We share DNA,
and are excellent
tool users,
he growled at me,
and stated I was
a loser.
So now I live and
work in the House
of Thade,
servant to the master,
I am his slave.

CHANOC #833
MEXICAN 1975
PLANET OF THE APES
COMIC BOOK EDITION
By Neil T. Foster

I'd say it is pretty rare as I've only ever seen the 2
copies on ebay but is probably easier to get in the
country it was released in.
I did a bit of research at the time on the net and
found out that the comic series was actually about
two men who somehow could end up anywhere
and have wacky adventures and was very popular
at the time apparently. They could end up
anywhere and any year as far as I could find out.

In the 'POTA' issue they end up in a time with
cavemen and mistakenly think they are on a planet
of apes for some reason (bit hard to be sure
without being able to read Spanish or whatever it
is) at the start of the story 2 cavemen are watching
TV (!) and they are watching Planet of the Apes
somehow.
This page is the only one in the whole comic that
features POTA as far as I can recall (the comic is
stored away and I haven't had time to hunt it down
just yet) The cover has nothing at all to do with the
story inside really but the girl on the cover is in the
story.
I bought my copy for much less than a recent copy
on eBay. I was lucky then as no one else bid on it.

STRATIGRAPHY ON THE
PLANET OF THE APES
By Patrick Michael Tilton
In the Cave scene in PLANET, Zaius says,
"Present your evidence, Cornelius."
We see Cornelius on the topmost level of the
Cave's floor (let's call it "Ground Zero" to indicate
that "zero" time has elapsed since it became the
ground level of the Present Day from their
standpoint in the latter half of the 40th Century).
Cornelius then steps down onto the next-to-thetop level (let's call this "Ground One" in that it is
one "time period" removed from Ground Zero's
present time, dating back to a Past era), and he
says: "It was at this level that I discovered traces
of an early ape creature... a stage of primitive
barbarism, really, dating back some thirteen
hundred years, roughly."
Cornelius then steps down another level (let's call
this "Ground Two" in that it is two "time periods"
removed from the Present "Ground Zero" level he
began at) and he says: "It was at this level... I
discovered cutting tools and arrowheads of quartz,
and the fossilized bones of carnivorous gorillas."
Cornelius then steps down towards where Taylor's
standing and proceeds over to a tarp on the
"Ground Zero" level. He says, "But the artifacts
lying here..." -- and he pulls the tarp up to reveal
the objects that had been hidden beneath it -- "...
were found..." -- and he then steps down to an
even deeper level adjacent to where Zaius is
standing. Let's call this level "Ground Three" in
that it represents a stratigraphic level three "time
periods" removed from the Present time. He
continues: "... at this level, and date back, uh,
seven hundred years earlier. That's the paradox...
for the more ancient culture is the more advanced.
Now, admittedly, many of these objects are
unidentified; but clearly they were fashioned by
beings with a knowledge of metallurgy. Indeed,
the fact that many of these tools are unknown to
us suggests a culture which, in certain ways,
equals our own." He adds, "The Human Doll...
The doll was found beside the jawbone of a Man,
and no trace of simian fossil has been found in
this deposit." Taylor asks, "You say these things
[the "false teeth"... the "eyeglasses" and the
"prefabricated valve" of an artificial heart] were
found at the same level as that doll?" and
Cornelius nods a Yes.
Here's the gist of it:
Ground ZERO: the Present level of the tiered
layers of dust or silt.

Ground ONE: roughly 1,300 years BP (Before
Present), where he found "traces" of an early ape
creature at a stage of Primitive Barbarism... a
mere century before the writing of the Sacred
Scrolls, if we are to believe Zaius' dating of the
Lawgiver (which I do).
Ground TWO: cutting tools... quartz arrowheads..
. carnivorous gorillas.
Ground THREE: the "more advanced" society
with Metallurgy.. . the world dominated by Man
at the time when he destroyed his own
civilization.
First off, let's examine Cornelius' dating of the
deepest level (Ground THREE) as dating "back
700 years earlier"... Earlier than When? He must
be referring to the artifacts TWO LEVELS UP
(i.e. what I call Ground ONE), which he had dated
back "1300 years, roughly" from the Present. He
isn't and cannot be dating Ground THREE back
seven hundred years from the level in-between the
two, since we know that the general dating
scheme -- no matter what Zaius might think of it -is accurate: the 1300 years added to the 700 years
equals the "roughly" 2,000 years separating the
end of the 20th Century (and the human-waged
Nuclear War) from the end of the 40th Century...
the "twenty centuries" Taylor nags Landon about.
But, at first glance, it seems as if Cornelius was
dating the deepest level to a period 700 years
earlier from the next level up, rather than the level
two steps up from it (and one step down from the
Present level). Since Cornelius never gave a time
interval separating Ground TWO from Ground
ONE (or from Ground TWO to Ground THREE
either, for that matter), then it seems reasonable to
say that Ground TWO represents an intermediate
era, somewhere between 1,300 years BP and
2,000 BP, since it lies between those two levels of
stratigraphical ground. Thus, the "carnivorous
gorillas" would be dated to somewhere between -halfway? -- 1300 BP and 2000 BP... let's say,
splitting the difference just for fun, about 1,650
BP, or to around the beginning of the 24th
Century (i.e. A.D. 2300, roughly).
But here's the kicker... and a possible problem for
us. When Cornelius exposes the artifacts that
were under the tarp -- the artifacts that date back
to our time, the level at which "no trace of simian
fossil" had been found -- we can clearly see a
SKULL amongst the bones. And that skull sure as
hell looks more like an APE skull than a HUMAN
skull, doesn't it? Cornelius mentions "the jawbone
of a Man" having been near the Human Doll. This
pithecoid skull that had been beneath the tarp,
though, still has its jawbone attached to it.

What do the rest of you think? Is this a "flub"?
Am I misinterpreting this? If Cornelius had found
no trace of simian fossil at that deepest level, and
if those artifacts under the tarp -- including that
apish skull -- were found at that deepest level...
isn't this a goof on the part of the filmmakers?
That skull doesn't look like a human skull to me.
It looks like the kind of skull we would expect to
find under the dermis of a POTA-style Ape.
Cornelius had earlier mentioned having found
"the fossilized bones of carnivorous gorillas" at
the level I refer to in the article as "Ground
TWO." Presumably, those gorillas made use of
"cutting tools" -- to cut meat off of prey-animals,
perhaps? -- and "arrowheads of quartz" with
which they killed their prey, using bow-andarrow. Might these prey-animals have perhaps
been Humans? Did these carnivorous gorillas
hunt, kill, and EAT humans in that era more than
a century before the writing of the Sacred Scrolls
by the Lawgiver?
I mentioned how it seems to be a discrepancy for
Cornelius to have said that "no trace of simian
fossil has been found in this deposit" [i.e. at
"Ground THREE" level], and yet had revealed
amongst the items found at that level, under the
tarp, a pithecoid skull with a jawbone still
attached.
I have a suggestion which could, perhaps, account
for this seeming discrepancy. Cornelius had
mentioned "the fossilized bones of carnivorous
gorillas"... but we never specifically see any such
fossils at the level Cornelius indicates they were
found [i.e. "Ground TWO"]. Perhaps Cornelius
took the skull (and jawbone) of one or more of
those carnivorous gorillas and brought them over
to the deepest level ["Ground THREE"] in order
to compare fossil items from the two stratigraphic
levels. Only by comparing the human fossils he
had found at Ground THREE with the carnivorous
gorilla fossils he'd found at Ground TWO could
he ascertain the distinct natures of these two
different species.
So, those gorilla fossils were not found at that
deepest level, but AFTER Cornelius found them
at the next-level-up, he brought them over to the
earlier stratum so as to compare them with the
strictly human fossils at the earliest stratum. He
probably should have taken those gorilla fossils
back to the stratum he had found them, but he
hadn't gotten around to doing so before Zaius

showed up with his strike team of gorillas.
I should also point out that even though no simian
fossils were found at that lowest stratum, and
though he never mentions finding HUMAN
fossils at the stratum I call Ground TWO (where
the carnivorous gorillas were found), there is the
possibility that those gorillas had eaten human
flesh, having disposed of the bones by throwing
them outside the Cave, where they might have
been found prior to the first exploration of the
Cave.
When Cornelius (and whoever else may have
helped him in his excavation of that site a year
earlier) first found the Cove, he undoubtedly saw
the entrance to the Cave and thought it would be a
good idea to look inside it. Prior to building the
wooden platform and ramp leading up to that
Cave entrance, Cornelius would've noticed any
particularly interesting artifacts that may have
been lying on the ground right outside the Cave.
Perhaps the tumulus heap of gnawed-on bones
discarded by the meat-eaters who lived in that
Cave. Cornelius would be enough of an
archaeological expert to ascertain that a bone had
been gnawed on, being that there would be teeth
marks in it, as well as the marks made by the
"cutting tools" used to strip flesh from bone. Also,
if bones were cracked open, it would seem logical
that the carnivore had been attempting to get at
the bone marrow within.
So, I suggest that Cornelius took the skulls of the
carnivorous gorillas and attempted to match up
the TEETH MARKS on bones found elsewhere
throughout the dig site. Perhaps the bones of the
humans found at the deepest stratum (i.e. the
victims of the Nuclear War) had strange markings
on them, and Cornelius perhaps thought to
compare the gorilla bite-marks with the markings
on the earlier human bones.
Evidently, he wasn't able to match up the two, so
that he concluded that there was no trace of
simian fossil -- i.e. no simian presence -- at that
lowest stratum. However, I would conclude that
Cornelius did find matches between the gorilla
skull-teeth and BITE-MARKS on the bones that
he (probably) found outside the Cave. Cornelius
refers to those gorillas as "carnivorous" -- and he
wouldn't have done so without a reason. How
does one ascertain whether or not a long-dead
person was carnivorous? Well, the act of biting
(gnawing, etc.) wears on the teeth, and also

produces teething marks -- bite marks -- on the
bones of the prey animals. As a scientist,
Cornelius would have some idea of what
herbivorous gorilla teeth look like -- say, when a
gorilla from his era dies a natural death. We know
that Zira did "comparative anatomy" (Apes and
Humans) in her laboratory, making use of Ape
corpses when they had died a natural death. The
Apes in 3955 were not carnivorous, so that a
gorilla, upon dying, would leave behind a corpse
with teeth that had munched on fruits and
vegetables. The standard diet would leave tell-tale
signs on the teeth, insofar as those teeth had to
regularly chew on their dietary foodstuffs.
Cornelius could probably have been able to figure
out the approximate age of an herbivorous gorilla
(or chimp or orang) based on the amount of wearand-tear on the teeth they left behind.
Comparing such teeth to the teeth found on the
skulls of those gorillas who had lived in the Cave
a century or more before the time of the Lawgiver,
would've informed Cornelius that those long-dead
gorillas had, indeed, been carnivores. The wearing
on their teeth, and the comparative bite-marks on
the bones of their prey animals would prove this
to his satisfaction -- i.e. he would be confident of
his conclusion to affirmatively state that those
gorillas had been carnivores, flesh-eaters, as
controversial as such a conclusion might have
been.
I imagine that it was somewhat galling for Zaius
to hear Cornelius refer to an Ape -- even a gorilla
-- as "carnivorous". Zaius quibbles with Cornelius'
interpretations to a certain degree, even going so
far as to make fun of his methods of dating the
past. But Zaius does not attempt to ridicule
Cornelius' conclusion that the gorilla fossils
indicate carnivorism. Why not? Why not say that
it's sheer nonsense to believe that an Ape would
eat flesh?
I think that Zaius knew that in that era there were
"primitive" gorillas who survived by having
resorted to carnivorism. Perhaps having been
driven to it by desperation.
And... perhaps those gorillas also resorted to
carnivorous Cannibalism, also out of desperation.
Perhaps, when the Lawgiver arrived on-the-scene
a century or more later, one of the things he
established was a new law making it a crime to
eat flesh. No ape (especially a gorilla, who is
known to have been carnivorous) may eat the

flesh of any of God's creatures -- not horse-flesh,
not man-flesh, and most certainly not ape-flesh!
I suspect that the reason most laws ever get
written is to stop and prevent certain behaviors
from happening -- i.e. it is a reaction to the
despicable actions of a community by those who
wish to reform them. To give an example, in
Leviticus (18:23) it says that "... you shall not lie
with any beast and defile yourself with it, neither
shall any woman give herself to a beast to lie with
it: it is perversion." If the Israelites had never
participated in any act of bestiality, then it is
doubtful that Moses would have to have this law
specifically outlawing such behavior. Imagine the
Israelites being told not to have sex with
animals... and they, having never done so,
wondering why in hell Moses felt he had to make
such unthinkable behavior a crime. It's only when
such behaviors are actually happening -- and
upsetting those who want to ban such behaviors -that the laws get written to specifically address
the matter. The Israelites -- at least some of them - had to have been participating in acts of
bestiality, so as to require a law to be imposed
upon them to get them to stop doing such
"perversion". Similarly, I suspect that one of the
laws that the Lawgiver had to impose on the Apes
was a law outlawing the eating of animal flesh.
That would include the eating of Human flesh and
(cannibalistically) Ape flesh.
Zaius, knowing that there had been a time when
carnivorous gorillas were around, chose not to
disparage Cornelius for concluding this after he
had seen the tell-tale evidence of it in the bones of
the creatures he had excavated.

LEONARD ROSENMAN
BIOGRAPHY
www.filmmusicsociety.org
www.wikipedia.org
www.imdb.com

Leonard Rosenman (September 7, 1924 –
March 4, 2008) was an American Academy
Award and Emmy Award winning film,
television and concert composer.

Awards
Leonard Rosenman earned two Academy
Awards:
Barry Lyndon (1975), for Best Music, Scoring
Original Song Score and/or Adaptation (music
by Handel, Schubert and others)
Bound for Glory (1976), for Best Music,
Original Song Score and Its Adaptation or
Best Adaptation Score (the songs of Woody
Guthrie)
He also received two Emmy Awards:
Sybil (1976), for Outstanding Achievement in
Music Composition for a Special (Dramatic
Underscore), with Alan Bergman and Marilyn
Bergman
Friendly Fire (1979), for Outstanding Music
Composition for a Limited Series or a Special
The composer who gave us such memorable
scores as East of Eden, Rebel Without a
Cause and Cross Creek; whose
groundbreaking music for The Cobweb and
Fantastic Voyage shook up the Hollywood
status quo; whose television scores for The
Defenders and Combat! still resonate with
baby boomers; and who won Academy
Awards for Barry Lyndon and Bound for
Glory, was remembered for his
accomplishments in both the film and concert
worlds.

Leonard Rosenman was born in Brooklyn,
New York. After service in the Pacific with the
Army Air Forces in World War II, he earned a
bachelor's degree in music from the
University of California, Berkeley. He also
studied composition with Arnold Schoenberg,
Roger Sessions and Luigi Dallapiccola.[1]
Rosenman composed the scores for such
films as East of Eden (1955), Rebel Without a
Cause (1955), Fantastic Voyage (1966), The
Lord of the Rings (1978), Cross Creek (1983)
and Star Trek IV: The Voyage Home (1986).
He wrote incidental music for such television
series as The Defenders, The Twilight Zone,
Gibbsville and Marcus Welby M.D. He also
wrote the theme and almost all of the
incidental music used for the entire run of the
1960s World War II television series
Combat!.
In his 70s Rosenman was diagnosed with
Frontotemporal dementia, a degenerative
brain condition with symptoms similar to
Alzheimer's disease.
He died March 4, 2008, of a heart attack at
the Motion Picture & Television Country
House and Hospital in Woodland Hills,
California.

Rosenman was honored Oct. 10 2004 at age
80 at a concert at the Parco della Musica in
Rome, Italy. Scott Dunn will conduct the
Rome Sinfonietta in film-score excerpts
including Eden, Rebel, Cross Creek, Star
Trek IV; and concert pieces including
Chamber Music I (1960) and the world
premiere of one movement of Rosenman's
"Dinosaur" symphony (1996).
"A lot of his early film scores," says Dunn,
"are works of genius, fantastically beautiful
and complicated music. There's nothing trite
about it, ever. He had huge recognition early
on but like so many people in Hollywood, as
the years have gone on he was forgotten by
the people who hire composers to do films.
He's 80, and it seems like a great time for us
to acknowledge him and remind the world of
this great composer."
Rosenman was born in Brooklyn on Sept. 7,
1924, and began playing the piano during his
teen years. After the war, he moved to
California, where he studied with Arnold
Schoenberg and Roger Sessions; and in
1952, he received a fellowship to study with
Italian composer Luigi Dallapiccola at
Tanglewood in Massachusetts. Widely

regarded as one of the most promising young
composers in America, Rosenman was
teaching piano and writing chamber music in
New York when director Elia Kazan invited
him to compose the score for East of Eden
(1955).

Houseman hired him for his psychiatric-clinic
drama The Cobweb (1955) – "over the
protests of the music department,"
Houseman said in his 1979 memoir Front and
Center – and the result was the first
predominantly twelve-tone score for a major
studio feature.
In an interview for Roy Prendergast's 1977
book Film Music: A Neglected Art, Rosenman
said that the choice was not motivated
"simply because I thought it was important to
write a serial score.... I felt that it would have
set off the film as not simply a potboiler
melodrama which happened to center around
an insane asylum but rather a film in which
this kind of expressionistic music could be, so
to speak, mind-reading.... It was more my
intention to show what was going on inside
characters' heads."

James Dean and Rosenman
on the Warner Bros. lot, 1955
The story is now legendary: Playwright
Howard Sackler had asked Rosenman to
compose music for a play that happened to
star the young James Dean. Dean asked
Rosenman to help him learn piano; the two
became fast friends and ultimately
roommates. Dean asked Kazan to attend a
performance of one of Rosenman's pieces,
and Kazan – who had earlier launched the
film career of Alex North – took a chance on
Rosenman, inviting him to return to California.
Initially skeptical, Rosenman asked Aaron
Copland and Leonard Bernstein about the
proposition, and both urged him to accept the
assignment.
"Thus I found myself on the first day of
shooting on location in Mendocino, California,
already brewing musical ideas on the scenes
to be shot," Rosenman wrote in the May 1955
issue of Film Music. "I played my daily
sketches for Kazan and we discussed the
material at hand as it applied to the scenes in
question. Thus when the film was rough-cut
the music was rough-cut too, and when the
picture was complete I had only to
orchestrate the score, and we recorded it."
It was an auspicious debut, and while the
score ranged from the simple, folk-inspired
Americana of the main theme to dissonance
in depicting the adults of the story,
Rosenman's next assignment would
demonstrate that a bold new voice had
arrived in Hollywood. Producer John

Rebel Without a Cause (1955), another Dean
classic, was directed by Kazan's friend
Nicholas Ray. As Royal S. Brown pointed out
in his notes for John Adams' 1995 London rerecordings of the Eden and Rebel music,
"Rebel's cues allowed Rosenman to expand
his advanced musical idiom into what might
be termed action ballets that have a mild
symphonic-jazz flavor."
Rosenman was never a Hollywood favorite
and remained a maverick, charting his own
course. He rarely endeared himself to
producers and directors, sometimes publicly
chastisting them for shocking levels of
musical ignorance and serious lack of taste.
In that sense, he followed in the footsteps of
the similarly outspoken David Raksin and
Bernard Herrmann.
But he managed to make his voice heard,
and to use feature-film assignments as
experimental laboratories for advanced
musical ideas that reached fruition in his
concert work – something that Rosenman
never forsook.
"While writing his score for the TV film Sybil
(1976)," Sabine Feisst pointed out in a May
2000 article for the journal 21st Century
Music, "he experimented with microtonality to
illustrate musically the drama of a young
woman's split personality. He used a string
orchestra, two harps and two pianos tuned a
quarter-tone apart, four children's voices and
electronics. Immediately thereafter
Rosenman employed similar microtonal
techniques in his highly energetic, threemovement Double Bass Concerto." The Sybil
score, incidentally, won him one of his two
Emmys for outstanding music score.

Rosenman often resisted what he considered
nutty ideas in order to create highly original
music when the films demanded it. For
George Burt's 1994 book The Art of Film
Music, he related this anecdote about the
music of the 1966 science fiction film
Fantastic Voyage: "A producer asked me to
write a jazz score, and I asked him why. He
said he wanted the picture to be the first hip
science fiction movie. I said that's a great
idea for an advertising agency, but it doesn't
fit the film."

traveling plot.
Even Rosenman's more conventional scores
were often remarkable, including his
sensitive, Oscar-nominated music for the
Marjorie Kinnan Rawlings memoir Cross
Creek (1983); his Emmy-winning score for
the acclaimed TV-movie Friendly Fire (1979);
and his two Oscar-winning challenges,
adapting Handel and Schubert for Stanley
Kubrick's Barry Lyndon (1975) and Woody
Guthrie's folk songs for Bound for Glory
(1976). (His acceptance speech for the
second Oscar included the memorable quip,
"I write original music, too, you know.")
His TV scores ran the gamut, from the
triumphal brass fanfare for the law in The
Defenders (1961) to the complex, Ligeti-style
"tortured crawling" music – Rosenman's
words – for the World War II drama Combat!
(1962) and the diverse musical needs of
seven seasons of the Robert Young doctor
series Marcus Welby, M.D. (beginning in
1969).
Rosenman's last feature film score was for
Jurij (2001), an Italian film about a young
violinist. Its producer-director, Stefano
Gabrini, is behind the concert in Rome, and
excerpts from Rosenman's score will be
performed. Rajmund Onodj, who played the
title character, will play the violin solos.

Instead, Rosenman wrote a startlingly
contemporary score for Fantastic Voyage, a
movie about miniaturized human beings who
undertake a trip inside the bloodstream of a
human body. "The most compelling aspect of
the score," Burt points out, "is that it consists
almost entirely of multileveled clusters of
sound.... Easily discernible thematic ideas are
generally avoided." The "gentle shifting of
orchestral colors, dissonant levels, and
textures... intensifies the otherworldliness of
the moment by creating a sense of floating
buoyancy."
Sci-fi and fantasy films proved especially
receptive vehicles for Rosenman's musical
ideas: A bizarre choral "Mass for The Holy
Bomb" for Beneath the Planet of the Apes
(1970); "eerie marches, strange chases and
wild battle scenes," as Rosenman put it, for
his sophisticated, Golden Globe-nominated
score for Ralph Bakshi's animated version of
J.R.R. Tolkien's The Lord of the Rings
(1978); and a delightful, Oscar-nominated
score for Star Trek IV: The Voyage Home
(1986) that incorporated a joyous, Bach-style
fugue for the endangered whales that the
Enterprise crew must rescue in the time-

The composer is no longer able to do
interviews, as he suffers from Frontotemporal
Dementia (FTD), a degenerative brain
condition that shares some symptoms of
Alzheimer's and primarily affects behavior
and cognitive abilities. In spite of his illness,
Rosenman continues to work on his music
and will attend the concert in Rome with his
wife Judie.
Additional concert performances of
Rosenman's work are expected to be
scheduled over the next several months in
both New York and Los Angeles.

of the intellect" and found him "living in the
world of the heart."
Actor Robert Brown (Here Come the Brides),
one of Rosenman's oldest friends, recalled
the young composer writing incidental music
for Shakespeare adaptations in the New York
theater of the early 1950s. "He was a
Schoenberg disciple, a 12-tone genius,"
Brown said, but unlike many serial
composers, "he made it like you wanted to
hear the next note."

2008 FUNERAL
Composer Leonard Rosenman Remembered
Large crowd of friends and family gather on
Warner Bros. scoring stage
by Jon Burlingame
BURBANK, Calif.—A crowd of 250 attended a
memorial service for Leonard Rosenman on
Sunday, April 27, on the Warner Bros. scoring
stage, where the composer recorded his
classic scores for East of Eden and Rebel
Without a Cause scores more than 50 years
ago.
Rosenman scored such other films as
Fantastic Voyage, Star Trek IV: The Voyage
Home and Cross Creek, and won two Oscars
and two Emmys for his film and television
music. He died March 4 in Woodland Hills,
Calif., at age 83.
Judie Gregg Rosenman, his wife of 19 years,
introduced a 10-minute video montage of
clips from Rosenman's films and TV shows;
photographs of the composer, his family and
friends; excerpts of interviews over the years;
and his Oscar acceptance speeches.
"Leonard was definitely the star of his own
movie," she said, to knowing laughter from
the crowd.
All three of his children spoke. "My father was
never conventional," Jonathan Rosenman
said. "He poured out his feelings and
emotions in his art." Gabrielle Rosenman
Davis recalled her father and his friend
Leonard Bernstein playing four-hand piano
back in New York, while Danielle Rosenman
Falk drew more laughs by reminding friends
that her dad was "a major hypochondriac."
On a solemn note, she added that in his last
years he suffered from frontotemporal
dementia, which robbed him of life "in a world

Brown's most eye-opening story involved
Rosenman's 1960s LSD experience (which,
Danielle said, her father had claimed writer
Aldous Huxley told him, "you owe it to
yourself to try it"). Rosenman convinced a
Beverly Hills psychiatrist who was doing
research to allow him to experiment with the
illegal drug.
Brown accompanied him to the ocean, where
a tripping Rosenman watched the waves
crashing, saw wild colors, listened to birds
and began making his own bird sounds.
Brown drove him home where, back at the
piano, Rosenman composed the theme to
"one of his most important films" (Brown
didn't say which one) while still under the
influence.
From that time forward, however, Rosenman
refused to eat mushrooms, he said, eliciting
more laughter from the audience.
Brown concluded by quoting James Joyce's A
Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man:
"Welcome, O life! I go to encounter for the
millionth time the reality of experience and to
forge in the smithy of my soul the uncreated
conscience of my race."
Comedian Arte Johnson, another old friend,
recalled amusing times while vacationing
together in Hawaii. Noting that Leonard
always called him "dear boy," he quipped, "I
don't think he ever really knew my name."
Johnson recalled their riotous times creating
a comic opera, La Forza de la Fahrshtunkena
Gotkes, "the story of a young Italian man who
went into the Army as a bass, went to
Ethiopia and came back as a soprano." One
of their favorite parts, he said, was an aria
entitled "Don't Make Pee-pee on the Wall" –
another story that had the crowd in stitches.
Tiffany Chow did a traditional Hawaiian hula
to the song "Beautiful Kauai," after which
pianist-conductor Scott Dunn regaled the
crowd with stories about his long relationship
with Rosenman, based on part on his diary

entries from September 1989, when they first
met. Dunn repeated stories that Rosenman
had told him, including tales of playing
chamber music with Albert Einstein at
Princeton (where Einstein, a horrible violinist,
complained about Rosenman's piano
technique).
Dunn was a practicing opthalmologist until
Rosenman encouraged him to return to
music; today he holds positions with both the
Pittsburgh Opera and the Hollywood Bowl
Orchestra. He called Rosenman a "brilliant
musician, genius composer... the best and
most supportive friend I ever had. If not for
Leonard, I'd still be in the Valley operating on
cataracts."

time you get it, they've been on it for years. In
six weeks I'm expected to crystallize their
ideas. Psychologically, it's very stressful for
them because it's the only time they lose
control of the film.
I try to enter directly into the movie's plot and
tell the audience something about the story
that they can't possibly perceive by just
watching the film. For example, if I write for a
scene of two people kissing and I write some
horrendous music, you know more than just a
kiss is happening. I'm always interested in
participating that way. Just to write sad music
for a sad scene, sure, I'll do it, but it doesn't
offer me a great challenge.

Rabbi Steven Jacobs of Temple Kol Tikvah in
Woodland Hills opened and closed the twohour event with prayer. Music from East of
Eden, Lord of the Rings and Star Trek IV was
played as attendees filed in.
Among the other mourners were composers
William Kraft, George Burt and Jane
Brockman, close friends of Rosenman for
many years; actors Martin Landau and Liz
Sheridan; conductor David Amos; producer
Robert Radnitz (Cross Creek); director Irvin
Kershner (RoboCop 2); screenwriter Nicholas
Meyer (Star Trek IV); Society of Composers &
Lyricists president Dan Foliart; and Academy
of Motion Picture Arts & Sciences president
Sid Ganis.
Attendees were presented with a special 64page issue of The Film Music Society's
quarterly journal, The Cue Sheet, devoted to
Rosenman's life and career.
Date of Birth
7 September 1924, Brooklyn, New York City,
New York, USA
Date of Death
4 March 2008, Woodland Hills, California,
USA (heart attack)
Spouse
Judie Gregg (1989 - 4 March 2008) (his
death)
He was a concert composer when his friend
James Dean introduced him to director Elia
Kazan. Kazan asked the composer to write
the score for "East of Eden," thus beginning
Rosenman's film career.
Personal Quotes
After all, you're supporting something. That's
what I do. The main thing is that you have
communication with the filmmaker. By the

Composer:
Si je t'attrape... (2005)
... aka If I Catch You... (USA: TV title)
Jurij (2001)
Charlton Heston Presents the Bible (1997)
(V)
... aka Charlton Heston's Voyage Through the
Bible
Levitation (1997)
Mrs. Munck (1995)
The Face on the Milk Carton (1995) (TV)
... aka Stolen Identity (UK)
The Color of Evening (1994)
Keeper of the City (1991) (TV)
Ambition (1991/I)
Aftermath: A Test of Love (1991) (TV)
... aka Aftermath (Australia)
... aka The Other Side of Murder (UK)
RoboCop 2 (1990)
Where Pigeons Go to Die (1990) (TV)
... aka Flight to Freedom (Australia)
Body Wars (1989)
Promised a Miracle (1988) (TV)
Star Trek IV: The Voyage Home (1986)
... aka The Voyage Home: Star Trek IV
"Amazing Stories" (1 episode, 1986)
... aka "Steven Spielberg's Amazing Stories"
(USA: complete title)
- No Day at the Beach (1986) TV episode
Sylvia (1985/I)
First Steps (1985) (TV)

Heartsounds (1984) (TV)
Heart of the Stag (1984)
The Return of Marcus Welby, M.D. (1984)
(TV)
"Celebrity" (1984) TV mini-series
... aka "Tommy Thompson's Celebrity"
(Canada: English title: video title)
Cross Creek (1983)
Miss Lonelyhearts (1983) (TV)
The Wall (1982) (TV)
Making Love (1982)
Murder in Texas (1981) (TV)
The Jazz Singer (1980)
City in Fear (1980) (TV)
Hide in Plain Sight (1980)
Nero Wolfe (1979) (TV)
Promises in the Dark (1979)
Prophecy (1979)
... aka Prophecy: The Monster Movie (USA:
video box title)
Friendly Fire (1979) (TV)
The Lord of the Rings (1978)
... aka J.R.R. Tolkien's The Lord of the Rings
(USA: complete title)
An Enemy of the People (1978)
... aka Danger Plante Earth (Philippines:
English title)
The Other Side of Hell (1978) (TV)
... aka The Next Howling Wind (USA)
Mary White (1977) (TV)
"Quincy M.E." (1 episode, 1977)
... aka "Quincy" (International: English title:
informal title)
- A Dead Man's Truth (1977) TV episode
"Rafferty" (1 episode, 1977)
- Rafferty (1977) TV episode
September 30, 1955 (1977)
... aka 24 Hours of the Rebel
The Car (1977)
... aka DeathMobile (Canada: English title:
video title)
The Possessed (1977) (TV)
Sybil (1976) (TV)
"Gibbsville" (1976) TV series (unknown
episodes)
"Holmes and Yo-Yo" (1976) TV series
(unknown episodes)
... aka "Holmes and Yoyo"
Kingston (1976) (TV)
... aka Kingston: The Power Play
... aka The Newspaper Game
Lanigan's Rabbi (1976) (TV)
... aka Friday the Rabbi Slept Late
Birch Interval (1976)
"Marcus Welby, M.D." (98 episodes, 19691976)
... aka "Robert Young, Family Doctor"
- Vanity Case (1976) TV episode
- All Passions Spent (1976) TV episode
- To Trump an Ace (1976) TV episode
- The Highest Mountain (1976) TV episode
- How Do You Know What Hurts Me?
(1976) TV episode

(93 more)
Race with the Devil (1975)
Sky Heist (1975) (TV)
The First 36 Hours of Dr. Durant (1975) (TV)
Judge Dee and the Monastery Murders
(1974) (TV)
... aka The Haunted Monastery
Nakia (1974) (TV)
The Phantom of Hollywood (1974) (TV)
The Cat Creature (1973) (TV)

Battle for the Planet of the Apes (1973)
... aka Colonization of the Planet of the Apes
The Bravos (1972) (TV)
"The Undersea World of Jacques Cousteau"
(1 episode, 1971)
- Octopus, Octopus (1971) TV episode
The Todd Killings (1971)
... aka A Dangerous Friend
... aka Skipper
In Broad Daylight (1971) (TV)
Banyon (1971) (TV)
Vanished (1971) (TV)
"Primus" (1971) TV series (unknown
episodes)

Beneath the Planet of the Apes (1970)
A Man Called Horse (1970)
"The Virginian" (6 episodes, 1967-1969)
... aka "The Men from Shiloh" (USA: new title)
- A Love to Remember (1969) TV episode
- A Flash of Darkness (1969) TV episode
- The Price of Love (1969) TV episode
- The Orchard (1968) TV episode
- Silver Image (1968) TV episode
(1 more)
This Savage Land (1969) (TV)
Marcus Welby, M.D. (1969) (TV)
... aka A Matter of Humanities (USA: new
syndication title)
Any Second Now (1969) (TV)
Hellfighters (1968)
"National Geographic Specials" (2 episodes,

1966-1968)
- 500 Million Years Beneath the Sea (1968)
TV episode
- Dr. Leakey and the Dawn of Man (1966)
TV episode
Shadow Over Elveron (1968) (TV)
Countdown (1968)
Alexander the Great (1968) (TV)
Stranger on the Run (1967) (TV)
... aka Lonesome Gun
"Garrison's Gorillas" (1967) TV series
(unknown episodes)
"Combat!" (151 episodes, 1962-1967)
- The Partisan (1967) TV episode
- Jonah (1967) TV episode
- Nightmare on the Red Ball Run (1967) TV
episode
- A Little Jazz (1967) TV episode
- The Masquers (1967) TV episode
(146 more)
A Covenant with Death (1967)
"The Road West" (2 episodes, 1966)
- This Savage Land: Part 2 (1966) TV
episode
- This Savage Land: Part 1 (1966) TV
episode
Fantastic Voyage (1966)
... aka Microscopia
... aka Strange Journey
"The Alfred Hitchcock Hour" (2 episodes,
1964-1965)
- One of the Family (1965) TV episode
- Beast in View (1964) TV episode (music
score)
The Chapman Report (1962)
Convicts 4 (1962)
... aka Convicts Four (USA: alternative title)
... aka Reprieve
Hell Is for Heroes (1962)
The Outsider (1961)
"The Defenders" (1961) TV series (unknown
episodes)
The Plunderers (1960)
The Crowded Sky (1960)
The Savage Eye (1960)
"Law of the Plainsman" (27 episodes, 19591960)
... aka "The Westerners" (USA: syndication
title)
- Trojan Horse (1960) TV episode
- Cavern of the Wind (1960) TV episode
- Job's Daughters (1960) TV episode
- Amnesty (1960) TV episode
- Stella (1960) TV episode
(22 more)
The Bramble Bush (1960)
The Rise and Fall of Legs Diamond (1960)
"The Twilight Zone" (1 episode, 1959)
... aka "The Twilight Zone: The Original
Series" (Australia)
... aka "Twilight Zone" (USA: new title)
- And When the Sky Was Opened (1959)
TV episode

Pork Chop Hill (1959)
Lafayette Escadrille (1958)
... aka C'est la guerre (USA)
... aka Hell Bent for Glory (UK)
... aka With You in My Arms (USA: alternative
title)
Bombers B-52 (1957)
... aka No Sleep Till Dawn (UK)
The Young Stranger (1957)
Edge of the City (1957)
... aka A Man Is Ten Feet Tall (UK)
Rebel Without a Cause (1955)
The Cobweb (1955)
East of Eden (1955)
... aka John Steinbeck's East of Eden (USA:
complete title)

Music Department:
A Cock and Bull Story (2005) (music
arranger: "Lilburlero" from "Barry Lyndon")
... aka Tristram Shandy: A Cock and Bull
Story (USA)
Mrs. Munck (1995) (conductor)
Keeper of the City (1991) (TV) (conductor)
RoboCop 2 (1990) (conductor)
The Lord of the Rings (1978) (conductor)
... aka J.R.R. Tolkien's The Lord of the Rings
(USA: complete title)
Cycle Vixens (1978) (composer: stock music)
(uncredited)
... aka The Young Cycle Girls
"Rafferty" (composer: theme music) (13
episodes, 1977)
- Death Out of a Blue Sky (1977) TV
episode (composer: theme music)
- No Yesterday and No Tomorrow (1977)
TV episode (composer: theme music)
- The Burning Man (1977) TV episode
(composer: theme music)
- Walking Wounded (1977) TV episode
(composer: theme music)
- The Will to Live (1977) TV episode
(composer: theme music)
(8 more)
Bound for Glory (1976) (conductor) (music

adaptor)
Sherlock Holmes in New York (1976) (TV)
(conductor)
Barry Lyndon (1975) (conductor) (music
adaptor)
"Marcus Welby, M.D." (composer: theme
music) (2 episodes, 1974)
... aka "Robert Young, Family Doctor"
- Each Day a Miracle (1974) TV episode
(composer: theme music)
- No Charity for the MacAllisters (1974) TV
episode (composer: theme music)
Countdown (1968) (conductor)
"The Road West" (composer: theme music)
(29 episodes, 1966-1967)
- Elizabeth's Odyssey (1967) TV episode
(composer: theme music)
- The Agreement (1967) TV episode
(composer: theme music)
- A War for the Gravediggers (1967) TV
episode (composer: theme music)
- The Eighty-Seven Dollar Bride (1967) TV
episode (composer: theme music)
- Charade of Justice (1967) TV episode
(composer: theme music)
(24 more)
"Combat!" (composer: theme music) (151
episodes, 1962-1967) (composer: title theme)
(1 episode, 1963)
- The Partisan (1967) TV episode
(composer: theme music)
- Jonah (1967) TV episode (composer:
theme music)
- Nightmare on the Red Ball Run (1967) TV
episode (composer: theme music)
- A Little Jazz (1967) TV episode
(composer: theme music)
- The Masquers (1967) TV episode
(composer: theme music)
(147 more)
"The Defenders" (composer: theme music)
(132 episodes, 1961-1965)
- Only a Child (1965) TV episode
(composer: theme music)
- The Bum's Rush (1965) TV episode
(composer: theme music)
- The Prosecutor (1965) TV episode
(composer: theme music)
- Youths and Maidens on an Evening Walk
(1965) TV episode (composer: theme music)
- A Matter of Law and Disorder (1965) TV
episode (composer: theme music)
(127 more)
The Plunderers (1960) (conductor)
The Savage Eye (1960) (conductor)
Pork Chop Hill (1959) (conductor)
Edge of the City (1957) (conductor)
... aka A Man Is Ten Feet Tall (UK)
Soundtrack:
A Cock and Bull Story (2005) ("Lilliburlero")
... aka Tristram Shandy: A Cock and Bull
Story (USA)

The Lord of the Rings (1978) (music:
"MITHRANDIR")
... aka J.R.R. Tolkien's The Lord of the Rings
(USA: complete title)
Self:
Real James Dean (2006) (V) .... Himself
Der Klang der Bilder (1995) (TV) .... Himself
The 49th Annual Academy Awards (1977)
(TV) .... Himself - Winner: Best Score
Adaptation
James Dean: The First American Teenager
(1975) (TV) .... Himself
"ABC's Wide World of Entertainment" ....
Himself (1 episode, 1974)
... aka "ABC Late Night" (USA: new title)
- Memories of a Gentle Giant (1974) TV
episode .... Himself
James Dean Remembered (1974) (TV) ....
Himself
Archive Footage:
The 81st Annual Academy Awards (2009)
(TV) .... Himself - Memorial Tribute
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A Cock and Bull Story (2005) ("Lilliburlero")
Soundtrack
A Cock and Bull Story (2005) (music arranger: "Lilburlero" from "Barry Lyndon")
Music Department
A Covenant with Death (1967)
Composer
A Man Called Horse (1970)
Composer
Aftermath: A Test of Love (1991) (TV)
Composer
Alexander the Great (1968) (TV)
Composer
Amazing Stories" (1 episode 1986 "- No Day at the Beach (1986) TV episode
Composer
Ambition (1991/I)
Composer
An Enemy of the People (1978)
Composer
Any Second Now (1969) (TV)
Composer
Banyon (1971) (TV)
Composer
Barry Lyndon (1975) (conductor) (music adaptor)
Music Department
Battle for the Planet of the Apes (1973)
Composer
Beneath the Planet of the Apes (1970)
Composer
Birch Interval (1976)
Composer
Body Wars (1989)
Composer
Bombers B-52 (1957)
Composer
Bound for Glory (1976) (conductor) (music adaptor)
Music Department
Celebrity" (1984) TV mini-series
Composer
Charlton Heston Presents the Bible (1997) (V)
Composer
City in Fear (1980) (TV)
Composer
Composer / Music Department
Combat!" (151 episodes 1962-1967) composer (theme music)
Convicts 4 (1962)
Composer
Countdown (1968) (conductor)
Composer / Music Department
Cross Creek (1983)
Composer
Cycle Vixens (1978) (composer: stock music) (uncredited)
Music Department
Der Klang der Bilder (1995) (TV) .... Himself
Self
East of Eden (1955)
Composer
Edge of the City (1957)
Composer
Edge of the City (1957) (conductor)
Music Department
Fantastic Voyage (1966)
Composer
First Steps (1985) (TV)
Composer
Friendly Fire (1979) (TV)
Composer
Garrison's Gorillas" (1967) TV series (unknown episodes)
Composer
Gibbsville" (1976) TV series (unknown episodes)
Composer
Heart of the Stag (1984)
Composer
Heartsounds (1984) (TV)
Composer
Hell Is for Heroes (1962)
Composer
Hellfighters (1968)
Composer
Hide in Plain Sight (1980)
Composer
Holmes and Yo-Yo" (1976) TV series (unknown episodes)
Composer
In Broad Daylight (1971) (TV)
Composer
Judge Dee and the Monastery Murders (1974) (TV)
Composer
Jurij (2001)
Composer
Keeper of the City (1991) (TV)
Composer
Music Department
Keeper of the City (1991) (TV) (conductor)
Kingston (1976) (TV)
Composer
Lafayette Escadrille (1958)
Composer
Lanigan's Rabbi (1976) (TV)
Composer
Law of the Plainsman" (27 episodes 1959-1960) composer
Composer
Levitation (1997)
Composer
Making Love (1982)
Composer
Marcus Welby, M.D." (96 episodes (1969-1976) Composer
Composer
Marcus Welby, M.D." (composer: theme music) (2 episodes 1974)
Music Department
Mary White (1977) (TV)
Composer
Miss Lonelyhearts (1983) (TV)
Composer
Mrs. Munck (1995)
Composer
Mrs. Munck (1995) (conductor)
Music Department
Murder in Texas (1981) (TV)
Composer
Nakia (1974) (TV)
Composer
National Geographic Specials" (2 episodes 1966-1968)
- 500 Million Years
Composer
Beneath the Sea (1968) TV
National Geographic Specials" (2 episodes 1966-1968)
- Dr. Leakey and
Composer
the Dawn of Man (1966) TV e
Nero Wolfe (1979) (TV)
Composer
Pork Chop Hill (1959)
Composer

Pork Chop Hill (1959) (conductor)
Music Department
Primus" (1971) TV series (unknown episodes)
Composer
Promised a Miracle (1988) (TV)
Composer
Promises in the Dark (1979)
Composer
Prophecy (1979)
Composer
Quincy M.E." (1 episode 1977 "- A Dead Man's Truth (1977) TV episode
Composer
Race with the Devil (1975)
Composer
Rafferty" (1 episode 1977) "- Rafferty (1977) TV episode
Composer
Rafferty" (composer: theme music) (13 episodes 1977) - composer: theme music
Music Department
Real James Dean (2006) (V) .... Himself
Self
Rebel Without a Cause (1955)
Composer
RoboCop 2 (1990)
Composer
Music Department
RoboCop 2 (1990) (conductor)
September 30 1955 (1977)
Composer
Shadow Over Elveron (1968) (TV)
Composer
Sherlock Holmes in New York (1976) (TV) (conductor)
Music Department
Si je t'attrape... (2005)
Composer
Sky Heist (1975) (TV)
Composer
Star Trek IV: The Voyage Home (1986)
Composer
Stranger on the Run (1967) (TV)
Composer
Sybil (1976) (TV)
Composer
Sylvia (1985/I)
Composer
The 49th Annual Academy Awards (1977) (TV) .... Himself - Winner: Best Score Adaptation Self
- One of the Family
Composer
(1965) TV episode
The Alfred Hitchcock Hour" (2 episodes 1964-1965)
The Alfred Hitchcock Hour" (2 episodes 1964-1965)
- Beast in ViewComposer
(1964) TV episode (music score
The Bramble Bush (1960)
Composer
The Bravos (1972) (TV)
Composer
The Car (1977)
Composer
The Cat Creature (1973) (TV)
Composer
The Chapman Report (1962)
Composer
The Cobweb (1955)
Composer
The Color of Evening (1994)
Composer
The Crowded Sky (1960)
Composer
The Defenders" (1961) TV series (unknown episodes)
Composer
The Defenders" (composer: theme music) (132 episodes) (1961-1965)
Music Department
The Face on the Milk Carton (1995) (TV)
Composer
The First 36 Hours of Dr. Durant (1975) (TV)
Composer
The Jazz Singer (1980)
Composer
The Lord of the Rings (1978)
Composer
Music Department
The Lord of the Rings (1978) (conductor)
The Lord of the Rings (1978) (music: "MITHRANDIR")
Soundtrack
The Other Side of Hell (1978) (TV)
Composer
The Outsider (1961)
Composer
The Phantom of Hollywood (1974) (TV)
Composer
The Plunderers (1960)
Composer
The Plunderers (1960) (conductor)
Music Department
The Possessed (1977) (TV)
Composer
The Return of Marcus Welby M.D. (1984) (TV)
Composer
The Rise and Fall of Legs Diamond (1960)
Composer
The Road West" (2 episodes 1966)
- This Savage Composer
Land: Part 1 & 2 (1966) TV episo
The Road West" (composer: theme music) (29 episodes 1966-1967)
Music Department
The Savage Eye (1960)
Composer
The Savage Eye (1960) (conductor)
Music Department
The Todd Killings (1971)
Composer
The Twilight Zone" (1 episode 1959)
- And When the
Composer
Sky Was Opened (1959) TV e
The Undersea World of Jacques Cousteau" (1 episode 1971) - Octopus Octopus (1971) TV episode
Composer
The Virginian" (6 episodes 1967-1969)
Composer
The Wall (1982) (TV)
Composer
The Young Stranger (1957)
Composer
This Savage Land (1969) (TV)
Composer
Vanished (1971) (TV)
Composer
Where Pigeons Go to Die (1990) (TV)
Composer

Collectibles: Monkey business
By: David Sanderson
In a recent poll, the final, jaw-dropping scene in Planet
of the Apes -- that's the part where astrohunk Charlton
Heston stumbles upon a worse-for-wear Statue of
Liberty and suddenly realizes he's been wandering
around Earth for the last 122 minutes -- was voted
among the best cinematic endings of all time. (No. 1?
Here's a clue: "Rosebud.")
Forty years ago next month, Planet of the Apes was
awarded an honorary Oscar for "outstanding makeup
achievement." The ground-breaking film, co-written by
The Twilight Zone's Rod Serling, spawned four
sequels, two television series and a 2001 "re-imagined"
version directed by Tim Burton. But the franchise's true
legacy lies in the surfeit of comic books, bubblegum
cards and children's toys that hit store shelves during
the height of Ape-mania. (Think Luke Skywalker and
Co. started that whole movie tie-in biz? Not so. Planet
of the Apes is considered to be the first film to
successfully spill out of theatres and into Toys R Us.)
Dave Mollard, 39, grew up 200 kilometres north of
Thompson. He went ape early in life after catching the
first instalment on late-night TV during a visit to his
grandmother's home in Stonewall. Now a resident of
Stonewall himself, Mollard need never miss another
moment of the action: he owns multiple copies of the
original pentalogy, including a limited-edition fiveDVD set that is stored inside a plastic primate's head.

song-based à la Simian and Garfunkel. They're spokenword versions of the movies.)
Tim Parati of North Carolina has invested thousands of
dollars into his own POTA collection. Many of Parati's
treasures, including the vinyl records Mollard seeks,
are part of a bonus vignette, Impact of the Apes, that is
featured on the Planet of the Apes 40th anniversary
Blu-ray edition (November 2008).
"The people who were putting together the (Blu-ray)
package heard about my stuff so they gave me a call,"
Parati says when reached at home in Charlotte. "The
companies really went overboard back then, making all
sorts of things that had nothing to do with the Apes
movies." He lists things like belt buckles, bicycle flags,
kites and slippers -- shaped like a chimp's paws -- as
just some of the oddities he's tracked down through the
years.
Parati's favourite Apes film is the initial one, based on
Pierre Boulle's 1963 novel, La Planète des Singes. "It
has the best message and it was the best-made one,
too," he says. "Because of dwindling budgets, the films
just got cheaper looking -- plus they didn't make any
sense, timeline-wise. The directors were more or less
making them up as they went along because they
thought each one was going to be the last." (The next
instalment, Caesar -- so-named for the ape who led the
uprising against the humans in Conquest of the Planet
of the Apes -- is rumoured to be hitting a multiplex near
you in 2010.)

"I started buying the videos about seven years ago and
this all kind of went from there," he says. Among the
hundreds of items on display in his living room are a
vintage Milton-Bradley board game (one just like it is
currently available on eBay for $199.99), a Spanish
lobby poster (El Planeta de los Simios) and a Mego
"Planet of the Apes Treehouse."
"If I see it, I buy it," Mollard says, explaining his plan
of attack. "Every antique shop in Winnipeg knows me,
so whenever stuff comes in, they give me a call."
Most of Mollard's collectibles remain in their original
packaging. If he were to assemble his nine-square-foot
jigsaw puzzle, for example, "it wouldn't be worth
anything anymore," he says.
Mollard (fave line: "Get your stinking paws off me, you
damned dirty ape!") is still on the lookout for a few
items. One is a matching plate for his breakfast bowl
and tumbler set. Another is a line of records that were
released on the Power label in 1975. (No, the LPs aren't

To view selections from Parati's collection, go to
www.pota.goatley.com/collectibles.html.
david.sanderson@freepress.mb.ca
http://www.winnipegfreepress.com/detour/monkey_business_collect
ibles-40019912.html

Name: APELINE ALPHA
Table Description: The original timeline -

PLANET OF THE APES TIMELINE
Written by Tiziano Caliendo

v

YEAR

EVENT

SOURCE

DEDUCTION

5 millions
of years
ago.

Africa and Indonesia: an unpredictable
genetic mutation starts to affect simians,
generating a diverged "branch" of Apes.
All three races feature
antropomorphization (almost-erect
posture and human-like physiognomical
traits).

Conjecture;
CONQUEST.

In CONQUEST it is clear that Humanoid
Apes had been abruptly preleved from
their natural habitat, and not "created" in
some sophisticated labs. Mandemus is
another consistent proof that Humanoid
Apes are an evolutionary development.
In ESCAPE Zira is erroneously defined
as a 'Primitive Ape'.

1800s.

The presence of 'Primitive Apes' (or
'Small Apes') is often unspoiled in
Africa.

Conjecture;
ESCAPE;
CONQUEST.

Both a "smaller" form of Humanoid
Gorilla (the one which killed Milo) and
Humanoid chimp (Helene, mother of
Salome) are introduced in ESCAPE.

1930s.

A marginal conflict ensues at this point.
It wasn't as abysmal as our World War
II, but it was enough to disappoint a
young Taylor and make a cynical man
out of him.

Parallelism;
Conjecture;
PLANET;
BATTLE.

The POTA saga takes place in an
alternative history. The 'Lawgiver' of
Apeline Beta reports: "... and in the
fullness of time evil men betrayed God's
trust and in disobedience to his holy
word waged bloody wars not only
against their own kind...". The dialogue
seems to suggest that world wars prior to
the "one" never had occurred.

1940s.

Experimentation involving nuclear
energy proves to be successful. This
form of energy is soon introduced to the
ever-growing scientific environment.

Conjecture.

ANSA ships must be powered by nuclear
energy or a similar branch.

1947 A.D.

N.A.S.A. is created. That same year,
Landon is born.

Parallelism;
Conjecture;
PLANET.

Taylor specifically says that Landon is
"2031 years old" in regard to the
EARTH-TIME Date Meter (11-253978).

1948 A.D.

A big economical break boosts private
enterprise. A top-secret black-budget
agency is set up: A.N.S.A, a
technologically developed military
branch of NASA apt to release
intergalactic explorations. ANSA is also
nominated to perform additional tasks
as well as technological experimentation
under the guidance of Dr. Otto Hasslein.

Conjecture;
PLANET;
BENEATH;
ESCAPE.

NASA and ANSA co-exist, as hinted in
ESCAPE.

1953 A.D.

One of the many Humanoid Apes
receptive to human language is born. He
will be known as 'Mandemus'.

Conjecture;
BATTLE.

Mandemus is at least 20-years older than
Caesar (see BATTLE). As far the
language is concerned, Cornelius
revealed that English had been the Ape
language for 2000 years (see ESCAPE).

1963 A.D.

J.F. Kennedy's death. 'Cape Kennedy' is
thus re-christened as such.

Parallelism;
PLANET.

As mentioned in PLANET.

1966 A.D.

The Alpha-Omega Bomb project is set
in motion. News about this weapon soon
circulate in many ANSA sectors. The
task is appointed to famed engineer Dr.
Mendez (father of "the" Mendez seen in
BATTLE).

Conjecture;
BENEATH.

Taylor stated that the bomb was "a
souvenir of the 20th Century".

1967 A.D.

ANSA addresses a pool of volunteer
astronauts to enterprise a journey of
exploration in further space. Among
those, Taylor and his crew. Armando's
Circus sees the light for the very first
time, and the Imperfect Ape 'Heloise' is
also purchased.

Conjecture;
PLANET;
BENEATH;
ESCAPE.

Heloise's story told by Armando in
ESCAPE.

1969 A.D.

Landing on Moon.

Parallelism;
ESCAPE.

As hinted by the Newscaster in
ESCAPE.

1970s.

Government plans to build suburban
sites in order to host socially prominent
figures, as well as scientists, engineers
and technicians. 'Century City' (New
York State) is the prototype of a long
list of centres set in strategical sectors
across the globe. Works begin.

Conjecture;
CONQUEST.

It seems to me that Century City is
supposed to be relatively "old" by the
mark of 1991 A.D. Besides, Breck refers
to other "cities", so there might be many
other sites out of there.

1970 A.D.

Autumn. Unspecified astronaut embark
on a revolutionary journey in space
aboard an experimental ANSA capsule.
The ship abruptly disappear, and is soon
dismissed either as "lost" or
"disintegrated" by medias all around the
world. Fact is, the ship has been caught
by a "spot" of the Hesslein Curve and
sent 13 years in the future.

ESCAPE;
CONQUEST.

In 1973, the President reveals that
Taylor's ship wasn't the only one
supposed to be missing: "Yesterday, a
US spacecraft splashed down off the
southern California coast. It was one of
two that have been missing in space for
over two years now" (his words in
ESCAPE). However, Taylor's ship had
been lost for only an year and a half, and
it was way too early to dismiss Brent's
mission as "failed". Here we go.

ESCAPE;
CONQUEST.

Probably, the circus began to operate
seven years before the Ape-O-Nauts
would land. It's only when Armando
says: "I run a circus", that Kolp replies:
"We know that", and Hoskyns then adds:
"From 20 years back". The "20 years"
part is about Armando's running of a
circus.

PLANET.

Taylor in his final report: "Six months
indeep space... by OUR time, that is.
According to Doctor Hasslein's Theory
of Time in a vehicle travelling nearly the
speed of light, the Earth has aged nearly
seven hundred years since we left it,
while we've aged hardly at all. Hmm.
Maybe so."

BENEATH.

The Hasslein Curve is a sort of
discrepancy, a "bend in time". The ship
didn't even appear to be equipped with
hybernation chambers, so you can guess
it's a much powerful vessel.

1971 A.D.

Armando becomes leader and owner of
the Circus.

1972 A.D.

The day: 01-14-1972. 'Big One' mission
commanded by Colonel Taylor lifts off
from Cape Kennedy. The crew: Landon,
Dodge and Lt. Stewart. Overspread by a
sudden and powerful warping effect, the
ship disappears from orbital detection
and is soon believed to have
disintegrated. In truth, Big One entered
in an 'Hasslein Curve', a fold in space
interconnecting Point A (1972 A.D.)
with Point B (3978 A.D.).

1972 A.D.

Secretly, a rushed rescue mission to find
Big One is also launched. Astronaut
Brent and 'Skipper' Maddox aboard a
much faster ship, powered by an
experimental engine able to reach "warp
velocities". In the desperate effort to
track Taylor's trajectory, they end in that
very same distortion outside Earth: the
Hasslein Curve.

1983 A.D.

The 1970 ANSA ship miracolously
emerges from the "spot" of the Hasslein
Curve. The astronaut is alive and well,
but he's somwhow become the carrier of
a mysterious virus: The Plague. Either
dogs and cats are soon infected by this
lethal and unknown bacillum from space
"imported" by the astronaut himself.
Most of the animals are deliberately
slaughtered to prevent the spread.
Within months, the Plague is contained,
but man is left without pets.

Conjecture;
ESCAPE;
CONQUEST.

Cornelius's historical account
(ESCAPE).

1990s.

It is during this period of time that the
social repercussions of the Plague begin
to be felt. Humans, to replace their lost
pets, turn to keeping small primates,
birds, lizards, etc. The primates are
found to be the most useful and
gradually become the most common
household animal. Gradually, larger and
larger ones are taken in.

Conjecture;
CONQUEST.

Armando's account in CONQUEST,
basically.

Conjecture;
BENEATH;
BATTLE.

Supposedly, the "Mendez" seen in
BATTLE is deeply connected to the
bomb (he provided Kolp with it). From
the Mutants in BENEATH we know that
a "Mendez" must have been a keyelement in the history of the weapon.
This theory explains the simultanous
presence of a "Mendez" in both the
Apelines. The once-deleted scenes in
BATTLE (now restored in the extended
cut) show that, at this point, the bomb
exists.

1990 A.D.

The Alpha-Omega Bomb Project has
been successfully completed under the
help and the guidance of gifted engineer
Mendez.

2000s.

Apes are considered a substitute to the
late pets.

Conjecture;
ESCAPE.

The 'Ape Prehistory' mentioned in
Cornelius's historical account (see
ESCAPE). He also told the
commissioners that his "language"
(English) had been spoken by his
ancestors for roughly 2000 years. Of
course, I suppose his interpretation of the
Secret Scrolls must be a bit fuzzy: Apes
just became responsive to it.

2190 A.D.

In the past decades: society advanced.
Big cities on the coasts became larger,
impoverishing the internal territories in
terms of density and resources. People
gradually realized that Apes could serve
to much greater purposes, thus
performing services instead of "simple
tricks".

Conjecture;
ESCAPE.

Cornelius's historical account (see
ESCAPE). He also pointed out that it
took less than 200 years to make the
Apes more than 'pets'.

2200 A.D.

The Nuclear War.

Conjecture;
PLANET.

"The surface of the world was ravaged
by the vilest war in human history".

2210s.

A group of surviving scientists and
civilians, affected by nuclear radiation,
exile themselves in the underground
sites of a bombed-out New York. Their
spawn will soon show several effects of
an unpredictable, deturping mutation.
The scientists would eventually start to
manipulate D.N.A. in need to
"freeze/stabilize" the most profitable
traits. After generations, the final result
will be the nucleus of the 'Gesalt Mind'.

Conjecture;
BENEATH.

This is an attempt to justify the
evolutionary "leap" in human
morphogenetics shown in BENEATH. It
must have an artificial origin in order to
sound plausible.

2300s.

"They became alert to the concept of
slavery, and as their numbers grew, to
slavery's antidote, which of course is
unity. Well, at first they began
assembling in small groups. They
learned the art of corporate and militant
action, they learned to refuse. At first
they just grunted their refusal, but then,
on an historic day which is
commemorated by my species and fully
documented in the Sacred Scrolls, there
came Aldo. He did not grunt, he
articulated. He spoke a word which had
been spoken to him, oh, time without
number by humans. He said, 'No'."

ESCAPE.

Cornelius and Zira's historical account,
open to much interpretation. The Nice
Lawgiver in BATTLE "rounded-out" the
story in a mythological fashion: "... And
in the fullness of time evil men betrayed
God's trust and in disobedience to his
holy word waged bloody wars not only
against their own kind but against the
apes whom they reduced to slavery.
Then God in his wrath sent the world a
savior miraculously born of two Apes
who had descended on Earth from
Earth's own future." It can be read as a
mythical-like reference to the Apeline
Alpha timespan.

2490 A.D.

The Planet of the Apes I is born.

ESCAPE.

"(...) after three more centuries, (they)
turn the tables on their owners..."

2500s.

Both the species look disbanded. 1- In
the American "outback", a dedicated
elite of surviving Apes struggles to
retain the culture achieved in the past:
they are the 'Ancients'. 2- On the East
Coast, simian ramifications go wild in
the 'Jungles'. The living condition of the
Humans is terrible: generation after
generation, they will regress towards a
primitive stadium.

Conjecture;
PLANET.

According to Cornelius's historical
account about an "age of barbarism".

2670 A.D.

'Proteus', a brilliant and resourceful
Orangutan, raises like mentor and leader
of the Ancients, the civilized Apes of
the outback. He will play a pivotal role
in the resurgence of the culture on the
East Coast and the spread of ruthless
hostility towards Humans. Lately, he
will be known as 'The Lawgiver', "the
greatest Ape of all".

Conjecture;
PLANET.

According to Doctor Zaius's reading of
the Sacred Scrolls.

2678 A.D.

East Coast: Anarchist Apes running free
throughout the 'Jungles'. Carnivorous
Gorillas die in a specific area also
featuring the past remnants of Humans
from 1978 A.C.

PLANET.

Cornelius's archeological account: "It
was at this level that I discovered traces
of an early ape creature -- a stage of
primitive barbarism, really -- dating back
some thirteen hundred years, roughly." A
hundred of years before the writing of
the Sacred Scrolls.

2700 A.D.

The Simian Exodus. From the outback,
the Ancients enterprise a long journey to
reach the coast and "civilize" the wild
Apes under the name of Proteus, who is
personally in charge of the operation.

Conjecture;
PLANET.

Surely, Proteus played an active part in
the colonization of the East Coast, and
that's why: it was he who established the
"ancient taboo" by having "pronounced
this whole area deadly" (The Forbidden
Zone). Not only it is a taboo for a
civilian Ape to "exceed his orders" on
his "travel permit" and travel into the
Forbidden Zone, it is an ecclesiastical

2778 A.D.

East Coast: writing of either the official
'Sacred Scrolls' and the apocryphal
'Secret Scrolls' occurs. The scrolls
celebrate the figure of Proteus and his
instrumental anti-Human teachings.

PLANET.

Doctor Zaius's historical account. 1200
years prior the events depicted in
PLANET.

3956 A.D.

East Coast: An orangutan doctor named
'Zaius' establishes himself as a highly
influential entity in Ape City. He's the
"guardian of a terrible secret".

Conjecture;
PLANET.

3978 A.D.

East Coast. The day: 11-25-3978 A.D.
After nearly eighteen months of
travelling in space, the Big One crashlands in an inland sea somewhere in the
area south of what was once Long
Island. Astronauts Colonel Taylor,
Landon, Dodge survive, but Stewart
dies in hibernation. Landmasses have
shifted so that is no longer ocean. The
astronauts' journey across the barren
desert to a forested area, where they find
representatives of what was once the
human race. In a gorilla raid, Taylor and
Landon are captured but are separated,
and Dodge is killed. Taken to Ape City,
Doctors Zira and Cornelius discover
Taylor's intelligence. The council
perceives this as a threat and makes
plans to exterminate the human. During
a mock trial, Taylor discovers that
Landon has undergone brain surgery,
leaving him a mental vegetable. Zira
and Cornelius take Taylor and his
female companion, Nova, into the
Forbidden Zone to the site of an
archaeological expedition conducted by
Cornelius. Taylor and Nova escape
from Doctor Zaius and the gorilla
patrols farther into the Forbidden Zone.
There, Taylor discovers that he has in
fact returned to Earth.

'PLANET OF
THE APES'
(1968).

SHIP-TIME: Late September 1972 A.D
(estimation). That's why Brent was
launched in October.

3979 A.D.
(1)

Ape City is awash in political
undercurrents. Doctor Zaius has
succeeded in quashing the ripples
caused by Taylor's appearance and
abilities, but General Ursus,
campaigning for war, is beyond his
control. Several scouts are lost in the
Forbidden Zone not long after Taylor
disappears and war is on. There is also a
chimpanzee undercurrent, and while
pretending to go along with Zaius,
Cornelius and Zira have secretly been
aiding the genius chimpanzee Doctor
Milo in his studies of a rescued
spacecraft, the one Taylor had arrived
in. He is analysing it and attempting to
ready it for flight. They plan to use it as
the kind of traumatic evidence they feel
Ape City needs to escape the total loss

BENEATH;
ESCAPE.

Peter Karsten: "We know from
statements that Milo is brilliant, but
unlike Cornelius, who was an
Archaeologist, we don't know what
Milo's specialty was. From his musings
in ESCAPE, it is possible he was a
mathematician. Perhaps he discovered
some information (possibly aided by
Cornelius) in the Forbidden Zone that
helped him in his work with the ship?
Either way, his launching of it was an
exceptionally brave thing, since Apes did
not believe flight was possible."

3979 A.D.
(2)

Mid-August. The Rescue mission
emerges from the Hasslein Curve and
abruptly crash-lands on the Planet of the
Apes I. Brent is the only survivor
('Skipper' Maddox is rendered blind
from the fires and damage of the ship
and soon after succumbs to his injuries).
After an encounter with Zira, Cornelius
and the gorillas in Ape City, Brent and
Nova travel to the Forbidden City in
search of Taylor. A chain of dramatic
events follows, and Taylor detonates the
Alpha-Omega Bomb. The Planet of the
Apes I is destroyed. According to the
Space Observer: "In one of the
countless billions of galaxies in the
universe lies a medium-sized star... and
one of its satellites, a green and
insignificant planet, is now dead".

"BENEATH
THE
PLANET OF
THE APES"
(1970)

SHIP-TIME: Late June 1973 A.D.
(estimation). The Date Meter has just
stopped during the trip in the Curve
(indeed, it erroneously reports '3955
A.D.' as final chrono-coordinate).

3979 A.D.
(3) ------->
APELINE
BETA

Cornelius, Zira and Dr. Milo aboard the
Big One ship (Mark II) leave the Planet
of the Apes I. A catalytic reaction
spreads across the globe. The Effect
Shockwave caused by the blast is sent
into the space and hits the spacecraft
containing the three Ape-O-Nauts.
Finally, the ship is thrown into the
Hasslein Curve, now converted into the
Sinusoid.

"ESCAPE
FROM THE
PLANET OF
THE APES"
(1972)

"Dr. Milo was a genius well in advance
of his time." Can we argue on this? Milo
somewhat retrieved Taylor's ship in the
lapse between PLANET and BENEATH
(seven months). Helped by his
subversive acolytes, he re-arranged the
machine in many different ways, even reprogramming the memory of the Date
Meter. He, Cornelius and Zira might
have known the mistaken time
coordinates from Brent.

POTA ORIGINAL FAN FICTION
“SALVAGE”
by Rob Morganbesser
rhob1960@yahoo.com
March 3978
The heat rose off the desert of the Forbidden
Zone in long shimmering waves. Here and
there were outcroppings of rock but little else.
This deep into what had once been fertile
land, nothing could grow. One could pass
across it if lucky and a day later the tracks
would be gone. The lone wagon that was
crossing this wasteland went slowly, laden
with supplies for the long trip. At its front sat
two Chimpanzees, both wearing floppy broad
brimmed hats to keep the sun off their heads.
The younger of the two, Lysius, thought his
master, Doctor Milo mad. But in this thought
he was no different from many other apes
back in their city; Milo had nearly been cited
for heresy on more than one occasion. He’d
stood up to Doctor Zaius in council and been
reprimanded. This was why an ape of his
stature found himself tutoring students
privately and sneaking off into the Forbidden
Zone to do what he wanted without Gorilla or
Orangutan interference.
Lysius thought that Milo’s latest jaunt
was insane. Friends of his, Cornelius and
Zira (who would have been his had he been
more down to earth) had told Milo of a man, a
different man; one who could think and told a
strange story. Unlike other Apes, Milo had
believed them. He knew that somewhere,
hidden in man’s mind was the capacity to
think. He also knew and would have been
imprisoned or worse had he let this out; that
man had once been the dominant species on
the planet; that the apes owed much of their
culture to their hairless enemies. If Zaius had
known that Milo had seen papers, papers that
were not part of the Sacred Scrolls, but were
part of the Orangutan’s secret documents –
he certainly would have been quietly killed by
now.
Pulling back the reigns, Milo halted the
wagon. Reaching to his side he removed a
map, not one of the primitive ones such as
Cornelius had shown Taylor; this one was
ancient and battered. On it in red ink was the
legend US GEOLOGICAL SURVEY – 1975.
Milo rubbed a hand over the map absent
mindedly. His friend Cornelius would have
given a decade of his life to see this – but Milo

was cautious. He’d found this in among
things Zaius had scheduled for destruction.
But the Gorilla guarding it had been easy to
fool and as such, now it was Milo’s. He
envied a time when there was power to create
such things. As he envied the engineers
whose drawings he’d seen in the two books
he was able to make off with. He had them
with him and had been reading them for
years. This strange man Cornelius told him
about had merely fired his ambition to see if
the tale was true. He believed that at one
time Man could fly, indeed had gone into
space itself. The books he had saved –
heresy indeed! – from Zaius foolishness was
proof of that! Taking out another map, Milo
held them side by side. The ancient one
proved that the planet had suffered a horrible
catastrophe. Where they sat on their wagon
had once been water, part of a great harbor.
He had used this one to make a more
accurate one of the surrounding area. The
ruins of the Forbidden City were to their west,
the ravine that led to dead lake lay ahead.
Still they had to take a longer route; there
wasn’t any path for the wagon through the
ravine.
“All right, let’s get moving.”
It took most of the next day to traverse
the ravine to where a gentle slope led down to
the shores of the lake. It was cooler by it, a
light breeze ruffling their hats. As they rode
about the lake, its dead waters lapping at the
sandy shores, Lysius pointed ahead. “Doctor,
what’s that?”
Milo stopped the wagon and lifted a
hand made telescope. Holding it to his eye he
peered ahead. There, at the edge of the lake
was a white triangle. It was sticking out of the
water at an angle, showing that it had washed
ashore but could go no further. Milo could
feel his heartbeat increase. “I think I’ve found
what I’m looking for.”
As Lysius watched in amazement, Milo
stripped off his clothing and waded – waded –
out into the cool waters of the lake. Few
apes, if any, were willing to go into open
water. When they bathed it was in safety.
Lysius had never seen one do what Milo had.
The brilliant ape carried only a rope with a
grapnel. Moving alongside the object – which
he suspected to be an aircraft of some kind,
he paused to look at the blue circle with ANSA
stenciled in white. Licking his lips, Milo moved
alongside until he was next to and below a

hole in the craft’s hull. Deftly he tossed the
grapnel and tugged back, feeling it bite.
Swiftly he climbed up onto the craft and
peered down into its depths. For a moment
he felt around the hole and envied the makers
of this craft. The metal was so smooth, so
even. The best metal smith he knew couldn’t
do this. For a moment Milo wished he could
bring Zaius here. What would this do to his
idea of ape superiority? But no, Zaius would
call this heresy and have it destroyed. Milo
squirmed into the hatch and climbed down
into the ship.
It was dim inside, a slight amount of
light coming through the quartz crystal
windows. There were four seats and at the
rear of the craft, water from when it had sunk.
Holding onto the various consoles, Milo
moved further back, until the water was as
high as his knees.
There were four
sarcophagi here, not unlike those used to
bury apes of higher class. All but one was
open; this last bore a skeletal corpse in a
white uniform – from examination, Milo could
see that it had been a female.
Moving back through the ship he saw
a light blinking on one of the consoles.
Peering down at it he moved away some
muck and read: FUSION ENGINES AT 71%.
Fusion engines! Milo was aghast at
the word. He’d only seen it once before, in
the writings of Virgil which were now
forbidden. His ancient teacher, Dante had
shown him them before Zaius and the council
had ordered them destroyed. Virgil believed
that man had broken the time barrier and
been able to travel through it. Milo rubbed his
eyes. He had to save this vessel! Had to!
April 3978
Milo wiped sweat from his face with a rough
towel. There before him lay the ship. In
secrecy, assisted by several of his students
he knew he could trust – all chimpanzees – he
had smuggled horses and equipment out to
dead lake. No one had tried to stop him. In
the last year prior to this craft arriving, he had
kept a low profile, not wanting Zaius to close
his classes. His title in the past would have
been Mathematician/Engineer, but to the apes
he was just that chimp with the odd ideas.
It had been a struggle getting the ship
ashore. Logs covered in grease were used as
rollers, but even with ten horses and twelve
healthy young chimps, they had just gotten it
out of the water. Looking at the ship and then

at his own meager equipment, Milo felt a
surge of jealousy. Several times he had been
tempted to tell Zira and Cornelius about this
discovery, but all it was so far was salvaged.
Having been inside several times, he thought
it could be made to work, to fly again. That
would be an accomplishment even Zaius
couldn’t deny! Perhaps it was time to end the
Orangutan hold on Ape civilization and return
things to the way they had been under Cesar,
a return to Chimp rule!
Walking back to his tent, Milo looked
around and removed the ancient books from a
hidden pocket in his pack. One was A History
of Spaceflight the other was a Physics text
that had helped him in his theories. Flipping
through the book on spaceflight he stopped at
a photograph of the ship he was looking at. It
was amazing, but there in a separate picture
was the captain of the vessel, a Colonel
George Taylor! Milo stared at the picture and
turned the page. There were two more ships
like the one before him, but subtly different.
They appeared shorter. Closing the book and
putting it away, Milo walked over to the ship.
Lysius, with other students was washing down
the hull. Climbing a rough wooden ladder,
Milo entered the cabin. He knew that he
could figure out how to make this ship work
again. But without the missing hatch he’d
climbed in through, he couldn’t make it fly.
Clambering down past the seats to the
cryogenics (although he didn’t know what they
were, he had surmised they were to lie down
in) chambers. He stared at the broken one.
He’d had the corpse removed and set aside
for further study. In a storage locker to the
rear he’d discovered four space suits
complete with helmets. Could he fly the ship
with a broken hatch in one of the suits? If he
had to he would. He was determined to bring
his fellow apes out of their apathy.
Knowledge should never stand still.
“Doctor Milo!” A voice called from
above. Milo cocked his head and headed
back toward the hatch’s passage. There at
the top, staring down was Xyla, a handsome
young chimpanzee female and an excellent
student. “What is it?” He called up.
“Come see what we’ve found!”
At the excited urgency in her voice,
Milo clambered up and out of his ship, for that
was how he thought of it. It was his ship.
Xyla shot down the ladder and ran to a
wagon. Milo followed. On it were two male
students, both using towels to dry off. Milo

smiled wryly. Many of the younger chimps
had followed his lead, learned to swim and
enjoyed it.
Milo was proud to have
circumvented another ape myth; that they
couldn’t swim. As he walked closer to the
wagon, he felt his breath go short. There,
partially covered, lay a white disc… Could it
be? Milo covered the last few yards in a near
frantic leap. It was! It was a disc of metal like
the ship itself!
“H-how did you find this?” He
stammered.
The taller of the two chimps, Xenos,
grinned and practically hopped up and down.
“We used lodestone on a rope, Dr. Milo.
Remember when you showed us in class that
lodestone can pick filings out of sand?”
Milo nodded, remembering their
excitement at the simple experiment. It was
one he’d taught himself when he was five.
He’d also learned that the stronger a magnet
the stronger the attraction. He remembered
confusing a young cousin by moving a bowl
on top of a table by using two magnets.
“Well,” said the smaller chimp Walon.
“We used a big piece of lodestone, then dove
down and attached ropes. This thing is
heavy!”
Milo smiled broadly. “Thank you for
this gift, my young friends. Thank you!”
Pulling the tarp off he stared at the…
covering. On one side it was white; on the
other were four small knobs. Experimentally
he turned one. A half moon shaped piece of
metal squeaked out of a hidden spot. Milo
looked from it to the hole on the ship and
grinned.
The ship would fly again. He would
see to it.
May 3978
Milo stood by the ship, now upraised at
an angle on a platform of wood, laboriously
built by the students who were as excited as
he was. The hatch had been put in place, a
new hinge constructed (of poor design which
annoyed Milo, but the men and he knew it
was men, who had built this, knew how to
build things!) and set in place. Ropes also
held the hatch because Milo didn’t trust the
craftsmanship of his own people. He had to
thank his students who were constantly
bringing supplies here without alerting the
Gorillas or Orangutans. He hadn’t been back
to the city for nearly three months now, so
obsessed he was with the ship.

Climbing up the scaffolding he entered
the ship which was now lit by its internal lights.
The fusion engine was still at 71%, the lights
barely using any power at all. He wished he
could refuel it, but the computer which he
laboriously learned to half use, made him
certain that if he opened the fuel area, he
would damage something beyond repair,
perhaps even destroy the irreplaceable
engine.
Once they’d cleaned out the inside of
the ship, Milo began investigating the controls.
While peering into the small computer screen
and reading – it was in his language, which
absolutely confirmed his theory that this ship
was from the past! That meant that Virgil had
been right; Man had broken the time barrier.
Whether by purpose or accident, it had been
done. This ship had been launched from the
past of this planet, before the cataclysm – and
Milo was sure it had been a war – had
happened.
Milo had discovered a switch marked
purge and, taking a breath, he had pushed it.
Instantly there came a great whirring noise
and a current of air had swept through the
craft, taking the musty smell away with it.
Opening an access hatch he found tanks that
he theorized contained air for a voyage. Two
were empty, the others full. Milo thought it
best not to use the purge button again.
Further examining caused him to
discover a fail safe that would enable the ship
to float if it landed on water. There were voids
in the hull that would fill with air, giving the
ship buoyancy.
But this ship had been
underwater, so something had gone wrong.
Checking with the ships computer, he
discovered a circuit board had been burned
out, so this would have to be done manually.
It could land on the ground, that was why the
stubby wings, but he was sure if he launched
it, that he could land on water. Perhaps
somewhere closer to the City, that way none
could deny his genius. Grinning to himself, he
spent nearly all his time in the ship, reading
and learning. Who would he take with him on
his journey? Who?
Milo didn’t know it, but events were
shaping up that would force him into a
decision, a decision that would affect the
course of history on his world.
June 3978
Milo sat in what he now knew was called the
cockpit of the spacecraft, peering into a

computer screen. He slept little these days,
worrying those students who had remained or
brought supplies. This ship was a marvel of
engineering, designed to traverse the stars.
Milo couldn’t be sure about all the telemetry
he’d read, but apparently this ship had
entered a curve in time, a curve that had
brought it home to Earth, thousands of years
after it’s launch, rather than put the crew on a
distant planet.
That Man had been able to do such
things made Milo more of a believer in some
of the things the Sacred Scrolls held. One
thing he knew, without doubt, was that man
had wreaked a war of unknown, of nearly
impossible proportions on himself and the
planet. If the Gorillas, if that oaf Ursus could
read what the Orangutans had held back, as
well as the history Milo had discovered in the
ships computer, they’d melt their rifles and
cannon down and become farmers!
Milo was sure that the very engine that
powered this ship, or an energy source like it,
had helped destroy humanity and its hold on
the planet. History said that Apes had been
slaves to men, and he now believed it. He
had to make this ship fly! He was sure the
engines could bring it aloft. He’d already
mapped out a partial flight plan – with the
computers help – that would end with him
landing in the reservoir that supplied the city
with water. If he could do this, with a few
students to fly with him – more for moral
support than anything – the ship could fly
itself given instructions, perhaps he could
break the Orangutan- Gorilla hold on the
Chimps, start a new age for all apes.
“Doctor?” It was Lysius, his voice
echoing unmistakably from the hatch.
Shaken from his reveries, Milo rose and
stalked over to glare up the tunnel. The light
was mostly blocked by Lysius head, so Milo
waved for his favorite student to clamber
down and join him.
Lysius came down, excited about
something. Before he could start talking, Milo
said, “Calm down. Deep breaths.”
Lysius leaned on one of the consoles,
only standing up and putting his hands behind
his back when he saw the look of disdain from
his teacher.
“What’s all this? Why the
excitement?”
“Well Monro came in with some
supplies and he brought some news.
Supposedly a human has spoken! He and his
keepers, I guess, Doctor Zira and Cornelius

are going on trial!”
Milo froze. Then he grabbed Lysius by
the shoulders. “Did you say a human spoke?
In what way?”
“Come, speak with Monro! His brother
works at the veterinary clinic, he can tell you
better than I!”
Monro was a homely chimpanzee.
Milo remembered him now. He was brilliant
with chemicals, but was so involved with what
he did that he didn’t take care of his
appearance. How or if he ever expected to
mate was beyond Milo.
“So what is this about a talking man?”
Milo was partially amused at this, never
believing that a man could speak.
“Yes, he was under the care of Dr.
Zira. He escaped and raised quite a ruckus in
the city before he was captured by security
police. When he was, he told the officer to let
him go!”
Milo rubbed his chin. “This wasn’t a
trick?”
“No sir! I was there when they brought
him in. He was screaming and cursing. It
was funny in a way since the Gorillas looked
frightened.”
Milo leaned back on his stool, enjoying
the cool air flowing across the lake. The sun
was going down and torches were being lit.
Some of his students were clustered in small
groups, talking among themselves. One of
them; a slender handsome female, came
forward. Milo looked up at her.
“I’m Quentell, Doctor Milo and Monro
isn’t telling all the news.”
Milo looked at Monro. “Well, what is
it?”
Monro scratched his chin and his eyes
suddenly lit up. “Oh yes! We aren’t supposed
to know this but Jerlla; a clerk in Dr. Zaius’
office told me that several Gorilla scouts have
disappeared in the Forbidden Zone!”
This news electrified Milo more than
the talking human had.
“Do you know
where?”
Monro was practically hopping up and
down now. “Yes in the area where the
warnings are. They’ve been thinking about
starting to cultivate that area, to see if it can
be cultivated that is, and they just
disappeared!”
Milo licked his lips. “Disappeared?
That’s too close to here for comfort. We’re
going to have to work harder.”

Quentell put a hand on Milo’s arm.
“Doctor, Monro told us that General Ursus is
campaigning for war. He wants the council to
approve his plan for the Army to march on the
Forbidden Zone.”
Milo looked at her, puzzled. “So? War
is the Gorilla’s business. Ursus must be
frothing at the mouth for such a chance.
Chimps don’t go to war.”
Quentell put her eyes down. “If there
is a war, Doctor, there is a Chimpanzee
movement to oppose it. Ape Shall Never Kill
Ape. What if this unknown enemy is an Ape
one?”
Milo was left speechless.
That night, sitting in the ship with
Lysius, Milo told him of what he’d learned.
“This ship will fly, Lysius. It will. Once I’m
ready, I’ll secure that hatch and lift off. With
the help of its computer, I will launch and land
in the reservoir. The entire city will see me!
Apes will have to acknowledge the supremacy
of Chimpanzees!”
Lysius looked confused. “How will this
help us, Doctor?”
Milo sat back in the chair. It wasn’t as
comfortable as one of his; but then it had
been built by humans for humans. “Because
it will make our fellow apes, even some
Gorillas and Orangutans aware that we have
been held back by the ruling hierarchy; that
Apes can aspire to so much more!”
Lysius rose. “Yes, but some of us are
planning on returning to the city, to protest
this war. War is wrong, it always has been.
We Chimpanzees have to protest it.”
Milo frowned. “How many of you feel
this way?”
Lysius eyes were downcast. “All of
us.”
“Well, I won’t stand in your way,
though your assistance has been invaluable.
When do you think you’ll be leaving?”
Lysius licked his lips and stared at the
floor. “The end of the month at the latest.
We still have to organize our protest.”
Milo put a hand on his friends
shoulder. “Can I ask you to bring a message
to Doctor Zira for me?”
Lysius nodded. “I’ll do anything for
you, Doctor Milo. You’ve helped us all so
much.”
Milo smiled; the first he’d done in
months. “Come to me before you leave and
make sure no one sees you pass this

message to her. Is that clear?”
Lysius nodded again.
“Of course
Doctor. I’m well aware of what Dr. Zaius
thinks of you.”
“Zaius!” snapped Milo. “The only thing
he’s a doctor of is obfuscation. If it weren’t for
apes like him and his fellows, we Chimps
might well be flying to the stars!”
Last Day of July 3978
Milo stood in the shade of his tent. In the last
few weeks they’d made more progress. The
ship had been raised a bit more, the now
wood and metal (stolen in great secrecy from
the city) scaffold strong as it would be. Milo
had discovered, in the rear of the ship,
between two of the glass sarcophagi, a
second hatch. This one had a legend on it:
EMERGENCY USE ONLY. He surmised that
this hatch was for escaping from a land
based, not a sea based landing. Examining
the outside of the ship he saw a handle,
recessed into the ships left side. So the
emergency hatch could be opened from the
outside? That made sense. What if the ship
landed and its crew were incapacitated?
Milo looked at the sad face of Lysius.
His students were leaving him, but he didn’t
begrudge them for it. They felt in their hearts
that they could stop this war, keep peace in
the world. Who was he to shatter their
ambitions and beliefs? Putting a hand on
Lysius shoulder, he handed him a rolled
parchment in a tube.
“Make sure that no one other than Zira
gets this? Understand?”
Lysius nodded, tucked it away in his
tunic and clambered up onto the wagon. The
other students had already left; the better not
to raise suspicion in the city. With Lysius
were Quentell and Monro. Milo looked up at
them. “I’m proud of you all for standing by
your convictions. You are a credit to our
people. I ask only that you remain silent
about my endeavors out here, until you see
me land in the reservoir and bring a new
freedom to all Apes.”
The three of them smiled at the praise,
but said nothing. Lysius snapped the reigns
and the horses moved off, leaving Milo very,
very alone. He stood there for a moment,
watching them leave, wondering if they would
succeed, but knowing they wouldn’t. Chimps
had too much responsibility and not enough
power.

But that was going to change.
Fifth Day of August, 3978
It was late in the day when Zira heard a knock
at her door. She and Cornelius had been
keeping a low profile since their trial, hoping
that they could save Taylor and perhaps open
their fellow ape’s eyes! All around her, the
City was abuzz with the preparations for
Ursus and his war. That Zaius was standing
by and allowing this was unconscionable, but
what could she do? She and Cornelius were
lucky not to be in prison!
Walking to the door she opened it a
crack. A young Chimpanzee, dust covered
and nervous looking, stood there.
“Yes,” asked Zira. “What can I do for
you?”
“Doctor Zira,” the chimp replied. “I’m
Lysius, a student of Doctor Milo. He asked
me to give you something. May I come in?”
Zira looked around. Could this be a
trick of the security police? Stepping back
she wished Cornelius was here, but he’d gone
to the market for her. “Yes, I suppose so.
Where is Doctor Milo?”
Lysius waited until the door was
closed, then whispered, “He’s out at dead
lake. He found something, a flying machine.
He said you told him about it.” As he spoke,
the younger ape removed the cylinder from
his tunic. “He gave me this message for you.”
Zira’s eyes opened wide with surprise.
Dead Lake? A Flying machine? They’d told
him about Taylor, but she and Cornelius never
really believed that part of his tale. Even the
paper plane didn’t convince them.
“Would you like something to drink?
To eat?” She asked starting to wave him
further into her home.
“No, Doctor. I have a meeting with
some other students. We’re planning to stop
this war the only way we know how, through
peaceful protest.”
Zira smiled at this. “Well here,” she
stepped over to a table and lifted a string bag
full of fruit. “Take this with you and good
luck!”
As soon as she closed the door, Zira
opened the tube. Unrolling the parchment,
she spread it out, recognizing Milo’s hand
writing.
Zira,
Using information you and Cornelius
supplied, I have discovered the flying machine

the human Taylor, spoke of. I have salvaged
it and it will fly again. I am planning on flying
it to the reservoir near the city. Will you join
me? If we do this, I am sure it will usher in a
new era for our people, an era that we, the
chimpanzees will lead.
It’s time the
dominance of the gorillas and orangutans was
ended!
Don’t wait too long in your decision.
Milo.
Zira sat back in her chair, amazement
glowing from her face. She knew that Milo
was a genius, but he was going to fly? In a
ship that he recovered from Dead Lake?
Glancing out the window, Zira took a deep
breath. When would Cornelius get home?
September 3978
Milo clambered down through the circular
hatch, pausing only to pull it secure and turn
the four handles. Four tell tale lights (it was
amazing what he’d learned from that
computer, just another thing to be envious
about) turned from red to green. The hatch
was sealed. Finishing his climb, he smiled at
his two new flight mates, Cornelius and Zira.
Both of them were in the white suits he’d
found, helmets in their laps. He made sure
that they were strapped in. Zira looked
exuberant, Cornelius doubtful. Milo started
pulling on his own ‘space suit’ as the
computer called it and smiled at both of them.
“Today is a great day for Chimpanzees and
apes. I may have missed stopping the army
from leaving, but they will return to a new City,
a city of intellectual freedom!”
Cornelius raised his brows at Zira.
She’d said something similar two day earlier,
just before they decided to leave the city and
join Milo. They’d nearly killed their horses
getting to him. The Scientist was exited, but
he realized there was little time for them to
talk now; there would be plenty after their
triumphant return. He’d hustled them aboard
the ship having already started the pre-flight.
Why there were four seats when he was sure
the ship could be flown with only one on board
was forgotten now. He was about to do
something no ape had ever done!
“All right, put on your helmets!” Milo
commanded, pressing a control on the
console. A screen lit up and split, one side
saying; FUSION POWER AT 70%, the other:
TEN MINUTES TO LIFT OFF. The amount of
power in the ship amazed Milo. He’d had it on

for nearly seven months and it had only used
one percent! He was sure that the engine in
this ship would power the entire city! Perhaps
after he’d landed they’d allow him to do just
that!
The three chimps sat back, Milo
watching the countdown. They could all feel a
subtle shudder in the ship as the engine
powered up for thrust. What they couldn’t see
was the engine exhausts swiveling to launch
position.
Milo chewed his lip inside his
helmet. Had he done everything correctly?
Would the ship launch or explode? His
question was answered as the engines fired,
their fusion powered thrust sending the ship
up off the scaffolding, which collapsed under
the stress, the wooden parts of it burning, the
ship ripping its way free of the Earths gravity.
Had there been anyone to see it
launch, they would have seen a dirty white
triangle pushed by a glowing streak of light,
move up and away from the earth. But other
than three horses, tied a safe distance away,
there were no witnesses.
Nor would there ever be any. Deep in
the war ravaged ruins of New York City, in a
place that had once been one of worship, a
dead man’s hand fell off a ruby switch,
beginning a chain reaction in a weapon that
should never have been built.
Zira, sitting in the seat next to Milo
stared down at the Earth. Much of it was
blue, but too much of it was brown,
devastated no doubt by the war in the past the
Orangutans feared so. As the ship began to
level out, to orbit the earth, she stared down
at a tiny globe of white light. “Milo, look at
that…”
“Close your helmets!” he shouted. “Do
it now!” With clicks of securing mechanisms,
they did as they were told, the heavily opague
face shields coming down into place. Below
them they could only watch in horror as the
bright white light spread out, encompassing
the entire world, causing it to shiver and
melt…
Before any of them could react, their
ship was buffeted and tossed about, like a
cork on a lake. If they hadn’t been strapped
in, they would have been tossed all about the
cabin, possibly killed. As it were, the force of
the
concussion
blasted
them
into
unconsciousness. As Milo’s conscious faded
the last thing he saw was the Earth Time
Chronometer, counting backwards from
3978…

April 1973
One moment the radar scopes were clear, the
next the object, coming down on a sub-orbital
polar route was there. Alarms went off and
NORAD went to Defcon 3. As men about the
United States ran for planes and sealed off
missile silos, the craft began to descend in a
shallow glide, down toward the waters of the
Pacific Ocean.
A fast jet was scrambled, the pilot
having the time to cross and re-cross the
ships path, getting a good look at it. His
information brought calmness back to the
worlds military. “This is Cyclops One to Red
Baron command. The unknown craft is a
NASA lifting body spacecraft, repeat a lifting
body Spacecraft. It appears to be heading for
a touch down off San Clemente.”
An emotionless voice replied, “Roger
that Cyclops flight. RTB, Red Baron will
launch an immediate recovery mission.”
As Cyclops flight moved off, the pilot
could only wonder, who or what was in that
ship and why were they landing here, rather
than in the Atlantic?
Soon those questions would be
answered.
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TAYLOR:
C'mon Landon, help me
drag this beast of a raft ashore... Even
Dodge is pulling his own scientific weight...
What about you- football star?
LANDON:
Get off my case Taylor... Or
I'll kick your ass...

The Planet of the Apes - Chapter #2
Adapted from the Movie by Bill Hollweg
22/Dec/2006
"PLANET OF THE APES"- Original
Screenplay by Michael Wilson
Based on Novel By Pierre Boulle
SHOOTING SCRIPT- May 5, 1967

SFX: The three astronauts drop the raft in
the sand and walk up the beach a few more
paces.
TAYLOR:

Big man... Why should I?

DODGE:

Lay off him Taylor...

TAYLOR:
Take your soil test, Dodge.
<turns-but the altercation is far from
over in Taylor's mind>
I'll check the equipment.
SFX: Dodge moves inland about ten yards,
removes a small hand drill from his belt,
extends the rod of the drill three feet and
begins to take some subsoil samplings.
DODGE:
Both of you cool it...<walks
off- to himself> Let's see... My kit is in here
somewhere... Hmmm...
TAYLOR:

I'll take an inventory...

SFX: Taylor begins to examine the
contents of the three rucksacks. Landon
sits down on the beach. Hands around his
knees, gazing moodily at the water that
once held the sunken spaceship.
SCENE#1:
FADE IN: EXT. A raft slowly
rocks on the small waves of the vast body
of water. The three astronauts rest fitfully in
its yellow embrace. The sun beats down.
Taylor stirs.
TAYLOR:
(sits up in raft) Rise and
shine, <with scorn> explorer's of this brave
new world <pause> that we all now find
ourselves trapped upon... We've had a nice
snooze. Let's start earning all our back pay.
There's a beach over there... I was right
Landon... <grunts with exertion> Let's
make landfall...
SFX: The three astronauts paddle into
shallow water, then jump off and pull the
raft ashore.

TAYLOR:
sensors?

(calls Dodge) Got your

DODGE:

Yo!

TAYLOR:

Geiger counter?

DODGE:

Yo!

TAYLOR:
(taking inventory) One
pistol... twenty-four rounds of ammo. two
medical kits.. One camera... one TX9.
(loudly to the others) We've enough food
and water for three days.
DODGE:

But how long is a day?

TAYLOR:
Good question. (turning)
Landon -- check your communications kit.
<He seems not to have heard.>
(sharply) Landon! Join the expedition.

DODGE:
Nothing will grow here ....
There's just a trace of hydrocarbons, and
most of the
nitrogen is locked into nitrates.

LANDON:
(rising) Sorry... (crossing to
his kit) I was thinking of Stewart. What
d'you suppose happened?

TAYLOR:
ionization?

Any sign of dangerous

DODGE:

No.

TAYLOR:
sleep.

(flatly) Air leak. Died in her

LANDON:
about it.

You don't seem very cut up

TAYLOR:
(rising) Okay. If there's no
life here, we've got just seventy-two hours
to find it. That's
when the groceries run out.

TAYLOR:
It's a little late for a wake.
She's been dead nearly a year.

SFX: He picks up one of the rucksacks
and puts it on. The others follow suit.

LANDON:
Then we've been away from
Earth for eighteen months.

DODGE:

TAYLOR:
By our time. (smiling at
Landon) You've turned gray. Apart from
that, you look pretty chipper for a man
who's two thousand and thirty one years
old. (casually) I read the clocks. They bear
out Hasslein's hypothesis. We've been
away from Earth for two thousand years,
give or take a decade. (pause) Still can't
accept it, huh?
LANDON:

(long pause) You know it.

TAYLOR:
Because time has wiped out
everyone and everything you cared for -they're dust.
LANDON:
Prove it. If we can't get back,
it's still just a theory.
TAYLOR:
It's a fact, Landon. Buy it.
You'll sleep better.

Which direction?

TAYLOR:
(decisively, pointing west)
That way. West I guess... Hot as hell no
matter which direction we go...
DODGE:

Any particular reason?

TAYLOR:

None at all.

SFX: He moves out. Dodge follows. They
have gone only a few paces when Taylor
looks back over his shoulder and halts.
Landon is squatting in the sand, sticking
something into the soil.
TAYLOR:
Landon? Are you-- what the
hell's he doing?
DODGE:
It is a small American flag...
The size of a handkerchief. He's <pause>
planting it...
TAYLOR:
Mirth bubbles up in Taylor's
throat. He explodes with wild laughter. He
is still laughing as they move out.

SCENE#2:
DISSOLVE TO: THE
ASTRONAUTS' TREK. The stranded
astronauts descend from a rocky plateau in
the vast desert wasteland.

SFX: Dodge enters scene. A handful of
reddish sand dribbles through his fingers.

SFX: The Astronauts walk/march
climb/slide down the unforgiving
mountainous terrain.
TAYLOR:

Jesus... This land just

doesn't quit...

<awed> Spider-webs arcing across an alien
sky...
DODGE:

What power...

TAYLOR:
What bullshit... Keep
movin'... <lightning strike> Damn! That was
close...
SCENE#3: QUICK DISSOLVE TO:
ANOTHER PART OF THE CANYON. They
are still walking through the mountainous
desert terrain in the lightning storm.
LANDON:
Taylor... We've been walking
for over a day...
TAYLOR:
Always paced by the
lightning... But no rain... No vegetation...
DODGE:
Look at it arc scorching the
sky... Scalding the soil... Beautiful...
SFX: Several huge boulders are dislodged
on the cliff face above them, and the three
astronauts run wildly to escape the falling
rocks.
TAYLOR:
<running and
grabbing/pushing Dodge> Mother of-Dodge!!! Get yer ass in gear!!! Lightning!!!
LANDON:
Just when I thought the
desert couldn't get any worse...
SFX: Thunder rolls and lightning flashes in
a roar in the near distance.
DODGE:
Damn! Look over there!
Across the top of the hills- there! Lightning!
It -it set the whole desert on <pause>
<amazed> fire!!!
TAYLOR:
Keep the scientist in ya
strapped down Dodge... We gotta keep
movin'... No cover out here...
SFX: Thunder booms as Jagged bolts of
lightning flash across the sky, but bring no
rain, only more thunder claps that resound
like heavy artillery. They keep walking
through the fiery storm.
LANDON:
Jesus... Look at that... The
lightning covers the whole of the desert...

DODGE:
What-UUUFFF!!! My God-look at that!!!!
SFX: Another lightning blast strikes near
them rocking the ground...
LANDON:
<running> Jesus... Blew off
the top of that mountain!!! TaylorAVALANCHE!!!
TAYLOR:
<running > Dammit!!!
MOVE!!! Get Behind that outcrop!!!!
HURRY!!! RUN DAMMIT!!!
DODGE:

UUUFFFF!!! Damn...

LANDON:
UHHH!!! <breathing hard>
Man...Close...Whole damn mountain came
down around us... Shit...
DODGE:
<breathing hard in awe>
What a planet...
TAYLOR:

<breathing hard> What a

<pause> hell hole...
LANDON:

(wearily) All right --

SFX: When the avalanche ends, they
sprawl on the lifeless sands, breathing
heavily and drenched with sweat,
surrounded by enormous boulders. Taylor
looks about him.
TAYLOR:
all right?

<breathing hard> Everybody

DODGE/LANDON:
<Murmurs of
assent> from Dodge and Landon.
SFX: Taylor rummages through a limp
rucksack, comes up with some empty food
cartons, rummages again, coming up with
a cigar butt.
TAYLOR:
check.

<breathing hard> Water

SFX: Dodge takes a plastic canteen from
another rucksack and inspects it.
DODGE:
ounces.

<breathing hard > Eight

SFX: Dodge lies back and looks up at the
sky.
DODGE:
<breathing hard > It doesn't
add up. There's a mantle of dust around
this planet and yet it's
as humid as a jungle. Thunder and
lightning and yet no rain. Cloud cover every
night and that strange luminosity, and yet
no moon.
LANDON:
<Landon also looks up at the
sky.> If only we could get a fix.
TAYLOR:
(needling him) What would
you learn? I've told you where you are and
when you are.
DODGE:
him.

(gently) Taylor -- quit riding

TAYLOR:
(harshly, to Landon) You're
more than three hundred light years from
your precious planet. Your loved ones have
been dead and forgotten for twenty
centuries. Even if you could get back they'd
think you were something that fell out of a
tree.

TAYLOR:
There's only one reality left.
We're here and it's now. You get ahold of
that and hang on tight, or you might as well
be dead.
LANDON:

(quietly) I'm prepared to die.

SFX: Taylor turns to Dodge, throws up his
hands.
TAYLOR:
Do you hear that Dodge????
He's prepared to die! Doesn't that make
you misty? Chalk up another victory for the
human spirit!
SFX: Dodge rises and moves off, either
embarrassed by this colloquy or unwilling to
hear it again. Taylor, cigar clamped
between his teeth, spins toward Landon.
TAYLOR:
Straighten me out on
something. Why did you come along at all?
You volunteered. Why?
(a beat; no answer)
I'll tell you. They nominated you for
the Big One and you couldn't turn it down.
Not without losing your All-American
standing...
LANDON:

(hard) Climb off me, will you!

TAYLOR:
And the glory, don't forget
that. There's a life-sized bronze statue of
you somewhere. It's probably turned green
by now, and nobody can read the
nameplate. But never let it be said we

forget our heroes.
LANDON:

Taylor. I'm telling you --

TAYLOR:
Oh, and one last item.
Immortality. You wanted to go on forever.
(pause)Well, you damn near made it.
Except for Dodge and me, you've lived
longer than anybody. And with Stewart
dead, it looks like we're the last of the
strain. You got what you wanted, kid. How
does it taste?
SFX: Silence. Taylor lies down, spent of his
venom, pillowing his head on a rucksack.
LANDON:
(softly) Okay. You read me
well enough. <sits up> Why can't I read
you?
TAYLOR:

Don't bother...

LANDON:
(heatedly) I'd like to know
why not. You thought life on Earth was
meaningless. You despised people. So
what did you do? You ran away.
TAYLOR:
<Taylor's eyes are closed.
He is silent for a moment. When he
speaks,
his tone is soft, reflective.> No, not
quite, Landon. I'm a bit of a seeker myself.
But my dreams are a lot emptier than
yours. (pause) I can't get rid of the idea that
somewhere in the Universe there must be a
creature superior to man.
SFX: Shift P.O.V. to Dodge, who has been
wandering around, studying the boulders
and the barren soil. Taylor and Landon
argue in the background as Dodge speaks
his first lines-- Dodge spots something and
squats down to examine it.
DODGE:
<to himself> A tiny desert
flower, no more than an inch high.... <His
eyes light up as he calls> Taylor! Over
here! Life!!!!
TAYLOR:
Wha---

<from a short distance>

DODGE:
Taylor! Over here!!! I found
it!!!! God Dammit- I found LIFE!!!!
TAYLOR:
C'mon Landon... The one
you understand, just found-- Jesus... Did
he say?
LANDON:
Yeah... Life... <pause> He
found-- LIFE!!!
SFX: Taylor and Landon run over to
Dodge.
DODGE:
LIFE!!! Such a little
magnificent, beautiful, plant!
LANDON:
(looking off) Dodge ... He's
not like me at all. But he makes sense.
He'd walk naked into a live volcano if he
thought he could learn something no other
man knew. I understand why he's here. But
you...You're no seeker. You're negative.
TAYLOR:

But I'm not prepared to die.

SFX: Taylor and Landon hurry over and
kneel down on either side of Dodge. The
astronauts hover over the tiny flower like
three magi perceiving the infant Deliverer.
DODGE:

Life. Look.... Salvation....

SFX: He digs gently around the roots of the
plant with a small instrument.

DODGE:
Where there's one there's
another. And another. And another.
LANDON:
And... Where there is
vegetation <coughs> there is... Water... My
lips are so dry... Feels like the desert...
TAYLOR:

Let's find them all.

SFX: They hurry off in search of more
vegetation in the arid mountainous terrain
of the desert world....

SCENE#4: EXT. SUNSET, END OF THE
TREK AS THE ASTRONAUTS START
FROM THE CANYON TO THE TAMARISK
AREA, The astronauts start down the
canyon.
DODGE:

species?
TAYLOR:
C'mon... May be a mirage...
Let's make sure...
SCENE#4: QUICK DISSOLVE T0: EXT. A
DRY WASH - Blooming tamarisks border a
dry streambed. Taylor and Landon hover
over Dodge, who is probing the soil with his
drill.
DODGE:
It's a streambed, no doubt
about it -- but bone dry.
SFX: Landon straightens up and looks off,
startled by something he sees.

Look there!!! C'mon!!!

TAYLOR:
<laughs> When I said find
'em all- I didn't mean the whole planet's
worth in 3 hours...
LANDON:

We've gotta be close.

TAYLOR:
weeds?

To what? <pause> More

SFX: They jump across a gap. Thunder
and lightning again. The trudge on through
the storm...
DODGE:
C'mon!!! Ignore the
lightning- this way!!! There's more!
LANDON:

Keep up Taylor!

TAYLOR:
Screw you... Jesus!
Lightning's alive...
SFX: THEY MOVE DOWN. They march
across to a Canyon overlook, then they
climb down the sheer cliff face.
TAYLOR:
there!

TAYLOR:
looks like--

What are those <pause>

What in the hell??? Up

LANDON:
What are you looking at--?
Something's up there... Some kind of
"creatures" .... What kind of species is
that???
DODGE:

LANDON:
Look... On top of that cliff
face... Jesus...

Hell if I know... Alien

DODGE:
Where are my <rummages
through his backpack> Binoculars... There.
<pause while he adjusts the focus> Damn
Landon, what are you cross-eyed? Focus is
all outta whack... Ok... It's a... Long row of
wooden <pause> structures. Hard to make
out against the sun... Some animal or
vegetable matter appears to be tied to the

them... Gonna go blind if I look straight into
the sun any longer...
SFX: Dodge restores the binoculars in his
backpack.
LANDON:

Scarecrows?

TAYLOR:
star...

Here? Heat's gettin' to ya all-

LANDON:

Screw you...

TAYLOR:
look.

<chuckles> Let's take a

behind them that goes unnoticed by the
three astronauts, moving in the same
direction in the background as the
astronauts run off- perhaps some primitive
grunting.

SFX: Taylor plunges into the thicket of
tamarisks, followed by Dodge and Landon.
Their view of the cliff is momentarily
obscured. As they emerge from the
tamarisk thicket- nearer to the base of thecliff, they halt and look up at:
TAYLOR:
Look at these... Wooden
<pauses> CROSSES???
DODGE:
Yeah... They look like
crosses... Something made them... But
what? Check this out Landon... Pelts...
Some kind of unrecognizable animals...
<amazed> They've been bound to the
crosses-LANDON:
--And mounted in a long row,
they seem to make a boundary <pause> or
serve as a warning.
SFX: Dodge and Landon are still looking
up at the strange crosses, but Taylor is
scanning the terrain at the base of the cliff.
The faint sound of rushing water can be
heard.
TAYLOR:
(half to himself) Never mind
the scarecrows.
SFX: He breaks into a run, toward a
declivity in the face of the cliff.
LANDON:
Taylor!!! Where are you
<cough> God... I need... Water... I am so
thirsty... Tay- <cough> LOR!!! C'mon...
Dodge <cough>
SFX: Agonized with thirst, they follow
Taylor. There is the movement of bipeds

SCENE#5:
EXT. A DECLIVITY IN THE
CLIFF - FEATURING TAYLOR. He
scrambles up a rock-strewn gorge and
looks off at the terrain beyond at- A
WATERFALL
TAYLOR:
(grunting with exertion) Holy
mother of God... It's real... ASFX: The other 2 astronauts join him at
the top of the cliff overlooking the waterfall.
The cascade is not spectacular, but the
vegetation around it is startlingly lush.
DODGE:

Waterfall...

LANDON:

Vegetation... Paradise...

FADE OUT
End Chapter #2

PLANET DER AFFEN (GERMAN COMICS) 1975-1976

Marvel Comics put out a 100% dedicated POTA magazine in Germany. The series was published during 1975 and
1976 and sales must have been very strong as these issues are the most common foreign language POTA
magazines from the 1970s. Cover price was always DM 2,50 and put out by Marvel Comics. All issues had 68
pages except Issue #7 which cheated buyers with only 52 pages. The series ran for 13 issues and a 14th issue was
advertised.
The majority of contents reprint the original US Marvel/Curtis Magazine series including the movie adaptations,
original comic stories by Doug Moench and interviews and articles about the movies and TV series.
It does have some interesting aspects which makes this serious definitely worth hunting out. The first 3 apes films
are all adapted here and reprinted from the US versions. However they are printed in full color in this German series
whereas the US magazines were totally black and white.
This magazine liked to introduce readers to the storyline and gave them up to date text stories to catch the readers
up to the current part of the storyline. This happens in most issues and did not appear in the US versions.
One of the most fascinating items is the letters sent in by young German POTA fans back in the mid 1970s which got
published in various issues. These five issues feature letters from readers: #4,5,6,10,13
One of the most continuous running articles in the German series was called "Film-Lexikon" which looked at various
aspects of the behind the scenes work in filming a movie. These articles include great information about crew work
but are NOT about the Planet of the Apes series but are generic about the movie industry in general.
Some issues have special editorial columns from the German publisher about German marvel comics and plans in
the POTA series.
There are people involved in the comic industry that get a one page biography: Roy Thomas, Alfredo P. Alcala, Bill
Everett (creator of Sub-Mariner).
Here is a breakdown of all the unique items found only in the German series. There are also many ads for German
Marvel comics including POTA that we have not listed here.
Articles, letters or text found only in the German magazines and NOT in the US magazines
PLANET DER AFFEN #2 (1975)
4 One page b&w photo of Gorilla grabbing human from POTA - with some quotes of script from POTA (NOT in US
edition)
PLANET DER AFFEN #4 (1975)
4 Affen Voran - Editorial column (NOT in US version)
5 Planet Der Affen - Text page telling the story of POTA so far up to the point Taylor is captured (NOT in US edition)
53 Affen Post - German Fan Letters page (NOT in the US edition)
PLANET DER AFFEN #5 (1976)
4 Planet Der Affen - Text page telling the story of POTA so far up to this point (NOT in US edition)
29 Affen Post - German Fan Letters page (NOT in the US edition) / 2 pages of letters
PLANET DER AFFEN #6 (1976)
4 Planet Der Affen - Text page telling the story of POTA so far up to this point (NOT in US edition)
20 Affen Post - German Fan Letters page (NOT in the US edition)
21 Roy Thomas - Die Affenmacher / one page article with one photo of Roy (NOT in US edition ?)

49 Film-Lexikon - Stichwort: Drehbuch / article on zooming close ups in comic books including POTA based on
screenplay info (NOT in US edition)
PLANET DER AFFEN #7 (1976)
4 Liebe Affendfreunde - POTA editorial commentary (NOT in US edition)
PLANET DER AFFEN #8 (1976)
4 Vom Planet Der Affen - Liebe Affendfreunde - POTA editorial commentary (NOT in US edition)
16 Film-Lexikon / article about movies and filming / 6 pages (NOT in US Edition)
45 Die Planet Der Affen Macher - Alfredo P. Alcala (NOT in US Edition?)
PLANET DER AFFEN #10 (1976)
27 Marvelpost - letters column (NOT in US edition)
PLANET DER AFFEN #11 (1976)
19 Film-Lexikon / article about movie cameras and editing / 4 pages with photos (NOT in US edition)
PLANET DER AFFEN #12 (1976)
28 Liebe Freunde / text article about German Marvel comics (NOT in US edition)
55 Film Lexikon: Zeichentrick Teil 2 / article about camera work and angles in movies / 5 pages (NOT in US edition)
PLANET DER AFFEN #13 (1976)
19 Marvel-Post / fan letters (NOT in US edition)
31 MMT - Portrait / Bill Everett - Bio page (NOT in US edition)
COMPLETE INDEX TO ALL ISSUES AND ARTICLES (page number # / contents)

PLANET DER AFFEN #1 (1975)
Herausgeber: Klaus Recht
Redaktion: Kirsten Isele, Hartmut Huff
Produktion: Kurt Rebischke
Letters address = PDA c/o Williams-Verlag GmbH / 2000 Hamburg 76 / Schwanenwik 29
Cover - (same as US #1)
2/3 - Introduction Page and Contents
4 Der Weg Zum Planeten Der Affen / Column by Roy Thomas
6 Planet Der Affen - POTA movie comic strip (in color) Doug Moench / George Tuska / Mike Esposito / 13 pages
19 Rod Serling Errinert Sich - Rod Serling biography 3 pages with 3 b&w photos
22 Terror Auf Dem Planeten Der Affen / Terror On The POTA / DougMoench story / Mike Ploog (B&W) 26 pages
48 Da Gesicht Der Affen by Ed Lawrence article about movies 5 pages 8 b&w photos
53 Doktor Strange Der Magier - Doctor Strange comic ad
54 Planet Der Affen - part 2 / POTA movie comic strip (in color) Doug Moench / George Tuska / Mike Esposito / 12
pages
66 Full page ad for Issue #2
67 Full page ad for Horror german comic magazine
68 Back Cover - full color ad for Marvel (no mention of Apes)

PLANET DER AFFEN #2 (1975)
Herausgeber: Klaus Recht
Redaktion: Kirsten Isele, Hartmut Huff
Produktion: Kurt Rebischke
Cover - (same as US #2)
2/3 - Introduction Page and Contents
4 One page b&w photo of Gorilla grabbing human from POTA - with some quotes of script from POTA (NOT in US
edition)
5 Welt Der Gefangenen Menschen - part 3 / POTA movie comic strip (in color) Doug Moench / George Tuska / Mike
Esposito / 13 pages
18 Die Stadt Der Affen / article by Ed Lawrence / photos and drawings from POTA movie plans / 7 pages
25 Doktor Strange Der Magier - Doctor Strange comic ad
26 Die Verbotene Zone Des Vergessenen Grauens / Terror On POTA part 2 / / Doug Moench story / Mike Ploog
(B&W) 26 pages
52 Flucht Vor Der Schlacht Um Den Planeten Der Affen / article by Gary Gerani / 8 pages with photos from all 5
movies
60 Planet Der Affen - part 4 / POTA movie comic strip (in color) Doug Moench / George Tuska / Mike Esposito / 7
pages
67 Full page ad for Issue #3 with unique drawing from Terror
68 Back Cover - full color ad for Iron Man - Jetzt Kommt...Der Eiserne

PLANET DER AFFEN #3 (1975)
Herausgeber: Klaus Recht
Redaktion: Kirsten Isele, Hartmut Huff
Produktion: Kurt Rebischke
Cover - (same as US #3)
2/3 - Introduction Page and Contents
4 One page b&w photo of Cornelius and Zira
5 Menschendjagd - part 5 / POTA movie comic strip (in color) Doug Moench / George Tuska / Mike Esposito / 13
pages
18 Reise Zum Planeten Der Affen / article by Chris Claremont / about POTA TV Show with many photos / 10 pages
28 Entsetzen In Der Mutanten-Hohle / Terror On POTA part 3 / Doug Moench story / Mike Ploog (B&W) 26 pages
54 Doktor Strange Der Magier - Doctor Strange comic ad
55 Wie Der Film Auf Den Affen Kam / article by Gary Gerani / article on first film / 5 pages with photos
60 Planet Der Affen / part 6 / POTA movie comic strip (in color) Doug Moench / George Tuska / Mike Esposito / 7
pages
67 Full page ad for Issue #4 with drawing from Terror
68 Back Cover - full color ad for Green Lantern - Die Grune Laterne

PLANET DER AFFEN #4 (1975)
Herausgeber: Klaus Recht
Redaktion: Kirsten Isele, Hartmut Huff
Produktion: Kurt Rebischke
Cover - (same as US #4)
2 B&W Full page photo of Apes on wagon
3 Introduction Page and Contents
4 Affen Voran - Editorial column (NOT in US version)
5 Planet Der Affen - Text page telling the story of POTA so far up to the point Taylor is captured (NOT in US edition)
6 Der Prozess / part 7 / POTA movie comic strip (in color) Doug Moench / George Tuska / Mike Esposito / 13 pages
19 Doktor Strange Der Magier - Doctor Strange comic ad
20 Planet Der Affen-Mode / article by Ed Lawrence / 3 pages with photos and sketches of ape outfits
23 Terror Auf Dem Planeten Der Affen / one page text story of Terror so far
24 Flussfahrt Des Grauens / Terror On POTA part 4 / Doug Moench story / Mike Ploog (B&W) 28 pages
52 Full color ad for Iron Man - Jetzt Kommt...Der Eiserne
53 Affen Post - German Fan Letters page (NOT in the US edition)
54 Michael Wilson: Der Andere, Affen, Autor / article by David Johnson / 5 pages with photos
59 Full color ad for Green Lantern - Die Grune Laterne
60 Der Prozess / part 8 / POTA movie comic strip (in color) Doug Moench / George Tuska / Mike Esposito / 7 pages
67 Full page b&w ad for POTA Issue #5
68 Back Cover - full color ad of Marvel German comics with photo of Stan Lee (no POTA)

PLANET DER AFFEN #5 (1976)
Herausgeber: Klaus Recht
Redaktion: Kirsten Isele, Hartmut Huff
Produktion: Kurt Rebischke
Cover - (same as US #5)
2 B&W Full page photo of Gorilla soldier being hit by stick while on horseback
3 Introduction Page and Contents
4 Planet Der Affen - Text page telling the story of POTA so far up to this point (NOT in US edition)
5 Der Weg In Die Verbotene Zone / part 9 / POTA movie comic strip (in color) Doug Moench / George Tuska / Mike
Esposito / 14 pages
19 Full page ad for Fantastic Four - Die Fantastischen Vier
20 Der Mann Der Den Planeten Der Affen Verkaufte / article by Gary Gerani / 9 pages
29 Affen Post - German Fan Letters page (NOT in the US edition) / 2 pages of letters
31 Alptraum Der Evolution / comic strip by Doug Moench / Ed Hannigan / Jim Mooney / 26 pages / Evolutions
Nightmare
57 Film Lexikon - Stichwort: Film-Idee / 3 page text story with illustrations about making POTA movie (NOT in US
edition)
60 Der Weg In Die Verbotene Zone / part 10 / POTA movie comic strip (in color) Doug Moench / George Tuska /
Mike Esposito / 6 pages
66 Full page ad for POTA Issue #6
67 Full page ad for Doktor Strange Der Magier - Doctor Strange comic ad
68 Back Cover - Full page ad for Iron Man - Jetzt Kommt...Der Eiserne

PLANET DER AFFEN #6 (1976)
Herausgeber: Klaus Recht
Redaktion: Kirsten Isele, Hartmut Huff
Ubersetzung: Arend Buck
Produktion: Kurt Rebischke
Cover - (same as US #6)
2 B&W Full page photo of closeup of face of General Urko
3 Introduction Page and Contents
4 Planet Der Affen - Text page telling the story of POTA so far up to this point (NOT in US edition)
5 Das Geheimnis / part 11 / POTA movie comic strip (in color) Doug Moench / George Tuska / Mike Esposito / 14
pages
19 Full page ad for Iron Man - Jetzt Kommt...Der Eiserne
20 Affen Post - German Fan Letters page (NOT in the US edition)
21 Roy Thomas - Die Affenmacher / one page article with one photo of Roy (NOT in US edition ?)
22 Eintagsaffe / article by Samuel Maronie / make-up process / 6 pages
28 Terror Auf Dem Planeten Der Affen - text page telling the story of Jason and Alexander so far
29 Malaguena In Einer Verbotenen Zone / comic strip by Doug Moench / Mike Ploog / 20 pages
49 Film-Lexikon - Stichwort: Drehbuch / article on zooming close ups in comic books including POTA based on
screenplay info (NOT in US edition)
52 Das Geheimnis / part 12 / POTA movie comic strip (in color) Doug Moench / George Tuska / Mike Esposito / 6
pages
58 Natalie Trundy - So Kam Eine Frau Auf Den Planet Der Affen / article by Sam Maronie about Natalie Trundy with
photos / 8 pages
66 Full page ad for POTA Issue #7
67 Full page ad for Doktor Strange Der Magier - Doctor Strange comic ad
68 Back Cover - Full page ad in color for Green Lantern - Die Grune Laterne

PLANET DER AFFEN #7 (1976)
Herausgeber: Klaus Recht
Redaktion: Kirsten Isele, Hartmut Huff
Produktion: Kurt Rebischke
Cover - (same as US #7)
2 B&W Full page photo of ape demonstration in POTA (1968)
3 Introduction Page and Contents
4 Liebe Affendfreunde - POTA editorial commentary (NOT in US edition)
5 Ruckkehr Zum Planet Der Affen / Beneath the POTA movie comic strip (in color) Doug Moench / Alfredo Alcala / 19
pages
6 Gefagen / part 2 / Beneath the POTA movie comic strip (in color) Doug Moench / Alfredo Alcala / 20 pages
45 Full page color ad for Spider-man - Die Spinne
46 Exklusiv Interview Mit Marvin Maige / article by Susan Munshower / 6 page with photos from TV show
52 Back Cover - full page ad for POTA Issue #8

PLANET DER AFFEN #8 (1976)
Herausgeber: Klaus Recht
Redaktion: Kirsten Isele, Hartmut Huff
Produktion: Kurt Rebischke
Titelbild: Earl Norem
Cover - (same as US #8)
2 B&W Full page photo of Gorilla Soldiers heading on horseback into the Forbidden Zone passed the hung dead
apes in Beneath The POTA (1970)
3 Introduction Page and Contents
4 Vom Planet Der Affen - Liebe Affendfreunde - POTA editorial commentary (NOT in US edition)
5 Der Messias - Ruckkehr Zum Planet Der Affen / part 3 / Beneath the POTA movie comic strip (in color) Doug
Moench / Alfredo Alcala / 10 pages
15 Full page color ad for Tarzan - Edgar Rice Burroughs
16 Film-Lexikon / article about movies and filming / 6 pages (NOT in US Edition)
22 Die Welt-Erben / comic strip by Doug Moench / Mike Ploog / 23 pages
45 Die Planet Der Affen Macher - Alfredo P. Alcala (NOT in US Edition?)
46 Wo Ware Denn Ihr Platz Auf Dem Planet Der Affen? / article about types of apes species / 11 pages with many
photos
57 Der Messias - Ruckkehr Zum Planet Der Affen / part 4 / Beneath the POTA movie comic strip (in color) Doug
Moench / Alfredo Alcala / 10 pages
67 Full page ad for POTA Issue #9 - Das Konigreich Auf Der Insel Der Affen
68 Back Cover - full page ad in color for Marvel German comics including Planet Der Affen showing cover of #9

PLANET DER AFFEN #9 (1976)
Herausgeber: Klaus Recht
Redaktion: Kirsten Isele, Hartmut Huff
Produktion: Kurt Rebischke
Titelbild: Greg Theakston
Cover - (same as US #9)
2 B&W Full page photo of Taylor and Nova being taken away captured by gorilla soldiers in POTA (1968)
3 Introduction Page and Contents
4 Inquisition Des Schrekens - Ruckkehr Zum Planet Der Affen / part 5 / Beneath the POTA movie comic strip (in
color) Doug Moench / Alfredo Alcala / 15 pages
19 Full page ad for Doktor Strange Der Magier - Doctor Strange comic ad
20 Dabei: Eroberung Des Planeten Der Affen / article by Al Satian and Heather Johnson / 12 pages with many
photos of gorilla costumes and masks
32 Konigreich Auf Der Insel Der Affen / comic strip story in B&W by Doug Moench / Rico Rival / 23 pages
55 Full page color ad for Tarzan - Edgar Rice Burroughs
56 Inquisition Des Schrekens - Ruckkehr Zum Planet Der Affen / part 6 / Beneath the POTA movie comic strip (in
color) Doug Moench / Alfredo Alcala / 11 pages
67 Full page ad for POTA Issue #10
68 Back Cover - full page ad in color for Marvel German comics - Kommt Zu Marvel including Planet Der Affen
showing cover of #10

PLANET DER AFFEN #10 (1976)
Herausgeber: Klaus Recht
Redaktion: Kirsten Isele, Hartmut Huff
Produktion: Kurt Rebischke
Titelbild: Bob Larkin
Cover - (same as US #10)
2 B&W Full page photo of Dr. Zira posed shot
3 Introduction Page and Contents
4 Die Kinder Der Bombe - Ruckkehr Zum Planet Der Affen / part 7 / Beneath the POTA movie comic strip (in color)
Doug Moench / Alfredo Alcala / 15 pages
19 Full page ad for Doktor Strange Der Magier - Doctor Strange comic ad
20 Wir Sahen In Die Zukunft - Auf Der Fox Ranch / article about location filming of movies by Sam Maronie / 7 pages
27 Marvelpost - letters column (NOT in US edition)
28 Konigreich Auf Der Insel Der Affen / part 2 / comic strip story in B&W by Doug Moench / Rico Rival / 33 pages
61 Full page color ad for Tarzan - Edgar Rice Burroughs
62 Die Kinder Der Bombe - Ruckkehr Zum Planet Der Affen / part 8 / Beneath the POTA movie comic strip (in color)
Doug Moench / Alfredo Alcala / 5 pages
67 Full page ad for POTA Issue #11
68 Back Cover - full page ad in color for Marvel German comics - including Planet Der Affen showing cover of #11

PLANET DER AFFEN #11 (1976)
Herausgeber: Klaus Recht
Redaktion: Kirsten Isele, Hartmut Huff
Produktion: Kurt Rebischke
Titelbild: Gray Morrow
Cover - (same as US #11)
2 B&W Full page photo of Gorilla face
3 Introduction Page and Contents
4 Holle Der Vernichtung - Ruckkehr Zum Planet Der Affen / part 9 / Beneath the POTA movie comic strip (in color)
Doug Moench / Alfredo Alcala / 15 pages
19 Film-Lexikon / article about movie cameras and editing / 4 pages with photos (NOT in US edition)
23 Der Gesetzesgeber Kehrt Zuruck / comic strip story in B&W by Doug Moench / Mike Ploog / 23 pages
46 Blick Auf Die Welt Von Morgen / article by Jim Whitmore / Timeline Chronology article / 9 pages
55 Various sized ads for different Marvel comic titles including Fantastic Four - Die Fantastischen Vier / Spider-man /
Dracula

56 Blick Auf Die Welt Von Morgen / part 2 / article by Jim Whitmore / Timeline Chronology article / 2 pages
58 Holle Der Vernichtung - Ruckkehr Zum Planet Der Affen / part 10 / Beneath the POTA movie comic strip (in color)
Doug Moench / Alfredo Alcala / 9 pages
67 Full page ad for POTA Issue #12
68 Back Cover - full page ad in color for Marvel German comics - including Planet Der Affen showing cover of #12

PLANET DER AFFEN #12 (1976)
Herausgeber: Klaus Recht
Redaktion: Kirsten Isele, Hartmut Huff
Produktion: Kurt Rebischke
Titelbild: Ken Barr
Cover - (same as US #12)
2 B&W Full page photo of Dr. Zaius
3 Introduction Page and Contents
4 Der Erde Entgegen - Flucht Vom Planet Der Affen / Escape From The POTA movie comic strip (in color) Doug

Moench / Rico Rival / 14 pages
18 Die Leute Vom Planeten Der Affen / article by Jim Whitmore with interviews with Paula Christ and William Blake /
10 pages with photos
28 Liebe Freunde / text article about German Marvel comics (NOT in US edition)
29 Statd Der Nomaden / comic strip story in B&W by Doug Moench / Tom Sutton / 26 pages
55 Film Lexikon: Zeichentrick Teil 2 / article about camera work and angles in movies / 5 pages (NOT in US edition)
60 Der Erde Entgegen - Flucht Vom Planet Der Affen / part 2 / Escape From The POTA movie comic strip (in color)
Doug Moench / Rico Rival / 7 pages
67 Full page ad for POTA Issue #13
68 Back Cover - full page ad in color for Marvel German comics - including Planet Der Affen showing cover of #13

PLANET DER AFFEN #13 (1976)
Herausgeber: Klaus Recht
Redaktion: Kirsten Isele, Hartmut Huff
Produktion: Heide Gunther

Titelbild: Bob Larkin
Cover - (same as US #13)
2 B&W Full page photo of two apes from TV series (mislabeled as Cornelius and Zira)
3 Introduction Page and Contents
4 Fremde In Einem Fremden Land - Flucht Vom Planet Der Affen / part 3 / Escape From The POTA movie comic
strip (in color) Doug Moench / Rico Rival / 15 pages
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BENEATH THE POTA MOVIE (1970) - COMPLETE CAST CREDITS (updated June 2009)
Here is a breakdown of complete cast and crew member list for the 1970 Beneath The Planet Of The
Apes film. For cross reference purposes we have listed them first in order of their cast/crew role in
the movie.
The 2nd chart will have all cast/crew sorted chronologically by year. On that chart you will see
everyone’s birthdates in correct order. All dates up to 1969 are birthdates and all dates after 1970 are
death dates. The 3rd chart will have all cast/crew sorted by Day - this gives us an actual day to day
calendar to celebrate birthdates.
The oldest crew member on the Beneath The POTA film was Maurice Evans who played Dr. Zaius,
born in 1901, was 69 when the movie debuted. Milton R. Krasner was the oldest newcomer as
Director Of Photography. He had not worked on the first film. He was 66 years old.
The two youngest crew members both returning from the first film were Lou Wagner (Lucius) age 22
and Linda Harrison (Nova) age 25 The youngest new crew member not involved in the first film was
26 year old stuntman Gary Epper.
Two crew members died the very next year after filming Beneath The POTA. They were both new
cast members having not been involved in the debut film.
Thomas Gomez who played “Minister” and Dick Bullock who played an uncredited Gorilla costume
stuntman both died in 1971. Thomas was 66 and Dick was only 31.
22 Cast and Crew Members in Planet Of The Apes (1968) were also involved in Beneath (1970).
This list includes:
William J. Creber (as William Creber) Art Direction
Maurice Evans ... Dr. Zaius
Walter M. Scott Set Decoration
L.B. Abbott .... special photographic effects Special Effects
Jack Martin Smith Art Direction
Pierre Boulle (novel)
James Bacon .. Ape (uncredited)
Mort Abrahams .... associate producer
Art Cruickshank .... special photographic effects
Arthur P. Jacobs .... producer
Kim Hunter ... Zira
John Chambers .... Makeup Department creative makeup designer
Charlton Heston ... George Taylor
David Dockendorf .... sound Sound Department
Morton Haack
Costume Design
Roddy McDowall ... Cornelius
Daniel C. Striepeke .... makeup artist (as Dan Striepeke)
Jan Van Uchelen .... hair stylist (uncredited)
Tap Canutt .... stunts (uncredited)
Verne Langdon .... special makeup effects artist (uncredited)
Linda Harrison ... Nova
Lou Wagner ... Lucius

Here is a list of all 84 cast/crew members of Beneath The Planet Of The Apes (1968) with all known
birth and death dates for 63 of them. 21 of them have no dates known.
Ted Post
Director
Date of Birth: 31 March 1918, Brooklyn, New York City, New York, USA
Pierre Boulle (characters) Writing Credits
Date of Birth: 20 February 1912, Avignon, Vaucluse, Provence-Alpes-Côte d'Azur, France more
Date of Death: 30 January 1994, Paris, France
Paul Dehn (story) and (screenplay)

Date of Birth: 5 November 1912, Manchester, England, UK more
Date of Death: 30 September 1976
Mort Abrahams (story) (producer)
Date of Birth: 26 March 1916, New York City, New York, USA
Date of Death:28 May 2009, Sherman Oaks, California, USA
James Franciscus ... Brent
Date of Birth: 31 January 1934, Clayton, Missouri, USA more
Date of Death: 8 July 1991, North Hollywood, California, USA
Kim Hunter ... Zira
Date of Birth: 12 November 1922, Detroit, Michigan, USA more
Date of Death: 11 September 2002, New York City, New York, USA
Maurice Evans ... Dr. Zaius
Date of Birth: 3 June 1901, Dorchester, Dorset, England, UK more
Date of Death: 12 March 1989, Rottingdean, East Sussex, England, UK
Linda Harrison ... Nova
Date of Birth: 24 July 1945, Berlin, Maryland, USA
Paul Richards ... Mendez
Date of Birth: 23 November 1924, Hollywood, California, USA more
Date of Death: 10 December 1974, Culver City, California, USA
Victor Buono ... Fat Man
Date of Birth: 3 February 1938, San Diego, California, USA more
Date of Death: 1 January 1982, Apple Valley, California, USA
James Gregory ... Ursus
Date of Birth: 23 December 1911, The Bronx, New York, USA more
Date of Death: 16 September 2002, Sedona, Arizona, USA
Jeff Corey ... Caspay
Date of Birth: 10 August 1914, Brooklyn, New York, USA more
Date of Death: 16 August 2002, Santa Monica, California, USA
Natalie Trundy ... Albina
Date of Birth: 5 August 1940, Boston, Massachusetts, USA
Thomas Gomez ... Minister
Date of Birth: 10 July 1905, New York City, New York, USA more
Date of Death: 18 June 1971, Santa Monica, California, USA
David Watson ... Cornelius
Date of Birth: 1940
Don Pedro Colley ... Negro
Date of Birth: 30 August 1938, Klamath Falls, Oregon, USA
Tod Andrews ... Skipper
Date of Birth: 10 November 1914, New York City, New York, USA more
Date of Death: 7 November 1972, Beverly Hills, California, USA
Gregory Sierra ... Verger
Date of Birth: 25 January 1941, New York City, New York, USA
Lou Wagner ... Lucius
Date of Birth: 14 August 1948, San Jose, California, USA
Charlton Heston ... Taylor
Date of Birth: 4 October 1923, Evanston, Illinois, USA more

Date of Death: 5 April 2008, Beverly Hills, California, USA
Army Archerd ... Gorilla (uncredited)
Date of Birth: 13 January 1919, Bronx, New York, USA
James Bacon ... Ape (uncredited)
Date of Birth: 12 May 1914, Buffalo, New York, USA
Stan Barrett ... Gorilla (uncredited) (stunts)
Date of Birth: 26 June 1943
Dick Bullock ... Gorilla (uncredited) (stunts)
Date of Birth: 19 July 1939, USA more
Date of Death: 1 December 1971, Kansas, USA
Paul Frees ... Ending Voiceover (voice) (uncredited)
Date of Birth: 22 June 1920, Chicago, Illinois, USA more
Date of Death: 2 November 1986, Tiburon, California, USA
Roddy McDowall ... Cornelius (archive footage) (uncredited)
Date of Birth: 17 September 1928, Herne Hill, London, England, UK more
Date of Death: 3 October 1998, Studio City, California, USA
Arthur P. Jacobs .... producer
Date of Birth: 7 March 1922, Los Angeles, California, USA more
Date of Death: 27 June 1973, Beverly Hills, Los Angeles, California, USA
Leonard Rosenman Original Music
Date of Birth: 7 September 1924, Brooklyn, New York City, New York, USA more
Date of Death: 4 March 2008, Woodland Hills, California, USA
Milton R. Krasner (director of photography) (as Milton Krasner)
Date of Birth: 17 February 1904, New York City, New York, USA more
Date of Death: 16 July 1988, Woodland Hills, Los Angeles, California, USA
William J. Creber (as William Creber) Art Direction
Date of Birth: 26 July ????
Jack Martin Smith Art Directino
Date of Birth: 2 January 1911 more
Date of Death: 7 November 1993 more
Walter M. Scott Set Decoration
Date of Birth: 7 November 1906, Cleveland, Ohio, USA more
Date of Death: 2 February 1989, Los Angeles, California, USA
Sven Wickman
Set Decoration
Date of Birth: 28 November 1931, Nyborg, Denmark
Morton Haack
Costume Design
Date of Birth: 26 June 1924, USA more
Date of Death: 22 March 1987
John Chambers .... creative makeup design Makeup Department
Date of Birth: 12 September 1923, Chicago, Illinois, USA more
Date of Death: 25 August 2001, Woodland Hills, California, USA
Daniel C. Striepeke .... makeup supervisor (as Dan Striepeke)
Date of Birth: 8 October 1930, Sonoma County, California, USA
Verne Langdon .... special makeup effects artist (uncredited)
Date of Birth: 15 September 1941, Oakland, California, USA

Jan Van Uchelen .... hair stylist (uncredited)
Date of Birth: 2 September 1931, Sussex, England, UK more
Date of Death: 12 December 2006, Burbank, California, USA
Joseph C. Behm .... unit production manager
Date of Birth: 20 August 1910, Oklahoma, USA more
Date of Death: 19 August 1978, Los Angeles, California, USA
Chuck Roberson .... second unit director
Date of Birth: 10 May 1919, near Shannon, Clay County, Texas, USA more
Date of Death: 8 June 1988, Bakersfield, California, USA
Fred R. Simpson .... assistant director (as Fred Simpson)
Date of Birth: 2 November 1913 more
Date of Death: 2 December 1990, Los Angeles, California, USA
David Dockendorf .... sound Sound Department
Date of Birth: 2 November 1923, Wisconsin, USA more
Date of Death: 15 April 1997, Los Angeles, California, USA
L.B. Abbott .... special photographic effects
Date of Birth: 13 June 1908, Pasadena, California, USA more
Date of Death: 28 September 1985, Los Angeles, California, USA
Art Cruickshank .... special photographic effects
Date of Birth: 17 December 1918 more
Date of Death: 22 May 1983, Los Angeles County, California, USA
Denny Arnold .... stunts (uncredited)
Date of Birth: 24 October 1934, Canada more
Date of Death: 31 December 2001, Abbotsford, British Columbia, Canada
Tap Canutt .... stunts (uncredited)
Date of Birth: 1932
Gary Epper .... stunts (uncredited)
Date of Birth: 31 December 1944, Los Angeles, California, USA more
Date of Death: 1 December 2007, Los Angeles, California, USA
Tony Epper .... stunts (uncredited)
Date of Birth: 1938
Alan Gibbs .... stunts (uncredited)
Date of Birth: 24 November 1940, Florida, USA more
Date of Death: 18 March 1988, Los Angeles, California, USA
Orwin C. Harvey .... stunts (uncredited)
Date of Birth: 1926 more
Date of Death: 7 June 1994, Los Angeles, California, USA
Dick Hudkins .... stunts (uncredited)
Date of Birth: 1 December 1925 more
Date of Death: 19 July 1983
Whitey Hughes .... stunts (uncredited)
Date of Birth: 9 November 1920, Arkoma, Oklahoma, USA
Loren Janes .... stunts (uncredited)
Date of Birth: 1 October 1931, Sierra Madre, California, USA
Hubie Kerns .... stunts (uncredited)
Date of Birth: 10 August 1920, Los Angeles, California, USA more
Date of Death: 7 February 1999

Gene LeBell .... stunts (uncredited)
Date of Birth: 9 October 1932, Los Angeles, California, USA
Terry Leonard .... stunts (uncredited)
Date of Birth: c. 1941
Gary McLarty .... stunts (uncredited)
Date of Birth: 1940
George Sawaya .... stunts (uncredited)
Date of Birth: 14 August 1923 more
Date of Death: 17 September 2003, Studio City, California
Walter Scott .... stunts (uncredited)
Date of Birth: 20 July 1940, Blythe, California, USA
Eddie Smith .... stunts (uncredited)
Date of Birth: 1 December 1924, St. Louis, Missouri, USA more
Date of Death: 1 June 2005, San Diego, California, USA
Paul Stader .... stunt coordinator (uncredited)
Date of Birth: 13 February 1911, Missouri, USA more
Date of Death: 10 April 1991, Los Angeles, California, USA
Jack Williams .... stunts (uncredited)
Date of Birth: 15 April 1921, Montana, USA more
Date of Death: 10 April 2007, Sylmar, San Fernando Valley, Los Angeles, California, USA
Ralph Ferraro .... orchestrator Music Department
Date of Birth: 3 July 1929, Waterbury, Connecticut, USA
Edward Bach ... Picket (uncredited)
Eldon Burke ... Gorilla Sergeant and stunts (unaccredited)
Angelina Bauer ... Chimp Protestor (uncredited)
Bruce Fleischer ... Gorilla (uncredited)
Marion Rothman
Film Editing
Edith Lindon .... hair stylist Makeup
Peter R.J. Deyell .... makeup artist (uncredited)
Sharleen Rassi .... hair stylist (uncredited)
Fred Harpman .... art illustrator Art Department
Stephen Bass .... sound Sound Department
Steven Burnett .... stunts (uncredited)
William H. Burton .... stunts (uncredited)
Hank Calia .... stunts (uncredited)
Nick Dimitri .... stunts (uncredited)
Mickey Gilbert .... stunts (uncredited)
Kent Hays .... stunts (uncredited)
Eddie Hice .... stunts (uncredited)
Clyde Hudkins Jr. .... stunts (uncredited)
Hubie Kerns Jr. .... stunts (uncredited)
Dominic Santarone .... caterer (uncredited) Extra Crew
Ruth Santarone .... caterer (uncredited) Extra Crew

BENEATH THE PLANET OF THE APES (1970) CREW - CHRONOLOGICAL - SORTED BY YEAR
M DAY YEAR
7
6
2
7
11
6
8
1
12
2
11
11
5
8
11
3
3
12
1
5
6
8
11
3
11
9
10
11
6
9
11
12

26
3
17
10
7
13
20
2
23
20
5
2
12
10
10
26
31
17
13
10
22
10
9
7
12
12
4
2
26
7
23
1

9
10
9
10
11
10

17
8
2
1
28
9

1
10
2
8

31
24
3
30

7
8
11

19
5
24

?
1901
1904
1905
1906
1908
1910
1911
1911
1912
1912
1913
1914
1914
1914
1916
1918
1918
1919
1919
1920
1920
1920
1922
1922
1923
1923
1923
1924
1924
1924
1925
1926
1928
1930
1931
1931
1931
1932
1932
1934
1934
1938
1938
1938
1939
1940
1940
1940

NAME / Crew Role
William J. Creber (as William Creber) Art Direction
Maurice Evans ... Dr. Zaius
Milton R. Krasner (director of photography) (as Milton Krasner)
Thomas Gomez ... Minister
Walter M. Scott Set Decoration
L.B. Abbott .... special photographic effects
Joseph C. Behm .... unit production manager
Jack Martin Smith Art Directino
James Gregory ... Ursus
Pierre Boulle (characters) Writing Credits
Paul Dehn (story) and (screenplay)
Fred R. Simpson .... assistant director (as Fred Simpson)
James Bacon ... Ape (uncredited)
Jeff Corey ... Caspay
Tod Andrews ... Skipper
Mort Abrahams (story) (producer)
Ted Post
Director
Art Cruickshank .... special photographic effects
Army Archerd ... Gorilla (uncredited)
Chuck Roberson .... second unit director
Paul Frees ... Ending Voiceover (voice) (uncredited)
Hubie Kerns .... stunts (uncredited)
Whitey Hughes .... stunts (uncredited)
Arthur P. Jacobs .... producer
Kim Hunter ... Zira
John Chambers .... creative makeup design Makeup Department
Charlton Heston ... Taylor
David Dockendorf .... sound Sound Department
Morton Haack
Costume Design
Leonard Rosenman Original Music
Paul Richards ... Mendez
Dick Hudkins .... stunts (uncredited)
Orwin C. Harvey .... stunts (uncredited)
Roddy McDowall ... Cornelius (archive footage) (uncredited)
Daniel C. Striepeke .... makeup supervisor (as Dan Striepeke)
Jan Van Uchelen .... hair stylist (uncredited)
Loren Janes .... stunts (uncredited)
Sven Wickman
Set Decoration
Gene LeBell .... stunts (uncredited)
Tap Canutt .... stunts (uncredited)
James Franciscus ... Brent
Denny Arnold .... stunts (uncredited)
Victor Buono ... Fat Man
Don Pedro Colley ... Negro
Tony Epper .... stunts (uncredited)
Dick Bullock ... Gorilla (uncredited) (stunts)
Natalie Trundy ... Albina
Alan Gibbs .... stunts (uncredited)
David Watson ... Cornelius

LOCATION

Dorchester
New York City
New York City
Cleveland
Pasadena
Oklahoma

Dorset England
New York
New York
Ohio
California
USA more

The Bronx
Avignon
Manchester

New York
Vaucluse / Provence-Al
England UK

Buffalo
Brooklyn
New York City
New York City
Brooklyn

New York
New York
New York
New York
New York City

Bronx
near Shannon
Chicago
Los Angeles
Arkoma
Los Angeles
Detroit
Chicago
Evanston
Wisconsin
USA more
Brooklyn
Hollywood

New York
Clay County Texas
Illinois
California
Oklahoma
California
Michigan
Illinois
Illinois
USA more

Herne Hill
Sonoma County
Sussex
Sierra Madre
Nyborg
Los Angeles

London England
California
England UK
California
Denmark
California

Clayton
Canada more
San Diego
Klamath Falls

Missouri
California
Oregon

USA more
Boston
Florida

Massachusetts
USA more

New York City
California

BENEATH THE PLANET OF THE APES (1970) CREW - CHRONOLOGICAL - SORTED BY YEAR

M DAY YEAR
1
9
6
12
7
8
6
12
11
6
12
9
8
1
5
7
9
11
3
3
6
7
2
3
12
7
11
1
6
4
10
2
8
12
8
9
9
12
12
3
4
5

25
15
26
31
24
14
18
1
7
27
10
30
19
1
22
19
28
2
22
18
8
16
2
12
2
8
7
30
7
15
3
7
25
31
16
11
16
12
1
4
5
28

1941
1941
1943
1944
1945
1948
1971
1971
1972
1973
1974
1976
1978
1982
1983
1983
1985
1986
1987
1988
1988
1988
1989
1989
1990
1991
1993
1994
1994
1997
1998
1999
2001
2001
2002
2002
2002
2006
2007
2008
2008
2009

NAME / Crew Role
Gregory Sierra ... Verger
Verne Langdon .... special makeup effects artist (uncredited)
Stan Barrett ... Gorilla (uncredited) (stunts)
Gary Epper .... stunts (uncredited)
Linda Harrison ... Nova
Lou Wagner ... Lucius
Thomas Gomez ... Minister
Dick Bullock ... Gorilla (uncredited) (stunts)
Tod Andrews ... Skipper
Arthur P. Jacobs .... producer
Paul Richards ... Mendez
Paul Dehn (story) and (screenplay)
Joseph C. Behm .... unit production manager
Victor Buono ... Fat Man
Art Cruickshank .... special photographic effects
Dick Hudkins .... stunts (uncredited)
L.B. Abbott .... special photographic effects
Paul Frees ... Ending Voiceover (voice) (uncredited)
Morton Haack
Costume Design
Alan Gibbs .... stunts (uncredited)
Chuck Roberson .... second unit director
Milton R. Krasner (director of photography) (as Milton Krasner)
Walter M. Scott Set Decoration
Maurice Evans ... Dr. Zaius
Fred R. Simpson .... assistant director (as Fred Simpson)
James Franciscus ... Brent
Jack Martin Smith Art Directino
Pierre Boulle (characters) Writing Credits
Orwin C. Harvey .... stunts (uncredited)
David Dockendorf .... sound Sound Department
Roddy McDowall ... Cornelius (archive footage) (uncredited)
Hubie Kerns .... stunts (uncredited)
John Chambers .... creative makeup design Makeup Department
Denny Arnold .... stunts (uncredited)
Jeff Corey ... Caspay
Kim Hunter ... Zira
James Gregory ... Ursus
Jan Van Uchelen .... hair stylist (uncredited)
Gary Epper .... stunts (uncredited)
Leonard Rosenman Original Music
Charlton Heston ... Taylor
Mort Abrahams (story) (producer)

LOCATION
New York City
Oakland

New York
California

Los Angeles
Berlin
San Jose
Santa Monica
Kansas
Beverly Hills
Beverly Hills
Culver City

California
Maryland
California
California
USA
California
Los Angeles CA
California

Los Angeles
California
Apple Valley
California
Los Angeles County
California
Los Angeles
Tiburon

California
California

Los Angeles
Bakersfield
Woodland Hills
Los Angeles
Rottingdean
Los Angeles
North Hollywood

California
California
Los Angeles CA
California
East Sussex England
California
California

Paris
Los Angeles
Los Angeles
Studio City

France
California
California
California

Woodland Hills
Abbotsford
Santa Monica
New York City
Sedona
Burbank
Los Angeles
Woodland Hills
Beverly Hills
Sherman Oaks

California
British Columbia Cana
California
New York
Arizona
California
California
California
California
California

BENEATH THE PLANET OF THE APES (1968) CREW - BIRTHDAY CALENDAR - SORTED BY DAY
M DAY YEAR
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
4
4
5
5
5
5
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8

1
2
13
25
30
31
2
3
7
17
20
4
7
12
18
22
26
31
5
15
10
12
22
28
3
7
8
13
18
22
26
26
27
8
10
16
19
19
24
26
5
10
10
14
16
19
20
25
30

1982
1911
1919
1941
1994
1934
1989
1938
1999
1904
1912
2008
1922
1989
1988
1987
1916
1918
2008
1997
1919
1914
1983
2009
1901
1994
1988
1908
1971
1920
1924
1943
1973
1991
1905
1988
1939
1983
1945
?
1940
1914
1920
1948
2002
1978
1910
2001
1938

NAME / Crew Role
Victor Buono ... Fat Man
Jack Martin Smith Art Directino
Army Archerd ... Gorilla (uncredited)
Gregory Sierra ... Verger
Pierre Boulle (characters) Writing Credits
James Franciscus ... Brent
Walter M. Scott Set Decoration
Victor Buono ... Fat Man
Hubie Kerns .... stunts (uncredited)
Milton R. Krasner (director of photography) (as Milton Krasner)
Pierre Boulle (characters) Writing Credits
Leonard Rosenman Original Music
Arthur P. Jacobs .... producer
Maurice Evans ... Dr. Zaius
Alan Gibbs .... stunts (uncredited)
Morton Haack
Costume Design
Mort Abrahams (story) (producer)
Ted Post
Director
Charlton Heston ... Taylor
David Dockendorf .... sound Sound Department
Chuck Roberson .... second unit director
James Bacon ... Ape (uncredited)
Art Cruickshank .... special photographic effects
Mort Abrahams (story) (producer)
Maurice Evans ... Dr. Zaius
Orwin C. Harvey .... stunts (uncredited)
Chuck Roberson .... second unit director
L.B. Abbott .... special photographic effects
Thomas Gomez ... Minister
Paul Frees ... Ending Voiceover (voice) (uncredited)
Morton Haack
Costume Design
Stan Barrett ... Gorilla (uncredited) (stunts)
Arthur P. Jacobs .... producer
James Franciscus ... Brent
Thomas Gomez ... Minister
Milton R. Krasner (director of photography) (as Milton Krasner)
Dick Bullock ... Gorilla (uncredited) (stunts)
Dick Hudkins .... stunts (uncredited)
Linda Harrison ... Nova
William J. Creber (as William Creber) Art Direction
Natalie Trundy ... Albina
Jeff Corey ... Caspay
Hubie Kerns .... stunts (uncredited)
Lou Wagner ... Lucius
Jeff Corey ... Caspay
Joseph C. Behm .... unit production manager
Joseph C. Behm .... unit production manager
John Chambers .... creative makeup design Makeup Department
Don Pedro Colley ... Negro

LOCATION
Apple Valley

California

Bronx
New York City
Paris
Clayton
Los Angeles
San Diego

New York
New York
France
Missouri
California
California

New York City
Avignon
Woodland Hills
Los Angeles
Rottingdean
Los Angeles

New York
Vaucluse / Provence-Al
California
California
East Sussex England
California

New York City
New York
Brooklyn
New York City
Beverly Hills
California
Los Angeles
California
near Shannon
Clay County Texas
Buffalo
New York
Los Angeles County
California
Sherman Oaks
California
Dorchester
Dorset England
Los Angeles
California
Bakersfield
California
Pasadena
California
Santa Monica
California
Chicago
Illinois
USA more
Beverly Hills
North Hollywood
New York City
Woodland Hills
USA more

Los Angeles CA
California
New York
Los Angeles CA

Berlin

Maryland

Boston
Brooklyn
Los Angeles
San Jose
Santa Monica
Los Angeles
Oklahoma
Woodland Hills
Klamath Falls

Massachusetts
New York
California
California
California
California
USA more
California
Oregon

BENEATH THE PLANET OF THE APES (1968) CREW - BIRTHDAY CALENDAR - SORTED BY DAY
M DAY YEAR
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
10
10
10
10
10
10
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12

2
7
11
12
15
16
17
28
30
1
3
4
8
9
24
2
2
2
5
7
7
7
9
10
12
23
24
28
1
1
1
2
10
12
17
23
31
31

1931
1924
2002
1923
1941
2002
1928
1985
1976
1931
1998
1923
1930
1932
1934
1913
1923
1986
1912
1906
1972
1993
1920
1914
1922
1924
1940
1931
1925
1971
2007
1990
1974
2006
1918
1911
1944
2001
1926
1932
1938
1940

NAME / Crew Role
Jan Van Uchelen .... hair stylist (uncredited)
Leonard Rosenman Original Music
Kim Hunter ... Zira
John Chambers .... creative makeup design Makeup Department
Verne Langdon .... special makeup effects artist (uncredited)
James Gregory ... Ursus
Roddy McDowall ... Cornelius (archive footage) (uncredited)
L.B. Abbott .... special photographic effects
Paul Dehn (story) and (screenplay)
Loren Janes .... stunts (uncredited)
Roddy McDowall ... Cornelius (archive footage) (uncredited)
Charlton Heston ... Taylor
Daniel C. Striepeke .... makeup supervisor (as Dan Striepeke)
Gene LeBell .... stunts (uncredited)
Denny Arnold .... stunts (uncredited)
Fred R. Simpson .... assistant director (as Fred Simpson)
David Dockendorf .... sound Sound Department
Paul Frees ... Ending Voiceover (voice) (uncredited)
Paul Dehn (story) and (screenplay)
Walter M. Scott Set Decoration
Tod Andrews ... Skipper
Jack Martin Smith Art Directino
Whitey Hughes .... stunts (uncredited)
Tod Andrews ... Skipper
Kim Hunter ... Zira
Paul Richards ... Mendez
Alan Gibbs .... stunts (uncredited)
Sven Wickman
Set Decoration
Dick Hudkins .... stunts (uncredited)
Dick Bullock ... Gorilla (uncredited) (stunts)
Gary Epper .... stunts (uncredited)
Fred R. Simpson .... assistant director (as Fred Simpson)
Paul Richards ... Mendez
Jan Van Uchelen .... hair stylist (uncredited)
Art Cruickshank .... special photographic effects
James Gregory ... Ursus
Gary Epper .... stunts (uncredited)
Denny Arnold .... stunts (uncredited)
Orwin C. Harvey .... stunts (uncredited)
Tap Canutt .... stunts (uncredited)
Tony Epper .... stunts (uncredited)
David Watson ... Cornelius

LOCATION
Sussex
Brooklyn
New York City
Chicago
Oakland
Sedona
Herne Hill
Los Angeles

England UK
New York City
New York
Illinois
California
Arizona
London England
California

Sierra Madre
Studio City
Evanston
Sonoma County
Los Angeles
Canada more

California
California
Illinois
California
California

Wisconsin
Tiburon
Manchester
Cleveland
Beverly Hills

USA more
California
England UK
Ohio
California

Arkoma
New York City
Detroit
Hollywood
Florida
Nyborg

Oklahoma
New York
Michigan
California
USA more
Denmark

Kansas
Los Angeles
Los Angeles
Culver City
Burbank

USA
California
California
California
California

The Bronx
Los Angeles
Abbotsford

New York
California
British Columbia Cana

PLANET OF THE APES ENCYCLOPEDIA: THE DECEPTION
Breakdown of the storyline and scenes
A-Z reference of all characters and items from the classic 1974 TV episode
1 TV Show Opening Credits (same for all TV episodes) Astronauts Virdon and Burke are in their space craft as
their ship is thrown into the future. The scene transposes to the future world of Apes with footage of the
astronauts on the run from gorillas with a shot of Galen. Earth time and Ship time match dates at August 19th
1980. The latest date shown for the earth time clock is June 14th 3085. Credits read: Roddy McDowall, Ron
Harper, James Naughton
2 Near the ocean a funeral is being held for the death of Lucian, a respected elder chimpanzee. Lucian’s
brother Sestus gives a speech. The tombstone reads Lucian-Father Of Fauna. Lucian’s blind daughter Fauna
cries and mourns over the death of her father. At the funeral are numerous chimpanzee’s and gorilla soldiers.
Fauna is angry that humans killed her father. She states she hates them. Zon, A gorilla soldier tells Fauna that
they promise to capture the humans who did this. 100 humans for the 1 ape killed will be punished. Chilot, one
of the chimpanzees says action will be taken to rid of the humans but the gorilla in charge of the town says it will
be done lawfully. Macor and Krono agree with Chilot.
3 The Dragoons, a band of 6 apes hiding in hooded masks, race along the Oceanside beach on horseback
carrying torches.
4 Galen, Burke and Virdon are visiting inside the home of the human Jasko who gave them some food and
shelter. Jasko tells them about the recent activity locally where one ape was killed and the entire ape
community now hates the humans. Jasko says there are many humans here in this area. Galen says there are
ape rules that even forbid a group of renegade apes from just going out and killing humans. Jasko says that
Perdix and Zon try to keep control but they can’t be everywhere to keep the peace.
5 The six ape Dragoons continue to race along on horseback carrying torches.
6 Near Jasko’s home Galen, Burke and Virdon are sitting around talking while Virdon tries to do some fishing
with no luck. Galen sees the Dragoons across the distance racing towards them on horseback carrying
torches.
7 The Dragoons stop in front of Jasko’s home and they tell him to leave. Jasko says this is his home. One of
the Dragoons pulls Jasko behind his horse dragging along the ground which finally knocks him out. The other
Dragoons set their torches to Jasko’s home and it burns down.
8 Galen, Virdon and Burke race toward Jasko. Jasko is lying there dead near his home on the road. Galen
says its so senseless and is almost embarrassed to be an ape. Virdon says he has seen this type of killing
happen another time, another place. Virdon says this whole situation died when an ape girls father died. He
says maybe they should go find this ape girl named Fauna.
9 Fauna is standing alongside the ocean. Galen, Virdon and Burke approach Fauna. Fauna asks who is there
and they realize that she is blind. She asks if they are apes. Galen says he is definitely an ape. Fauna says
she was afraid it might be humans as they had killed her father. Fauna says the humans are savages and she
hates them. Galen tells her that his name is Phoebus. He makes up alias names for Virdon and Burke and
introduces them as Alar and Pargo, respectively. Fauna cannot see so she asks where they are standing and
Burke(Pargo) answers. Fauna says she thinks his voice sounds familiar but Burke(Pargo) says he is from far
away. Fauna invites them to come rest and stay at her home. She says she lives with her Uncle Sestus.
Fauna invites them to come to the house to eat and hopefully meet her Uncle Sestus who will return later at
night from the village with supplies.
10 The Dragoons disband and the leader says they will all be notified when they will go out again. One of them
says “see you later, Sestus“. Sestus takes off his mask and his face is revealed. He is the uncle of Fauna.
11 Fauna leads her new visitors Galen(Phoebus), Burke(Pargo) and Virdon(Alar) into her home. Inside the
home is a lot of pottery, clay bowls, and fruit. Galen(Phoebus) asks if he can help Fauna but she says even
though she is blind she can manage quite well and knows her way around most of the farm. She puts the bowl
of fruit on the dinner table and Galen(Phoebus), Virdon(Alar) and Burke(Pargo) all sit down on chairs around it.
Fauna gets a little melancholy when she says she misses the midday sun, colors of the flowers and reading.
She says her father Lucian collected a lot of books and used to sit and read them to her over and over again.
Virdon(Alar) asks Fauna if she knows who the humans were that killed her father. Fauna says that nobody
knows. She says Uncle Sestus was on the way to meet Lucian and saw the humans attack him but couldn’t get
there fast enough to help. Fauna tells them that Sestus said there were two humans that came to Lucian for
food and Lucian tried to be their friend. Later down by the sea the two humans attacked Lucian and killed him.
Fauna says it was dark when he was attacked and that Sestus could not identify them. Fauna says all humans
look alike anyways and Galen(Phoebus) says he has the same problem. Fauna asks where Pargo(Burke) is
sitting. She brings a pitcher of milk and begins to pour in his cup but as she reaches over and brushes against
Burke’s(Pargo) hand he pulls back and she spills the milk. Fauna hears the horse of Sestus outside. In panic
Burke(Pargo) comes up with an excuse story and tell her that they also love books but have got in trouble with
the Ministry of Science for having certain books. They say the books were banned but found in their book and

so the police are after them. Fauna says surely it can’t be against the law to think. Fauna agrees that they
should go as Sestus is not that understanding about books and even used to fight with Lucian about them.
Fauna says she has a secret hiding place near the ocean and takes them to it before Sestus arrives.
12 Uncle Sestus pulls up to the house with one horse and wagon and loads some supplies into the house.
13 Fauna leads them into a cave she calls her secret place. She used to come here when she was younger
with a friend. Their some dishes and a candle on a large rock. Galen lights a match to give them some light in
the cave. Her friend stopped coming here when she went blind. Fauna says Pargo(Burke’s) voice reminded
her of him. Fauna asks to touch Pargo’s(Burke) face. Galen(Phoebus) steps in and lets Fauna touch his face.
She says his face is strong and handsome. Fauna says she will bring them food in the morning after Uncle
Sestus leaves for the village. They agree to stay. Fauna leaves. Burke(Pargo) says that was sure close and
Virdon(Alar) says they are still have no answers on who killed Lucian. Galen(Phoebus) says he didn’t like
deceiving Fauna. Burke(Pargo) and Virdon(Alar) throw out ideas on how to find these two human killers and
then suggest they need to get closer to the Dragoons before they go out and kill all the humans. They suggest
Galen(Phoebus) joins the Dragoons to get more information.
14 Next day Galen(Phoebus) runs out onto the road and stops Uncle Sestus traveling on his wagon and tells
him that he has been attacked by two humans and that they stole his horse. Galen(Phoebus) shouts where is
the law and order in this district. Sestus tells Galen(Phoebus) not to yell at him. Galen(Phoebus) apologizes
and says he came here cause he wanted to find a farm and settle down. Sestus says this is a good district.
Galen(Phoebus) asks to go to the police and Sestus agrees to take him there.
15 Virdon and Burke wander along the countryside and spot Krono, a gorilla soldier on horseback. They hide
behind a rock and decide Virdon will follow Krono to see if he leads him to the Dragoons. Burke(Pargo) will go
back to the cave as Fauna expects him and doesn’t want her to get suspicious if no one is there.
16 Uncle Sestus and Galen(Phoebus) ride on the wagon. Sestus tells Galen(Phoebus) about his brother being
killed by humans. Galen(Phoebus) says a similar thing happened to him but begins to tell Sestus about the
humans were dealt with. Sestus says he can keep a secret. Galen(Phoebus) says they ran the humans out of
the area and burned down their houses and even killed a few. Galen(Phoebus) then laughs proudly. Sestus
tells Galen(Phoebus) he will have to introduce him to some special friends of his.
17 Fauna comes towards the ocean and runs into Burke(Pargo). Fauna asks him to tell her some of the things
he has read in those books. They sit down on a rocky area near the ocean and Burke(Pargo) begins to tell her
the story of the great ape Robinson Crusoe.
18 The Dragoons hold a special meeting to induct Galen(Phoebus) as a new member. There are 13 apes in
there in total including Galen(Phoebus) and Sestus. Sestus gives a speech and then they make a toast to all
apes. Sestus says that later that evening Galen(Phoebus) will become a full fledged member of the Dragoons
and will ride them as they go and burn down a humans home.
19 Virdon secretly follows Krono, the gorilla soldier on horseback. Krono ties up the horse to a tree and stops
to sit and have a drink of water from a canteen. Virdon steps on a branch making a big noise and the gorilla
comes looking for the noise. He pulls out his gun and points it at Virdon hiding up in a tree. He motions for
Virdon to come down but Virdon jumps down and kicks the gorilla. They have a huge wrestling match fight.
Virdon knocks him out. Virdon sees a flag with a drawing of two burning torches. Virdon goes through the
gorillas belongings on the horse and finds a masked hood.
20 Virdon makes it back to the beach and tells Burke that Krono, the gorilla led him right to the Dragoons
hangout about a mile from the beach. Burke(Pargo) shows the diary of Lucian that Fauna gave him to read to
her. Burke tells Virdon he stopped reading outloud to Fauna when he got to a part in the diary where it shows
that Lucian was friend with the humans and that he helped them out. Virdon wonders if Sestus could be
mistaken on whether it was actually humans that killed Lucian since he was the only ape friend of the humans.
21 Sestus brings Galen(Phoebus) to his home and tells him that his niece Fauna will take care of him and that
she is blind. Sestus tells Galen(Phoebus) not to mention the Dragoons as Fauna knows nothing about Sestus’
activities. Sestus says he will come back later with a horse for Galen(Phoebus)
22 Inside the home Fauna asks Galen(Phoebus) if he got the water that Burke(Pargo) mentioned to her. Fauna
tells Galen(Phoebus) that Burke(Pargo) told her a story about an ape named Robinson Crusoe.
Galen(Phoebus) says that Burke(Pargo) has a way with women. Fauna says she thinks she loves
Burke(Pargo). In shock, Galen(Phoebus) sits down and asks about her feelings. Galen(Phoebus) says she is
acting too quickly but Fauna suggests that time is no guarantee of love. Galen(Phoebus) sheds a tear from his
eye. Fauna asks Galen(Phoebus) if she thinks that Burke(Pargo) could love her being blind. Galen(Phoebus)
says no and says you cannot trust Burke(Pargo). Fauna questions how Galen(Phoebus) and Burke(Pargo) can
be friends. Fauna is angry and upset and asks Galen(Phoebus) to leave.
23 Galen(Phoebus) makes his way back to the cave but waits for the tide to go back out before making his way
into the cave. Burke and Virdon are there waiting for Galen. Galen tells them that Sestus is one of the
Dragoons and that he will become a member later that evening. Galen is angry and sarcastic towards
Burke(Pargo) for knowing how Fauna feels about him. Galen(Phoebus) and Burke(Pargo) argue over the fact
that Fauna is in love with Burke(Pargo). Burke(Pargo) goes to see Fauna.
24 Fauna is getting water from the well when Burke(Pargo) comes to talk to her. She asks if Galen(Phoebus)
had told him what she said. Fauna says maybe in time Burke(Pargo) could come to love her. Burke(Pargo)

says this reminds him of a story.
25 Inside Fauna’s house, they sit at the table while Burke(Pargo) tells her a Biblical story (Genesis 25-27) about
the brothers Jacob and Esau. He explains how the one brother pretended to be the other brother to fool and
deceive their father to get a blessing. After the story Burke(Pargo) says they are going to leave later on and
Fauna will never hear from them again. Burke(Pargo) hands Lucian’s diary back to Fauna and leaves.
26 Virdon and Burke rush into the local police station and pin down the gorilla soldier inside. They think he is
Perdix, the head gorilla, but behind them stands Perdix with rifle pointed at them.
27 It is nightime at the Dragoons hangout in the forest and Galen(Phoebus) and all the Dragoons are seated
around Zon, the leader of the High Council who runs the ceremony. Galen(Phoebus) is the only one unmasked.
The leader of the high council asks who will vouch for Galen(Phoebus). Sestus stands up and states his name.
Zon, the high council leader is pleased and asks Galen(Phoebus) if he knows the goals of the Dragoons.
Galen(Phoebus) states that they are to drive all humans from our land, and death to any humans who refuse.
The leader masks Galen(Phoebus). Zon, the leader states that tomorrow will be the next raid. They will go to
the home of the human shepherd Rico. The high council leader hands Galen(Phoebus) a gun and says he will
have the pleasure of killing Rico tomorrow. The meeting is adjourned but Galen(Phoebus) tries to stall because
he is hoping that Virdon and Burke will have brought the police to bust the Dragoons. Galen(Phoebus) states
that earlier he saw the two humans nearby that had stolen his horse. Galen(Phoebus) states that they were
headed towards the beach and that they should go now to get them. Zon, the high council leader says it would
be impossible to go on the cliffs at night. So the Dragoons agree to meet first thing tomorrow morning at the
caves. The leader says Galen(Phoebus) can kill those two humans instead of Rico. Galen(Phoebus) says “oh,
thank you”. Sestus offers to take Galen(Phoebus) back to his farm but Galen(Phoebus) states he wants to stay
alone for a while as this is such a special night for him.
28 The next morning at the police station Perdix has gone over all the facts that Virdon and Burke have told
him. Perdix says they must be lying but Virdon in frustration yells that Perdix can easily go to the location to see
if its true or not. Perdix says he does not know if he should execute Virdon and Burke right there or send them
to General Urko. Galen arrives at the police station wearing a Dragoon mask and holding a gun and helps
Virdon and Burke hold Perdix prisoner in the jail. Galen tells Perdix to arrest the Dragoons who will be meeting
at Sandy Point.
29 Perdix and Virdon ride horseback towards Sandy Point
30 At Sandy Point, Fauna is depressed and thinking of jumping off the cliff into the ocean.
31 Eleven ape Dragoons race along the beach on horseback with rifles. They have gone to try to find the two
humans hiding in the cave.
32 Up on the top of the cliff Perdix and Virdon arrive. Virdon gives the rifle back to Perdix and rides away.
Perdix rides horseback down to the beach. Perdix arrives at the Dragoons and tells them to drop their
weapons. One of them still masked refuses but Perdix knows its Zon. Zon takes off his mask and tells Perdix
he is a fool and should turn his back and let them keep hunting the humans. Sestus says they have gone too
far and doesn’t want to hurt any apes. Zon says he will kill any apes or humans that get in their way. At that
moment Fauna falls off the cliff into the ocean. Perdix and the Dragoons race to the edge of the water.
33 Galen and Burke arrive and see Fauna in the ocean. Burke runs along the cliff and jumps in to save her.
Virdon also jumps in and the two carry the unconscious Fauna back to the beach. Fauna wakes up and
touches Burke(Pargo) and realizes he is human. She gets in panic mode and tells Burke(Pargo) to get away
from her. Sestus comes to comfort Fauna. Fauna says all humans are treacherous and full of trickery like they
were with her father Lucian. Sestus tells Fauna that this human Burke(Pargo) saved her life. Virdon(Alar) tells
Fauna that not all humans or apes are bad. Sestus admits that humans did not kill Fauna’s father Lucian.
Sestus breaks down and tells Fauna the truth. Zon tells him to stop talking. Sestus says that Lucian was not
afraid of humans but rather was friends with them. Sestus and Zon had tried to stop Lucian but Lucian wouldn’t
listen to them. Zon got angry and fought with Lucian. Lucian hit his head on a rock and was killed. Sestus
didn’t have the heart to tell Fauna the truth. Zon says it doesn’t matter what happened as the humans are still
their enemy. The other Dragoons take off their masks and walk away. Perdix asks Zon for his pistol and then
takes him away.
34 Later on Sestus invites Galen(Phoebus), Burke(Pargo) and Virdon(Alar) to stay but they say they must go.
Burke(Pargo) goes to apologize to Fauna for deceiving her. Fauna says she doesn’t know how she thought she
could love a human. As Galen(Phoebus), Virdon(Alar) and Burke(Pargo) walk away Fauna waves goodbye.
35 TV Show Closing Credits - text appearing overtop image of gorilla on horseback holding gun in background
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ACTMAN, JANE - Actress, plays the role of FAUNA in “The Deception”
ALAR - Galen makes up this alias name for Virdon when introducing to Fauna. Galen, Virdon and Burke
approach Fauna. Fauna asks who is there and they realize that she is blind. She asks if they are apes. Galen
says he is definitely an ape. Fauna says she was afraid it might be humans as they had killed her father.
Fauna says the humans are savages and she hates them. Galen tells her that his name is Phoebus. He
makes up alias names for Virdon and Burke and introduces them as Alar and Pargo, respectively. Fauna
cannot see so she asks where they are standing and Burke(Pargo) answers. Fauna says she thinks his voice
sounds familiar but Burke(Pargo) says he is from far away. Fauna invites them to come rest and stay at her
home. She says she lives with her Uncle Sestus. Fauna invites them to come to the house to eat and hopefully
meet her Uncle Sestus who will return later at night from the village with supplies. Fauna leads her new visitors
Galen(Phoebus), Burke(Pargo) and Virdon(Alar) into her home. Inside the home is a lot of pottery, clay bowls,
and fruit. Galen(Phoebus) asks if he can help Fauna but she says even though she is blind she can manage
quite well and knows her way around most of the farm. She puts the bowl of fruit on the dinner table and
Galen(Phoebus), Virdon(Alar) and Burke(Pargo) all sit down on chairs around it. Fauna gets a little melancholy
when she says she misses the midday sun, colors of the flowers and reading. She says her father Lucian
collected a lot of books and used to sit and read them to her over and over again. Virdon(Alar) asks Fauna if
she knows who the humans were that killed her father. Fauna says that nobody knows. She says Uncle Sestus
was on the way to meet Lucian and saw the humans attack him but couldn’t get there fast enough to help.
Fauna tells them that Sestus said there were two humans that came to Lucian for food and Lucian tried to be
their friend. Later down by the sea the two humans attacked Lucian and killed him. Fauna says it was dark
when he was attacked and that Sestus could not identify them. Fauna says all humans look alike anyways and
Galen(Phoebus) says he has the same problem. Fauna asks where Pargo(Burke) is sitting. She brings a
pitcher of milk and begins to pour in his cup but as she reaches over and brushes against Burke’s(Pargo) hand
he pulls back and she spills the milk. Fauna hears the horse of Sestus outside. In panic Burke(Pargo) comes
up with an excuse story and tell her that they also love books but have got in trouble with the Ministry of Science
for having certain books. They say the books were banned but found in their book and so the police are after
them. Fauna says surely it can’t be against the law to think. Fauna agrees that they should go as Sestus is not
that understanding about books and even used to fight with Lucian about them. Fauna says she has a secret
hiding place near the ocean and takes them to it before Sestus arrives. Fauna leads them into a cave she calls
her secret place. She used to come here when she was younger with a friend. Their some dishes and a
candle on a large rock. Galen lights a match to give them some light in the cave. Her friend stopped coming
here when she went blind. Fauna says Pargo(Burke’s) voice reminded her of him. Fauna asks to touch
Pargo’s(Burke) face. Galen(Phoebus) steps in and lets Fauna touch his face. She says his face is strong and
handsome. Fauna says she will bring them food in the morning after Uncle Sestus leaves for the village. They
agree to stay. Fauna leaves. Burke(Pargo) says that was sure close and Virdon(Alar) says they are still have
no answers on who killed Lucian. Galen(Phoebus) says he didn’t like deceiving Fauna. Burke(Pargo) and
Virdon(Alar) throw out ideas on how to find these two human killers and then suggest they need to get closer to
the Dragoons before they go out and kill all the humans. They suggest Galen(Phoebus) joins the Dragoons to
get more information. Later Galen and Burke arrive and see Fauna in the ocean. Burke runs along the cliff and
jumps in to save her. Virdon(Alar) also jumps in and the two carry the unconscious Fauna back to the beach.
Fauna wakes up and touches Burke(Pargo) and realizes he is human. She gets in panic mode and tells
Burke(Pargo) to get away from her. Sestus comes to comfort Fauna. Fauna says all humans are treacherous
and full of trickery like they were with her father Lucian. Sestus tells Fauna that this human Burke(Pargo) saved
her life. Virdon(Alar) tells Fauna that not all humans or apes are bad. Sestus admits that humans did not kill
Fauna’s father Lucian. Sestus breaks down and tells Fauna the truth. Zon tells him to stop talking. Sestus
says that Lucian was not afraid of humans but rather was friends with them. Sestus and Zon had tried to stop
Lucian but Lucian wouldn’t listen to them. Zon got angry and fought with Lucian. Lucian hit his head on a rock
and was killed. Sestus didn’t have the heart to tell Fauna the truth. Zon says it doesn’t matter what happened
as the humans are still their enemy. The other Dragoons take off their masks and walk away. Perdix asks Zon
for his pistol and then takes him away. Later on Sestus invites Galen(Phoebus), Burke(Pargo) and
Virdon(Alar) to stay but they say they must go. Burke(Pargo) goes to apologize to Fauna for deceiving her.
Fauna says she doesn’t know how she thought she could love a human. As Galen(Phoebus), Virdon(Alar) and
Burke(Pargo) walk away Fauna waves goodbye.
AMPTP - used for creation of episode “The Deception” logo given in final credits
A STORY OF DECEPTION - Chapter 10 on DVD for “The Deception”
AUGUST 19 1988 - Earth time and Ship time when their ship begins flying into the future as seen in the opening
credits
BACON, ARCH - Art Director for “The Deception”
BARRON, BAYNES - Actor, plays the role of PERDIX in “The Deception”
BAYLOR, HAL - Actor, plays the role of JASKO in “The Deception”
BLIND GIRL, THE - Chapter 4 on DVD for “The Deception”
BOULLE, PIERRE - original creator of POTA, “The Deception” based upon characters created

BURKE, Pete - young astronaut, brown hair, white male one of 2 human astronauts. He travels with astronaut
Virdon and renegade chimp Galen. Galen, Burke and Virdon are visiting inside the home of the human Jasko
who gave them some food and shelter. Jasko tells them about the recent activity locally where one ape was
killed and the entire ape community now hates the humans. Jasko says there are many humans here in this
area. Galen says there are ape rules that even forbid a group of renegade apes from just going out and killing
humans. Jasko says that Perdix and Zon try to keep control but they can’t be everywhere to keep the peace.
Near Jasko’s home Galen, Burke and Virdon are sitting around talking while Virdon tries to do some fishing with
no luck. Galen sees the Dragoons across the distance racing towards them on horseback carrying torches.
Galen, Virdon and Burke race toward Jasko. Jasko is lying there dead near his home on the road. Galen says
its so senseless and is almost embarrassed to be an ape. Virdon says he has seen this type of killing happen
another time, another place. Virdon says this whole situation died when an ape girls father died. He says
maybe they should go find this ape girl named Fauna. Fauna is standing alongside the ocean. Galen, Virdon
and Burke approach Fauna. Fauna asks who is there and they realize that she is blind. She asks if they are
apes. Galen says he is definitely an ape. Fauna says she was afraid it might be humans as they had killed her
father. Fauna says the humans are savages and she hates them. Galen tells her that his name is Phoebus.
He makes up alias names for Virdon and Burke and introduces them as Alar and Pargo, respectively. Fauna
cannot see so she asks where they are standing and Burke(Pargo) answers. Fauna says she thinks his voice
sounds familiar but Burke(Pargo) says he is from far away. Fauna invites them to come rest and stay at her
home. She says she lives with her Uncle Sestus. Fauna invites them to come to the house to eat and hopefully
meet her Uncle Sestus who will return later at night from the village with supplies. Fauna leads her new visitors
Galen(Phoebus), Burke(Pargo) and Virdon(Alar) into her home. Inside the home is a lot of pottery, clay bowls,
and fruit. Galen(Phoebus) asks if he can help Fauna but she says even though she is blind she can manage
quite well and knows her way around most of the farm. She puts the bowl of fruit on the dinner table and
Galen(Phoebus), Virdon(Alar) and Burke(Pargo) all sit down on chairs around it. Fauna gets a little melancholy
when she says she misses the midday sun, colors of the flowers and reading. She says her father Lucian
collected a lot of books and used to sit and read them to her over and over again. Virdon(Alar) asks Fauna if
she knows who the humans were that killed her father. Fauna says that nobody knows. She says Uncle Sestus
was on the way to meet Lucian and saw the humans attack him but couldn’t get there fast enough to help.
Fauna tells them that Sestus said there were two humans that came to Lucian for food and Lucian tried to be
their friend. Later down by the sea the two humans attacked Lucian and killed him. Fauna says it was dark
when he was attacked and that Sestus could not identify them. Fauna says all humans look alike anyways and
Galen(Phoebus) says he has the same problem. Fauna asks where Pargo(Burke) is sitting. She brings a
pitcher of milk and begins to pour in his cup but as she reaches over and brushes against Burke’s(Pargo) hand
he pulls back and she spills the milk. Fauna hears the horse of Sestus outside. In panic Burke(Pargo) comes
up with an excuse story and tell her that they also love books but have got in trouble with the Ministry of Science
for having certain books. They say the books were banned but found in their book and so the police are after
them. Fauna says surely it can’t be against the law to think. Fauna agrees that they should go as Sestus is not
that understanding about books and even used to fight with Lucian about them. Fauna says she has a secret
hiding place near the ocean and takes them to it before Sestus arrives. Fauna leads them into a cave she calls
her secret place. She used to come here when she was younger with a friend. Their some dishes and a
candle on a large rock. Galen lights a match to give them some light in the cave. Her friend stopped coming
here when she went blind. Fauna says Pargo(Burke’s) voice reminded her of him. Fauna asks to touch
Pargo’s(Burke) face. Galen(Phoebus) steps in and lets Fauna touch his face. She says his face is strong and
handsome. Fauna says she will bring them food in the morning after Uncle Sestus leaves for the village. They
agree to stay. Fauna leaves. Burke(Pargo) says that was sure close and Virdon(Alar) says they are still have
no answers on who killed Lucian. Galen(Phoebus) says he didn’t like deceiving Fauna. Burke(Pargo) and
Virdon(Alar) throw out ideas on how to find these two human killers and then suggest they need to get closer to
the Dragoons before they go out and kill all the humans. They suggest Galen(Phoebus) joins the Dragoons to
get more information. Later Virdon and Burke wander along the countryside and spot Krono, a gorilla soldier
on horseback. They hide behind a rock and decide Virdon will follow Krono to see if he leads him to the
Dragoons. Burke(Pargo) will go back to the cave as Fauna expects him and doesn’t want her to get suspicious
if no one is there. Later Fauna comes towards the ocean and runs into Burke(Pargo). Fauna asks him to tell
her some of the things he has read in those books. They sit down on a rocky area near the ocean and
Burke(Pargo) begins to tell her the story of the great ape Robinson Crusoe. Later Virdon makes it back to the
beach and tells Burke that Krono, the gorilla led him right to the Dragoons hangout about a mile from the beach.
Burke(Pargo) shows the diary of Lucian that Fauna gave him to read to her. Burke tells Virdon he stopped
reading outloud to Fauna when he got to a part in the diary where it shows that Lucian was friend with the
humans and that he helped them out. Virdon wonders if Sestus could be mistaken on whether it was actually
humans that killed Lucian since he was the only ape friend of the humans. Inside the home Fauna asks
Galen(Phoebus) if he got the water that Burke(Pargo) mentioned to her. Fauna tells Galen(Phoebus) that
Burke(Pargo) told her a story about an ape named Robinson Crusoe. Galen(Phoebus) says that Burke(Pargo)
has a way with women. Fauna says she thinks she loves Burke(Pargo). In shock, Galen(Phoebus) sits down
and asks about her feelings. Galen(Phoebus) says she is acting too quickly but Fauna suggests that time is no

guarantee of love. Galen(Phoebus) sheds a tear from his eye. Fauna asks Galen(Phoebus) if she thinks that
Burke(Pargo) could love her being blind. Galen(Phoebus) says no and says you cannot trust Burke(Pargo).
Fauna questions how Galen(Phoebus) and Burke(Pargo) can be friends. Fauna is angry and upset and asks
Galen(Phoebus) to leave. Galen(Phoebus) makes his way back to the cave but waits for the tide to go back out
before making his way into the cave. Burke and Virdon are there waiting for Galen. Galen tells them that
Sestus is one of the Dragoons and that he will become a member later that evening. Galen is angry and
sarcastic towards Burke(Pargo) for knowing how Fauna feels about him. Galen(Phoebus) and Burke(Pargo)
argue over the fact that Fauna is in love with Burke(Pargo). Burke(Pargo) goes to see Fauna. Fauna is getting
water from the well when Burke(Pargo) comes to talk to her. She asks if Galen(Phoebus) had told him what
she said. Fauna says maybe in time Burke(Pargo) could come to love her. Burke(Pargo) says this reminds him
of a story. Inside Fauna’s house, they sit at the table while Burke(Pargo) tells her a Biblical story (Genesis 2527) about the brothers Jacob and Esau. He explains how the one brother pretended to be the other brother to
fool and deceive their father to get a blessing. After the story Burke(Pargo) says they are going to leave later
on and Fauna will never hear from them again. Burke(Pargo) hands Lucian’s diary back to Fauna and leaves.
Virdon and Burke rush into the local police station and pin down the gorilla soldier inside. They think he is
Perdix, the head gorilla, but behind them stands Perdix with rifle pointed at them. The next morning at the
police station Perdix has gone over all the facts that Virdon and Burke have told him. Perdix says they must be
lying but Virdon in frustration yells that Perdix can easily go to the location to see if its true or not. Perdix says
he does not know if he should execute Virdon and Burke right there or send them to General Urko. Galen
arrives at the police station wearing a Dragoon mask and holding a gun and helps Virdon and Burke hold Perdix
prisoner in the jail. Galen tells Perdix to arrest the Dragoons who will be meeting at Sandy Point. Later Fauna
falls off the cliff into the ocean. Perdix and the Dragoons race to the edge of the water. Galen and Burke arrive
and see Fauna in the ocean. Burke runs along the cliff and jumps in to save her. Virdon also jumps in and the
two carry the unconscious Fauna back to the beach. Fauna wakes up and touches Burke(Pargo) and realizes
he is human. She gets in panic mode and tells Burke(Pargo) to get away from her. Sestus comes to comfort
Fauna. Fauna says all humans are treacherous and full of trickery like they were with her father Lucian. Sestus
tells Fauna that this human Burke(Pargo) saved her life. Virdon(Alar) tells Fauna that not all humans or apes
are bad. Sestus admits that humans did not kill Fauna’s father Lucian. Sestus breaks down and tells Fauna
the truth. Zon tells him to stop talking. Sestus says that Lucian was not afraid of humans but rather was friends
with them. Sestus and Zon had tried to stop Lucian but Lucian wouldn’t listen to them. Zon got angry and
fought with Lucian. Lucian hit his head on a rock and was killed. Sestus didn’t have the heart to tell Fauna the
truth. Zon says it doesn’t matter what happened as the humans are still their enemy. The other Dragoons take
off their masks and walk away. Perdix asks Zon for his pistol and then takes him away. Later on Sestus invites
Galen(Phoebus), Burke(Pargo) and Virdon(Alar) to stay but they say they must go. Burke(Pargo) goes to
apologize to Fauna for deceiving her. Fauna says she doesn’t know how she thought she could love a human.
As Galen(Phoebus), Virdon(Alar) and Burke(Pargo) walk away Fauna waves goodbye.
CHILOT - Chimpanzee. Friend of Lucian and secretly a member of the Dragoons. At Lucian’s funeral are
numerous chimpanzee’s and gorilla soldiers. Fauna is angry that humans killed her father. She states she
hates them. Zon, A gorilla soldier tells Fauna that they promise to capture the humans who did this. 100
humans for the 1 ape killed will be punished. Chilot says action will be taken to rid of the humans but the gorilla
in charge of the town says it will be done lawfully. Macor and Krono agree with Chilot. As a member of the
Dragoons, apes hiding in hooded masks, on horseback carrying torches go around and scare humans, burn
down their homes and sometimes kill the humans.
DELUXE - Color by for “The Deception”
DERWIN, BILL - Assistant Director for “The Deception”
DIMSDALE, HOWARD - Executive Story Consultant for “The Deception”
DRAGOONS - Fugitive group of apes (gorillas and chimpanzees) who hate the humans and secretly unite and
go out and kill humans and burn down their homes. At least twelve members. Sometimes smaller groups go
out and raid and attack the humans. A band of 6 apes hiding in hooded masks, race along the Oceanside
beach on horseback carrying torches. The six ape Dragoons continue to race along on horseback carrying
torches. Near Jasko’s home Galen, Burke and Virdon are sitting around talking while Virdon tries to do some
fishing with no luck. Galen sees the Dragoons across the distance racing towards them on horseback carrying
torches. The Dragoons stop in front of Jasko’s home and they tell him to leave. Jasko says this is his home.
One of the Dragoons pulls Jasko behind his horse dragging along the ground which finally knocks him out. The
other Dragoons set their torches to Jasko’s home and it burns down. The Dragoons disband and the leader
says they will all be notified when they will go out again. One of them says “see you later, Sestus“. Sestus
takes off his mask and his face is revealed. He is the uncle of Fauna. Later in the cave Burke(Pargo) and
Virdon(Alar) throw out ideas on how to find two human killers and then suggest they need to get closer to the
Dragoons before they go out and kill all the humans. They suggest Galen(Phoebus) joins the Dragoons to get
more information. Next day Galen(Phoebus) runs out onto the road and stops Uncle Sestus traveling on his
wagon and tells him that he has been attacked by two humans and that they stole his horse. Galen(Phoebus)
shouts where is the law and order in this district. Sestus tells Galen(Phoebus) not to yell at him.

Galen(Phoebus) apologizes and says he came here cause he wanted to find a farm and settle down. Sestus
says this is a good district. Galen(Phoebus) asks to go to the police and Sestus agrees to take him there.
Virdon and Burke wander along the countryside and spot Krono, a gorilla soldier on horseback. They hide
behind a rock and decide Virdon will follow Krono to see if he leads him to the Dragoons. Burke(Pargo) will go
back to the cave as Fauna expects him and doesn’t want her to get suspicious if no one is there. Uncle Sestus
and Galen(Phoebus) ride on the wagon. Sestus tells Galen(Phoebus) about his brother being killed by humans.
Galen(Phoebus) says a similar thing happened to him but begins to tell Sestus about the humans were dealt
with. Sestus says he can keep a secret. Galen(Phoebus) says they ran the humans out of the area and burned
down their houses and even killed a few. Galen(Phoebus) then laughs proudly. Sestus tells Galen(Phoebus)
he will have to introduce him to some special friends of his. The Dragoons hold a special meeting to induct
Galen(Phoebus) as a new member. There are 13 apes in there in total including Galen(Phoebus) and Sestus.
Sestus gives a speech and then they make a toast to all apes. Sestus says that later that evening
Galen(Phoebus) will become a full fledged member of the Dragoons and will ride them as they go and burn
down a humans home. Virdon secretly follows Krono, the gorilla soldier on horseback. Krono ties up the horse
to a tree and stops to sit and have a drink of water from a canteen. Virdon steps on a branch making a big
noise and the gorilla comes looking for the noise. He pulls out his gun and points it at Virdon hiding up in a tree.
He motions for Virdon to come down but Virdon jumps down and kicks the gorilla. They have a huge wrestling
match fight. Virdon knocks him out. Virdon sees a flag with a drawing of two burning torches. Virdon goes
through the gorillas belongings on the horse and finds a masked hood. Virdon makes it back to the beach and
tells Burke that Krono, the gorilla led him right to the Dragoons hangout about a mile from the beach.
Burke(Pargo) shows the diary of Lucian that Fauna gave him to read to her. Burke tells Virdon he stopped
reading outloud to Fauna when he got to a part in the diary where it shows that Lucian was friend with the
humans and that he helped them out. Virdon wonders if Sestus could be mistaken on whether it was actually
humans that killed Lucian since he was the only ape friend of the humans. Sestus brings Galen(Phoebus) to his
home and tells him that his niece Fauna will take care of him and that she is blind. Sestus tells Galen(Phoebus)
not to mention the Dragoons as Fauna knows nothing about Sestus’ activities. Sestus says he will come back
later with a horse for Galen(Phoebus) Later at the cave Burke and Virdon are waiting for Galen. Galen tells
them that Sestus is one of the Dragoons and that he will become a member later that evening. Galen is angry
and sarcastic towards Burke(Pargo) for knowing how Fauna feels about him. Galen(Phoebus) and
Burke(Pargo) argue over the fact that Fauna is in love with Burke(Pargo). Burke(Pargo) goes to see Fauna. It is
nightime at the Dragoons hangout in the forest and Galen(Phoebus) and all the Dragoons are seated around
Zon, the leader of the High Council who runs the ceremony. Galen(Phoebus) is the only one unmasked. The
leader of the high council asks who will vouch for Galen(Phoebus). Sestus stands up and states his name.
Zon, the high council leader is pleased and asks Galen(Phoebus) if he knows the goals of the Dragoons.
Galen(Phoebus) states that they are to drive all humans from our land, and death to any humans who refuse.
The leader masks Galen(Phoebus). Zon, the leader states that tomorrow will be the next raid. They will go to
the home of the human shepherd Rico. The high council leader hands Galen(Phoebus) a gun and says he will
have the pleasure of killing Rico tomorrow. The meeting is adjourned but Galen(Phoebus) tries to stall because
he is hoping that Virdon and Burke will have brought the police to bust the Dragoons. Galen(Phoebus) states
that earlier he saw the two humans nearby that had stolen his horse. Galen(Phoebus) states that they were
headed towards the beach and that they should go now to get them. Zon, the high council leader says it would
be impossible to go on the cliffs at night. So the Dragoons agree to meet first thing tomorrow morning at the
caves. The leader says Galen(Phoebus) can kill those two humans instead of Rico. Galen(Phoebus) says “oh,
thank you”. Sestus offers to take Galen(Phoebus) back to his farm but Galen(Phoebus) states he wants to stay
alone for a while as this is such a special night for him. The next morning at the police station Perdix has gone
over all the facts that Virdon and Burke have told him. Perdix says they must be lying but Virdon in frustration
yells that Perdix can easily go to the location to see if its true or not. Perdix says he does not know if he should
execute Virdon and Burke right there or send them to General Urko. Galen arrives at the police station wearing
a Dragoon mask and holding a gun and helps Virdon and Burke hold Perdix prisoner in the jail. Galen tells
Perdix to arrest the Dragoons who will be meeting at Sandy Point. Perdix and Virdon ride horseback towards
Sandy Point. At Sandy Point, Fauna is depressed and thinking of jumping off the cliff into the ocean. Eleven
ape Dragoons race along the beach on horseback with rifles. They have gone to try to find the two humans
hiding in the cave. Up on the top of the cliff Perdix and Virdon arrive. Virdon gives the rifle back to Perdix and
rides away. Perdix rides horseback down to the beach. Perdix arrives at the Dragoons and tells them to drop
their weapons. One of them still masked refuses but Perdix knows its Zon. Zon takes off his mask and tells
Perdix he is a fool and should turn his back and let them keep hunting the humans. Sestus says they have
gone too far and doesn’t want to hurt any apes. Zon says he will kill any apes or humans that get in their way.
At that moment Fauna falls off the cliff into the ocean. Perdix and the Dragoons race to the edge of the water.
Galen and Burke arrive and see Fauna in the ocean. Burke runs along the cliff and jumps in to save her.
Virdon also jumps in and the two carry the unconscious Fauna back to the beach. Fauna wakes up and
touches Burke(Pargo) and realizes he is human. She gets in panic mode and tells Burke(Pargo) to get away
from her. Sestus comes to comfort Fauna. Fauna says all humans are treacherous and full of trickery like they
were with her father Lucian. Sestus tells Fauna that this human Burke(Pargo) saved her life. Virdon(Alar) tells

Fauna that not all humans or apes are bad. Sestus admits that humans did not kill Fauna’s father Lucian.
Sestus breaks down and tells Fauna the truth. Zon tells him to stop talking. Sestus says that Lucian was not
afraid of humans but rather was friends with them. Sestus and Zon had tried to stop Lucian but Lucian wouldn’t
listen to them. Zon got angry and fought with Lucian. Lucian hit his head on a rock and was killed. Sestus
didn’t have the heart to tell Fauna the truth. Zon says it doesn’t matter what happened as the humans are still
their enemy. The other Dragoons take off their masks and walk away. Perdix asks Zon for his pistol and then
takes him away.
DRAGOONS, THE - Chapter 3 on DVD for “The Deception”
END TITLES - Chapter 16 on DVD for “The Deception”
ESAU - Brother of Jacob in the Bible. Part of story found in Genesis 25-27 that Burke tells to Fauna.
EVANS, MARK - Production Supervisor for “The Deception”
FACE-OFF - Chapter 13 on DVD for “The Deception”
FAUNA - Chimpanzee, Young adult female. Daughter and only child of her deceased father Lucian. She is
blind (but not as a child). She lives with her Uncle Sestus. Near the ocean a funeral is being held for the death
of Lucian, a respected elder chimpanzee. Lucian’s brother Sestus gives a speech. The tombstone reads
Lucian-Father Of Fauna. Lucian’s blind daughter Fauna cries and mourns over the death of her father. At the
funeral are numerous chimpanzee’s and gorilla soldiers. Fauna is angry that humans killed her father. She
states she hates them. Zon, A gorilla soldier tells Fauna that they promise to capture the humans who did this.
100 humans for the 1 ape killed will be punished. Chilot, one of the chimpanzees says action will be taken to
rid of the humans but the gorilla in charge of the town says it will be done lawfully. Macor and Krono agree with
Chilot. Virdon says the situation with the Dragoons and killing of humans started when an ape girls father died.
He says maybe they should go find this ape girl named Fauna. Fauna is standing alongside the ocean. Galen,
Virdon and Burke approach Fauna. Fauna asks who is there and they realize that she is blind. She asks if they
are apes. Galen says he is definitely an ape. Fauna says she was afraid it might be humans as they had killed
her father. Fauna says the humans are savages and she hates them. Galen tells her that his name is
Phoebus. He makes up alias names for Virdon and Burke and introduces them as Alar and Pargo, respectively.
Fauna cannot see so she asks where they are standing and Burke(Pargo) answers. Fauna says she thinks his
voice sounds familiar but Burke(Pargo) says he is from far away. Fauna invites them to come rest and stay at
her home. She says she lives with her Uncle Sestus. Fauna invites them to come to the house to eat and
hopefully meet her Uncle Sestus who will return later at night from the village with supplies. Fauna leads her
new visitors Galen(Phoebus), Burke(Pargo) and Virdon(Alar) into her home. Inside the home is a lot of pottery,
clay bowls, and fruit. Galen(Phoebus) asks if he can help Fauna but she says even though she is blind she can
manage quite well and knows her way around most of the farm. She puts the bowl of fruit on the dinner table
and Galen(Phoebus), Virdon(Alar) and Burke(Pargo) all sit down on chairs around it. Fauna gets a little
melancholy when she says she misses the midday sun, colors of the flowers and reading. She says her father
Lucian collected a lot of books and used to sit and read them to her over and over again. Virdon(Alar) asks
Fauna if she knows who the humans were that killed her father. Fauna says that nobody knows. She says
Uncle Sestus was on the way to meet Lucian and saw the humans attack him but couldn’t get there fast enough
to help. Fauna tells them that Sestus said there were two humans that came to Lucian for food and Lucian tried
to be their friend. Later down by the sea the two humans attacked Lucian and killed him. Fauna says it was
dark when he was attacked and that Sestus could not identify them. Fauna says all humans look alike anyways
and Galen(Phoebus) says he has the same problem. Fauna asks where Pargo(Burke) is sitting. She brings a
pitcher of milk and begins to pour in his cup but as she reaches over and brushes against Burke’s(Pargo) hand
he pulls back and she spills the milk. Fauna hears the horse of Sestus outside. In panic Burke(Pargo) comes
up with an excuse story and tell her that they also love books but have got in trouble with the Ministry of Science
for having certain books. They say the books were banned but found in their book and so the police are after
them. Fauna says surely it can’t be against the law to think. Fauna agrees that they should go as Sestus is not
that understanding about books and even used to fight with Lucian about them. Fauna says she has a secret
hiding place near the ocean and takes them to it before Sestus arrives. Fauna leads them into a cave she calls
her secret place. She used to come here when she was younger with a friend. Their some dishes and a
candle on a large rock. Galen lights a match to give them some light in the cave. Her friend stopped coming
here when she went blind. Fauna says Pargo(Burke’s) voice reminded her of him. Fauna asks to touch
Pargo’s(Burke) face. Galen(Phoebus) steps in and lets Fauna touch his face. She says his face is strong and
handsome. Fauna says she will bring them food in the morning after Uncle Sestus leaves for the village. They
agree to stay. Fauna leaves. Burke(Pargo) says that was sure close and Virdon(Alar) says they are still have
no answers on who killed Lucian. Galen(Phoebus) says he didn’t like deceiving Fauna. Burke(Pargo) and
Virdon(Alar) throw out ideas on how to find these two human killers and then suggest they need to get closer to
the Dragoons before they go out and kill all the humans. They suggest Galen(Phoebus) joins the Dragoons to
get more information. The next day Fauna comes towards the ocean and runs into Burke(Pargo). Fauna asks
him to tell her some of the things he has read in those books. They sit down on a rocky area near the ocean
and Burke(Pargo) begins to tell her the story of the great ape Robinson Crusoe. Later Virdon makes it back to
the beach and tells Burke that Krono, the gorilla led him right to the Dragoons hangout about a mile from the

beach. Burke(Pargo) shows the diary of Lucian that Fauna gave him to read to her. Burke tells Virdon he
stopped reading outloud to Fauna when he got to a part in the diary where it shows that Lucian was friend with
the humans and that he helped them out. Virdon wonders if Sestus could be mistaken on whether it was
actually humans that killed Lucian since he was the only ape friend of the humans. Later Sestus brings
Galen(Phoebus) to his home and tells him that his niece Fauna will take care of him and that she is blind.
Sestus tells Galen(Phoebus) not to mention the Dragoons as Fauna knows nothing about Sestus’ activities.
Sestus says he will come back later with a horse for Galen(Phoebus) Inside the home Fauna asks
Galen(Phoebus) if he got the water that Burke(Pargo) mentioned to her. Fauna tells Galen(Phoebus) that
Burke(Pargo) told her a story about an ape named Robinson Crusoe. Galen(Phoebus) says that Burke(Pargo)
has a way with women. Fauna says she thinks she loves Burke(Pargo). In shock, Galen(Phoebus) sits down
and asks about her feelings. Galen(Phoebus) says she is acting too quickly but Fauna suggests that time is no
guarantee of love. Galen(Phoebus) sheds a tear from his eye. Fauna asks Galen(Phoebus) if she thinks that
Burke(Pargo) could love her being blind. Galen(Phoebus) says no and says you cannot trust Burke(Pargo).
Fauna questions how Galen(Phoebus) and Burke(Pargo) can be friends. Fauna is angry and upset and asks
Galen(Phoebus) to leave. Galen(Phoebus) makes his way back to the cave but waits for the tide to go back out
before making his way into the cave. Burke and Virdon are there waiting for Galen. Galen tells them that
Sestus is one of the Dragoons and that he will become a member later that evening. Galen is angry and
sarcastic towards Burke(Pargo) for knowing how Fauna feels about him. Galen(Phoebus) and Burke(Pargo)
argue over the fact that Fauna is in love with Burke(Pargo). Burke(Pargo) goes to see Fauna. Fauna is getting
water from the well when Burke(Pargo) comes to talk to her. She asks if Galen(Phoebus) had told him what
she said. Fauna says maybe in time Burke(Pargo) could come to love her. Burke(Pargo) says this reminds him
of a story. Inside Fauna’s house, they sit at the table while Burke(Pargo) tells her a Biblical story (Genesis 2527) about the brothers Jacob and Esau. He explains how the one brother pretended to be the other brother to
fool and deceive their father to get a blessing. After the story Burke(Pargo) says they are going to leave later
on and Fauna will never hear from them again. Burke(Pargo) hands Lucian’s diary back to Fauna and leaves.
The next day at Sandy Point, Fauna is depressed and thinking of jumping off the cliff into the ocean.
Shortly afterwards Fauna falls off the cliff into the ocean. Perdix and the Dragoons race to the edge of the
water. Galen and Burke arrive and see Fauna in the ocean. Burke runs along the cliff and jumps in to save
her. Virdon also jumps in and the two carry the unconscious Fauna back to the beach. Fauna wakes up and
touches Burke(Pargo) and realizes he is human. She gets in panic mode and tells Burke(Pargo) to get away
from her. Sestus comes to comfort Fauna. Fauna says all humans are treacherous and full of trickery like they
were with her father Lucian. Sestus tells Fauna that this human Burke(Pargo) saved her life. Virdon(Alar) tells
Fauna that not all humans or apes are bad. Sestus admits that humans did not kill Fauna’s father Lucian.
Sestus breaks down and tells Fauna the truth. Zon tells him to stop talking. Sestus says that Lucian was not
afraid of humans but rather was friends with them. Sestus and Zon had tried to stop Lucian but Lucian wouldn’t
listen to them. Zon got angry and fought with Lucian. Lucian hit his head on a rock and was killed. Sestus
didn’t have the heart to tell Fauna the truth. Zon says it doesn’t matter what happened as the humans are still
their enemy. The other Dragoons take off their masks and walk away. Perdix asks Zon for his pistol and then
takes him away. Later on Sestus invites Galen(Phoebus), Burke(Pargo) and Virdon(Alar) to stay but they say
they must go. Burke(Pargo) goes to apologize to Fauna for deceiving her. Fauna says she doesn’t know how
she thought she could love a human. As Galen(Phoebus), Virdon(Alar) and Burke(Pargo) walk away Fauna
waves goodbye.
FAUNA’S LOVE - Chapter 9 on DVD for “The Deception”
FAUNA’S STORY - Chapter 5 on DVD for “The Deception”
FINNERMAN, GERALD PERRY (A.S.C.) - Director of Photography for “The Deception”
GALEN - Young adult male chimpanzee. Considered a renegade by other apes. He travels along with the
human astronauts Virdon and Burke. He is wanted by Zaius and Urko. Galen, Burke and Virdon are visiting
inside the home of the human Jasko who gave them some food and shelter. Jasko tells them about the recent
activity locally where one ape was killed and the entire ape community now hates the humans. Jasko says
there are many humans here in this area. Galen says there are ape rules that even forbid a group of renegade
apes from just going out and killing humans. Jasko says that Perdix and Zon try to keep control but they can’t
be everywhere to keep the peace. Near Jasko’s home Galen, Burke and Virdon are sitting around talking while
Virdon tries to do some fishing with no luck. Galen sees the Dragoons across the distance racing towards them
on horseback carrying torches. Galen, Virdon and Burke race toward Jasko. Jasko is lying there dead near his
home on the road. Galen says its so senseless and is almost embarrassed to be an ape. Virdon says he has
seen this type of killing happen another time, another place. Virdon says this whole situation died when an ape
girls father died. He says maybe they should go find this ape girl named Fauna. Fauna is standing alongside
the ocean. Galen, Virdon and Burke approach Fauna. Fauna asks who is there and they realize that she is
blind. She asks if they are apes. Galen says he is definitely an ape. Fauna says she was afraid it might be
humans as they had killed her father. Fauna says the humans are savages and she hates them. Galen tells
her that his name is Phoebus. He makes up alias names for Virdon and Burke and introduces them as Alar and
Pargo, respectively. Fauna cannot see so she asks where they are standing and Burke(Pargo) answers.

Fauna says she thinks his voice sounds familiar but Burke(Pargo) says he is from far away. Fauna invites them
to come rest and stay at her home. She says she lives with her Uncle Sestus. Fauna invites them to come to
the house to eat and hopefully meet her Uncle Sestus who will return later at night from the village with supplies.
Fauna leads her new visitors Galen(Phoebus), Burke(Pargo) and Virdon(Alar) into her home. Inside the home
is a lot of pottery, clay bowls, and fruit. Galen(Phoebus) asks if he can help Fauna but she says even though
she is blind she can manage quite well and knows her way around most of the farm. She puts the bowl of fruit
on the dinner table and Galen(Phoebus), Virdon(Alar) and Burke(Pargo) all sit down on chairs around it. Fauna
gets a little melancholy when she says she misses the midday sun, colors of the flowers and reading. She says
her father Lucian collected a lot of books and used to sit and read them to her over and over again.
Virdon(Alar) asks Fauna if she knows who the humans were that killed her father. Fauna says that nobody
knows. She says Uncle Sestus was on the way to meet Lucian and saw the humans attack him but couldn’t get
there fast enough to help. Fauna tells them that Sestus said there were two humans that came to Lucian for
food and Lucian tried to be their friend. Later down by the sea the two humans attacked Lucian and killed him.
Fauna says it was dark when he was attacked and that Sestus could not identify them. Fauna says all humans
look alike anyways and Galen(Phoebus) says he has the same problem. Fauna asks where Pargo(Burke) is
sitting. She brings a pitcher of milk and begins to pour in his cup but as she reaches over and brushes against
Burke’s(Pargo) hand he pulls back and she spills the milk. Fauna hears the horse of Sestus outside. In panic
Burke(Pargo) comes up with an excuse story and tell her that they also love books but have got in trouble with
the Ministry of Science for having certain books. They say the books were banned but found in their book and
so the police are after them. Fauna says surely it can’t be against the law to think. Fauna agrees that they
should go as Sestus is not that understanding about books and even used to fight with Lucian about them.
Fauna says she has a secret hiding place near the ocean and takes them to it before Sestus arrives. Fauna
leads them into a cave she calls her secret place. She used to come here when she was younger with a friend.
Their some dishes and a candle on a large rock. Galen lights a match to give them some light in the cave. Her
friend stopped coming here when she went blind. Fauna says Pargo(Burke’s) voice reminded her of him.
Fauna asks to touch Pargo’s(Burke) face. Galen(Phoebus) steps in and lets Fauna touch his face. She says
his face is strong and handsome. Fauna says she will bring them food in the morning after Uncle Sestus
leaves for the village. They agree to stay. Fauna leaves. Burke(Pargo) says that was sure close and
Virdon(Alar) says they are still have no answers on who killed Lucian. Galen(Phoebus) says he didn’t like
deceiving Fauna. Burke(Pargo) and Virdon(Alar) throw out ideas on how to find these two human killers and
then suggest they need to get closer to the Dragoons before they go out and kill all the humans. They suggest
Galen(Phoebus) joins the Dragoons to get more information. Next day Galen(Phoebus) runs out onto the road
and stops Uncle Sestus traveling on his wagon and tells him that he has been attacked by two humans and that
they stole his horse. Galen(Phoebus) shouts where is the law and order in this district. Sestus tells
Galen(Phoebus) not to yell at him. Galen(Phoebus) apologizes and says he came here cause he wanted to find
a farm and settle down. Sestus says this is a good district. Galen(Phoebus) asks to go to the police and
Sestus agrees to take him there. Uncle Sestus and Galen(Phoebus) ride on the wagon. Sestus tells
Galen(Phoebus) about his brother being killed by humans. Galen(Phoebus) says a similar thing happened to
him but begins to tell Sestus about the humans were dealt with. Sestus says he can keep a secret.
Galen(Phoebus) says they ran the humans out of the area and burned down their houses and even killed a few.
Galen(Phoebus) then laughs proudly. Sestus tells Galen(Phoebus) he will have to introduce him to some
special friends of his. The Dragoons hold a special meeting to induct Galen(Phoebus) as a new member.
There are 13 apes in there in total including Galen(Phoebus) and Sestus. Sestus gives a speech and then they
make a toast to all apes. Sestus says that later that evening Galen(Phoebus) will become a full fledged
member of the Dragoons and will ride them as they go and burn down a humans home. Sestus brings
Galen(Phoebus) to his home and tells him that his niece Fauna will take care of him and that she is blind.
Sestus tells Galen(Phoebus) not to mention the Dragoons as Fauna knows nothing about Sestus’ activities.
Sestus says he will come back later with a horse for Galen(Phoebus) Inside the home Fauna asks
Galen(Phoebus) if he got the water that Burke(Pargo) mentioned to her. Fauna tells Galen(Phoebus) that
Burke(Pargo) told her a story about an ape named Robinson Crusoe. Galen(Phoebus) says that Burke(Pargo)
has a way with women. Fauna says she thinks she loves Burke(Pargo). In shock, Galen(Phoebus) sits down
and asks about her feelings. Galen(Phoebus) says she is acting too quickly but Fauna suggests that time is no
guarantee of love. Galen(Phoebus) sheds a tear from his eye. Fauna asks Galen(Phoebus) if she thinks that
Burke(Pargo) could love her being blind. Galen(Phoebus) says no and says you cannot trust Burke(Pargo).
Fauna questions how Galen(Phoebus) and Burke(Pargo) can be friends. Fauna is angry and upset and asks
Galen(Phoebus) to leave. Galen(Phoebus) makes his way back to the cave but waits for the tide to go back out
before making his way into the cave. Burke and Virdon are there waiting for Galen. Galen tells them that
Sestus is one of the Dragoons and that he will become a member later that evening. Galen is angry and
sarcastic towards Burke(Pargo) for knowing how Fauna feels about him. Galen(Phoebus) and Burke(Pargo)
argue over the fact that Fauna is in love with Burke(Pargo). Burke(Pargo) goes to see Fauna. It is nightime at
the Dragoons hangout in the forest and Galen(Phoebus) and all the Dragoons are seated around Zon, the
leader of the High Council who runs the ceremony. Galen(Phoebus) is the only one unmasked. The leader of
the high council asks who will vouch for Galen(Phoebus). Sestus stands up and states his name. Zon, the high

council leader is pleased and asks Galen(Phoebus) if he knows the goals of the Dragoons. Galen(Phoebus)
states that they are to drive all humans from our land, and death to any humans who refuse. The leader masks
Galen(Phoebus). Zon, the leader states that tomorrow will be the next raid. They will go to the home of the
human shepherd Rico. The high council leader hands Galen(Phoebus) a gun and says he will have the
pleasure of killing Rico tomorrow. The meeting is adjourned but Galen(Phoebus) tries to stall because he is
hoping that Virdon and Burke will have brought the police to bust the Dragoons. Galen(Phoebus) states that
earlier he saw the two humans nearby that had stolen his horse. Galen(Phoebus) states that they were headed
towards the beach and that they should go now to get them. Zon, the high council leader says it would be
impossible to go on the cliffs at night. So the Dragoons agree to meet first thing tomorrow morning at the
caves. The leader says Galen(Phoebus) can kill those two humans instead of Rico. Galen(Phoebus) says “oh,
thank you”. Sestus offers to take Galen(Phoebus) back to his farm but Galen(Phoebus) states he wants to stay
alone for a while as this is such a special night for him. The next morning Galen arrives at the police station
wearing a Dragoon mask and holding a gun and helps Virdon and Burke hold Perdix prisoner in the jail. Galen
tells Perdix to arrest the Dragoons who will be meeting at Sandy Point. Galen and Burke arrive and see Fauna
in the ocean. Burke runs along the cliff and jumps in to save her. Virdon also jumps in and the two carry the
unconscious Fauna back to the beach. Fauna wakes up and touches Burke(Pargo) and realizes he is human.
She gets in panic mode and tells Burke(Pargo) to get away from her. Sestus comes to comfort Fauna. Fauna
says all humans are treacherous and full of trickery like they were with her father Lucian. Sestus tells Fauna
that this human Burke(Pargo) saved her life. Virdon(Alar) tells Fauna that not all humans or apes are bad.
Sestus admits that humans did not kill Fauna’s father Lucian. Sestus breaks down and tells Fauna the truth.
Zon tells him to stop talking. Sestus says that Lucian was not afraid of humans but rather was friends with
them. Sestus and Zon had tried to stop Lucian but Lucian wouldn’t listen to them. Zon got angry and fought
with Lucian. Lucian hit his head on a rock and was killed. Sestus didn’t have the heart to tell Fauna the truth.
Zon says it doesn’t matter what happened as the humans are still their enemy. The other Dragoons take off
their masks and walk away. Perdix asks Zon for his pistol and then takes him away. Later on Sestus invites
Galen(Phoebus), Burke(Pargo) and Virdon(Alar) to stay but they say they must go. Burke(Pargo) goes to
apologize to Fauna for deceiving her. Fauna says she doesn’t know how she thought she could love a human.
As Galen(Phoebus), Virdon(Alar) and Burke(Pargo) walk away Fauna waves goodbye.
GENESIS 25-27 - Jacob and Esau deception story as told in the Bible in this section of the human Jewish Bible.
GLASSMAN, RICHARD - Unit Production Manager for “The Deception”
GORILLA SOLDIERS HARPER, RON - Actor, plays the role of ALAN VIRDON in “The Deception”
HIDING PLACE, THE - Chapter 6 on DVD for “The Deception”
HIRSCHMANN, HERBERT - Executive Producer for “The Deception”
HOUGH, STAN - Producer for “The Deception”
JACK COLE FILM GROUP - Titles designed for “The Deception”
JACOB - Brother of Jacob in the Bible. Part of story found in Genesis 25-27 that Burke tells to Fauna
JASKO - Human, homeowner. Friend of Galen, Virdon and Burke. He feeds them and gives them shelter. His
house is burned down and he is killed by the Dragoons. Galen, Burke and Virdon are visiting inside the home of
the human Jasko who gave them some food and shelter. Jasko tells them about the recent activity locally
where one ape was killed and the entire ape community now hates the humans. Jasko says there are many
humans here in this area. Galen says there are ape rules that even forbid a group of renegade apes from just
going out and killing humans. Jasko says that Perdix and Zon try to keep control but they can’t be everywhere
to keep the peace. Later the Dragoons stop in front of Jasko’s home and they tell him to leave. Jasko says this
is his home. One of the Dragoons pulls Jasko behind his horse dragging along the ground which finally knocks
him out. The other Dragoons set their torches to Jasko’s home and it burns down. Galen, Virdon and Burke
race toward Jasko. Jasko is lying there dead near his home on the road. Galen says its so senseless and is
almost embarrassed to be an ape. Virdon says he has seen this type of killing happen another time, another
place.
JUNE 14 3085 - Date that clock stopped at in ship in opening credits
KILLED BY A HUMAN - Chapter 2 on DVD for “The Deception”
KRONO - Gorilla, Friend of Lucian and secretly a member of the Dragoons. Supports Chilot’s speech at
Lucian’s funeral that the humans will be hunted down and dealt with. Virdon later follows Krono to the
Dragoon’s hideout and fights with him. At Lucian’s funeral are numerous chimpanzee’s and gorilla soldiers.
Fauna is angry that humans killed her father. She states she hates them. Zon, A gorilla soldier tells Fauna that
they promise to capture the humans who did this. 100 humans for the 1 ape killed will be punished. Chilot
says action will be taken to rid of the humans but the gorilla in charge of the town says it will be done lawfully.
Macor and Krono agree with Chilot. As a member of the Dragoons, apes hiding in hooded masks, on
horseback carrying torches go around and scare humans, burn down their homes and sometimes kill the
humans. Virdon and Burke wander along the countryside and spot Krono, a gorilla soldier on horseback. They
hide behind a rock and decide Virdon will follow Krono to see if he leads him to the Dragoons. Burke(Pargo) will
go back to the cave as Fauna expects him and doesn’t want her to get suspicious if no one is there. Virdon

secretly follows Krono, the gorilla soldier on horseback. Krono ties up the horse to a tree and stops to sit and
have a drink of water from a canteen. Virdon steps on a branch making a big noise and the gorilla comes
looking for the noise. He pulls out his gun and points it at Virdon hiding up in a tree. He motions for Virdon to
come down but Virdon jumps down and kicks the gorilla. They have a huge wrestling match fight. Virdon
knocks him out. Virdon sees a flag with a drawing of two burning torches. Virdon goes through the gorillas
belongings on the horse and finds a masked hood. Virdon makes it back to the beach and tells Burke that
Krono, the gorilla led him right to the Dragoons hangout about a mile from the beach.
LAVEN, ARNOLD - Director for “The Deception”
LAWRENCE, ANTHONY - Story for “The Deception” and co-writer of Teleplay for “The Deception”
LUCIAN - Chimpanzee ape, father of Fauna and brother of Sestus. Lucian was a friend and supporter of the
humans and was killed during fight with Zon. He loved to read books to his daughter Fauna.
Zon, A gorilla soldier tells Fauna that they promise to capture the humans who did this. 100 humans for the 1
ape killed will be punished. Chilot says action will be taken to rid of the humans but the gorilla in charge of the
town says it will be done lawfully. Macor and Krono agree with Chilot. As a member of the Dragoons, apes
hiding in hooded masks, on horseback carrying torches go around and scare humans, burn down their homes
and sometimes kill the humans.
LUCIAN FATHER OF FAUNA - Tombstone at Funeral of Lucian read these words on it.
MACOR - Gorilla, Friend of Lucian and secretly a member of the Dragoons. Supports Chilot’s speech at
Lucian’s funeral that the humans will be hunted down and dealt with. At Lucian’s funeral are numerous
chimpanzee’s and gorilla soldiers. Fauna is angry that humans killed her father. She states she hates them.
MAIN TITLES - Chapter 1 on DVD for “The Deception”
MANDELIK, GIL - Assistant Director for “The Deception’
McDOUGALL, DON - Director for “The Deception”
McDOWALL, RODDY - Actor, plays the role of GALEN in “The Deception”
MILFORD, JOHN - Actor, plays the role of SESTUS in “The Deception”
MOMENT OF TRUTH - Chapter 14 on DVD for “The Deception”
NAUGHTON, JAMES - Actor, plays the role of PETE BURKE in “The Deception”
NEW DRAGOON, THE - Chapter 11 on DVD for “The Deception”
NEWMAN, LIONEL - Music Supervision for “The Deception”
NOVEMBER 1st 1974 - Original air date on TV of “The Deception”
O’NEILL, J. FRANK - Film Editor for “The Deception”
PAIGE, MARVIN - Casting for “The Deception”
PARGO - Galen makes up this alias name for Burke when introducing to Fauna. Fauna is standing alongside
the ocean. Galen, Virdon and Burke approach Fauna. Fauna asks who is there and they realize that she is
blind. She asks if they are apes. Galen says he is definitely an ape. Fauna says she was afraid it might be
humans as they had killed her father. Fauna says the humans are savages and she hates them. Galen tells
her that his name is Phoebus. He makes up alias names for Virdon and Burke and introduces them as Alar and
Pargo, respectively. Fauna cannot see so she asks where they are standing and Burke(Pargo) answers.
Fauna says she thinks his voice sounds familiar but Burke(Pargo) says he is from far away. Fauna invites them
to come rest and stay at her home. She says she lives with her Uncle Sestus. Fauna invites them to come to
the house to eat and hopefully meet her Uncle Sestus who will return later at night from the village with supplies.
Fauna leads her new visitors Galen(Phoebus), Burke(Pargo) and Virdon(Alar) into her home. Inside the home
is a lot of pottery, clay bowls, and fruit. Galen(Phoebus) asks if he can help Fauna but she says even though
she is blind she can manage quite well and knows her way around most of the farm. She puts the bowl of fruit
on the dinner table and Galen(Phoebus), Virdon(Alar) and Burke(Pargo) all sit down on chairs around it. Fauna
gets a little melancholy when she says she misses the midday sun, colors of the flowers and reading. She says
her father Lucian collected a lot of books and used to sit and read them to her over and over again.
Virdon(Alar) asks Fauna if she knows who the humans were that killed her father. Fauna says that nobody
knows. She says Uncle Sestus was on the way to meet Lucian and saw the humans attack him but couldn’t get
there fast enough to help. Fauna tells them that Sestus said there were two humans that came to Lucian for
food and Lucian tried to be their friend. Later down by the sea the two humans attacked Lucian and killed him.
Fauna says it was dark when he was attacked and that Sestus could not identify them. Fauna says all humans
look alike anyways and Galen(Phoebus) says he has the same problem. Fauna asks where Pargo(Burke) is
sitting. She brings a pitcher of milk and begins to pour in his cup but as she reaches over and brushes against
Burke’s(Pargo) hand he pulls back and she spills the milk. Fauna hears the horse of Sestus outside. In panic
Burke(Pargo) comes up with an excuse story and tell her that they also love books but have got in trouble with
the Ministry of Science for having certain books. They say the books were banned but found in their book and
so the police are after them. Fauna says surely it can’t be against the law to think. Fauna agrees that they
should go as Sestus is not that understanding about books and even used to fight with Lucian about them.
Fauna says she has a secret hiding place near the ocean and takes them to it before Sestus arrives. Fauna
leads them into a cave she calls her secret place. She used to come here when she was younger with a friend.
Their some dishes and a candle on a large rock. Galen lights a match to give them some light in the cave. Her

friend stopped coming here when she went blind. Fauna says Pargo(Burke’s) voice reminded her of him.
Fauna asks to touch Pargo’s(Burke) face. Galen(Phoebus) steps in and lets Fauna touch his face. She says
his face is strong and handsome. Fauna says she will bring them food in the morning after Uncle Sestus
leaves for the village. They agree to stay. Fauna leaves. Burke(Pargo) says that was sure close and
Virdon(Alar) says they are still have no answers on who killed Lucian. Galen(Phoebus) says he didn’t like
deceiving Fauna. Burke(Pargo) and Virdon(Alar) throw out ideas on how to find these two human killers and
then suggest they need to get closer to the Dragoons before they go out and kill all the humans. They suggest
Galen(Phoebus) joins the Dragoons to get more information. Later Virdon and Burke wander along the
countryside and spot Krono, a gorilla soldier on horseback. They hide behind a rock and decide Virdon will
follow Krono to see if he leads him to the Dragoons. Burke(Pargo) will go back to the cave as Fauna expects
him and doesn’t want her to get suspicious if no one is there. Later Fauna comes towards the ocean and runs
into Burke(Pargo). Fauna asks him to tell her some of the things he has read in those books. They sit down
on a rocky area near the ocean and Burke(Pargo) begins to tell her the story of the great ape Robinson Crusoe.
Later Virdon makes it back to the beach and tells Burke that Krono, the gorilla led him right to the Dragoons
hangout about a mile from the beach. Burke(Pargo) shows the diary of Lucian that Fauna gave him to read to
her. Burke tells Virdon he stopped reading outloud to Fauna when he got to a part in the diary where it shows
that Lucian was friend with the humans and that he helped them out. Virdon wonders if Sestus could be
mistaken on whether it was actually humans that killed Lucian since he was the only ape friend of the humans.
Inside the home Fauna asks Galen(Phoebus) if he got the water that Burke(Pargo) mentioned to her. Fauna
tells Galen(Phoebus) that Burke(Pargo) told her a story about an ape named Robinson Crusoe.
Galen(Phoebus) says that Burke(Pargo) has a way with women. Fauna says she thinks she loves
Burke(Pargo). In shock, Galen(Phoebus) sits down and asks about her feelings. Galen(Phoebus) says she is
acting too quickly but Fauna suggests that time is no guarantee of love. Galen(Phoebus) sheds a tear from his
eye. Fauna asks Galen(Phoebus) if she thinks that Burke(Pargo) could love her being blind. Galen(Phoebus)
says no and says you cannot trust Burke(Pargo). Fauna questions how Galen(Phoebus) and Burke(Pargo) can
be friends. Fauna is angry and upset and asks Galen(Phoebus) to leave. Galen(Phoebus) makes his way back
to the cave but waits for the tide to go back out before making his way into the cave. Burke and Virdon are
there waiting for Galen. Galen tells them that Sestus is one of the Dragoons and that he will become a member
later that evening. Galen is angry and sarcastic towards Burke(Pargo) for knowing how Fauna feels about him.
Galen(Phoebus) and Burke(Pargo) argue over the fact that Fauna is in love with Burke(Pargo). Burke(Pargo)
goes to see Fauna. Fauna is getting water from the well when Burke(Pargo) comes to talk to her. She asks if
Galen(Phoebus) had told him what she said. Fauna says maybe in time Burke(Pargo) could come to love her.
Burke(Pargo) says this reminds him of a story. Inside Fauna’s house, they sit at the table while Burke(Pargo)
tells her a Biblical story (Genesis 25-27) about the brothers Jacob and Esau. He explains how the one brother
pretended to be the other brother to fool and deceive their father to get a blessing. After the story Burke(Pargo)
says they are going to leave later on and Fauna will never hear from them again. Burke(Pargo) hands Lucian’s
diary back to Fauna and leaves. Virdon and Burke rush into the local police station and pin down the gorilla
soldier inside. They think he is Perdix, the head gorilla, but behind them stands Perdix with rifle pointed at them.
The next morning at the police station Perdix has gone over all the facts that Virdon and Burke have told him.
Perdix says they must be lying but Virdon in frustration yells that Perdix can easily go to the location to see if its
true or not. Perdix says he does not know if he should execute Virdon and Burke right there or send them to
General Urko. Galen arrives at the police station wearing a Dragoon mask and holding a gun and helps Virdon
and Burke hold Perdix prisoner in the jail. Galen tells Perdix to arrest the Dragoons who will be meeting at
Sandy Point. Later Fauna falls off the cliff into the ocean. Perdix and the Dragoons race to the edge of the
water. Galen and Burke arrive and see Fauna in the ocean. Burke runs along the cliff and jumps in to save
her. Virdon also jumps in and the two carry the unconscious Fauna back to the beach. Fauna wakes up and
touches Burke(Pargo) and realizes he is human. She gets in panic mode and tells Burke(Pargo) to get away
from her. Sestus comes to comfort Fauna. Fauna says all humans are treacherous and full of trickery like they
were with her father Lucian. Sestus tells Fauna that this human Burke(Pargo) saved her life. Virdon(Alar) tells
Fauna that not all humans or apes are bad. Sestus admits that humans did not kill Fauna’s father Lucian.
Sestus breaks down and tells Fauna the truth. Zon tells him to stop talking. Sestus says that Lucian was not
afraid of humans but rather was friends with them. Sestus and Zon had tried to stop Lucian but Lucian wouldn’t
listen to them. Zon got angry and fought with Lucian. Lucian hit his head on a rock and was killed. Sestus
didn’t have the heart to tell Fauna the truth. Zon says it doesn’t matter what happened as the humans are still
their enemy. The other Dragoons take off their masks and walk away. Perdix asks Zon for his pistol and then
takes him away. Later on Sestus invites Galen(Phoebus), Burke(Pargo) and Virdon(Alar) to stay but they say
they must go. Burke(Pargo) goes to apologize to Fauna for deceiving her. Fauna says she doesn’t know how
she thought she could love a human. As Galen(Phoebus), Virdon(Alar) and Burke(Pargo) walk away Fauna
waves goodbye.
PERDIX - Gorilla ape. Police Chief - Head of the police in this district. Near the ocean a funeral is being held for
the death of Lucian, a respected elder chimpanzee. Lucian’s brother Sestus gives a speech. The tombstone
reads Lucian-Father Of Fauna. Lucian’s blind daughter Fauna cries and mourns over the death of her father.
At the funeral are numerous chimpanzee’s and gorilla soldiers. Fauna is angry that humans killed her father.

She states she hates them. Zon, A gorilla soldier tells Fauna that they promise to capture the humans who did
this. 100 humans for the 1 ape killed will be punished. Chilot, one of the chimpanzees says action will be
taken to rid of the humans but Perdix the gorilla in charge of the town says it will be done lawfully. Macor and
Krono agree with Chilot. Later Virdon and Burke rush into the local police station and pin down the gorilla
soldier inside. They think he is Perdix, the head gorilla, but behind them stands Perdix with rifle pointed at them.
The next morning at the police station Perdix has gone over all the facts that Virdon and Burke have told him.
Perdix says they must be lying but Virdon in frustration yells that Perdix can easily go to the location to see if its
true or not. Perdix says he does not know if he should execute Virdon and Burke right there or send them to
General Urko. Galen arrives at the police station wearing a Dragoon mask and holding a gun and helps Virdon
and Burke hold Perdix prisoner in the jail. Galen tells Perdix to arrest the Dragoons who will be meeting at
Sandy Point. Perdix and Virdon ride horseback towards Sandy Point. Up on the top of the cliff Perdix and
Virdon arrive. Virdon gives the rifle back to Perdix and rides away. Perdix rides horseback down to the beach.
Perdix arrives at the Dragoons and tells them to drop their weapons. One of them still masked refuses but
Perdix knows its Zon. Zon takes off his mask and tells Perdix he is a fool and should turn his back and let them
keep hunting the humans. Sestus says they have gone too far and doesn’t want to hurt any apes. Zon says he
will kill any apes or humans that get in their way. At that moment Fauna falls off the cliff into the ocean. Perdix
and the Dragoons race to the edge of the water. Galen and Burke arrive and see Fauna in the ocean. Burke
runs along the cliff and jumps in to save her. Virdon also jumps in and the two carry the unconscious Fauna
back to the beach. Fauna wakes up and touches Burke(Pargo) and realizes he is human. She gets in panic
mode and tells Burke(Pargo) to get away from her. Sestus comes to comfort Fauna. Fauna says all humans
are treacherous and full of trickery like they were with her father Lucian. Sestus tells Fauna that this human
Burke(Pargo) saved her life. Virdon(Alar) tells Fauna that not all humans or apes are bad. Sestus admits that
humans did not kill Fauna’s father Lucian. Sestus breaks down and tells Fauna the truth. Zon tells him to stop
talking. Sestus says that Lucian was not afraid of humans but rather was friends with them. Sestus and Zon
had tried to stop Lucian but Lucian wouldn’t listen to them. Zon got angry and fought with Lucian. Lucian hit his
head on a rock and was killed. Sestus didn’t have the heart to tell Fauna the truth. Zon says it doesn’t matter
what happened as the humans are still their enemy. The other Dragoons take off their masks and walk away.
Perdix asks Zon for his pistol and then takes him away.
PERDIX PERPLEXED - Chapter 12 on DVD for “The Deception”
PHOEBUS - Galen makes up this alias name for himself when he introduces himself to Fauna. Fauna is
standing alongside the ocean. Galen, Virdon and Burke approach Fauna. Fauna asks who is there and they
realize that she is blind. She asks if they are apes. Galen says he is definitely an ape. Fauna says she was
afraid it might be humans as they had killed her father. Fauna says the humans are savages and she hates
them. Galen tells her that his name is Phoebus. He makes up alias names for Virdon and Burke and
introduces them as Alar and Pargo, respectively. Fauna cannot see so she asks where they are standing and
Burke(Pargo) answers. Fauna says she thinks his voice sounds familiar but Burke(Pargo) says he is from far
away. Fauna invites them to come rest and stay at her home. She says she lives with her Uncle Sestus.
Fauna invites them to come to the house to eat and hopefully meet her Uncle Sestus who will return later at
night from the village with supplies. Fauna leads her new visitors Galen(Phoebus), Burke(Pargo) and
Virdon(Alar) into her home. Inside the home is a lot of pottery, clay bowls, and fruit. Galen(Phoebus) asks if he
can help Fauna but she says even though she is blind she can manage quite well and knows her way around
most of the farm. She puts the bowl of fruit on the dinner table and Galen(Phoebus), Virdon(Alar) and
Burke(Pargo) all sit down on chairs around it. Fauna gets a little melancholy when she says she misses the
midday sun, colors of the flowers and reading. She says her father Lucian collected a lot of books and used to
sit and read them to her over and over again. Virdon(Alar) asks Fauna if she knows who the humans were that
killed her father. Fauna says that nobody knows. She says Uncle Sestus was on the way to meet Lucian and
saw the humans attack him but couldn’t get there fast enough to help. Fauna tells them that Sestus said there
were two humans that came to Lucian for food and Lucian tried to be their friend. Later down by the sea the two
humans attacked Lucian and killed him. Fauna says it was dark when he was attacked and that Sestus could
not identify them. Fauna says all humans look alike anyways and Galen(Phoebus) says he has the same
problem. Fauna asks where Pargo(Burke) is sitting. She brings a pitcher of milk and begins to pour in his cup
but as she reaches over and brushes against Burke’s(Pargo) hand he pulls back and she spills the milk.
Fauna hears the horse of Sestus outside. In panic Burke(Pargo) comes up with an excuse story and tell her
that they also love books but have got in trouble with the Ministry of Science for having certain books. They say
the books were banned but found in their book and so the police are after them. Fauna says surely it can’t be
against the law to think. Fauna agrees that they should go as Sestus is not that understanding about books and
even used to fight with Lucian about them. Fauna says she has a secret hiding place near the ocean and takes
them to it before Sestus arrives. Fauna leads them into a cave she calls her secret place. She used to come
here when she was younger with a friend. Their some dishes and a candle on a large rock. Galen lights a
match to give them some light in the cave. Her friend stopped coming here when she went blind. Fauna says
Pargo(Burke’s) voice reminded her of him. Fauna asks to touch Pargo’s(Burke) face. Galen(Phoebus) steps
in and lets Fauna touch his face. She says his face is strong and handsome. Fauna says she will bring them
food in the morning after Uncle Sestus leaves for the village. They agree to stay. Fauna leaves. Burke(Pargo)

says that was sure close and Virdon(Alar) says they are still have no answers on who killed Lucian.
Galen(Phoebus) says he didn’t like deceiving Fauna. Burke(Pargo) and Virdon(Alar) throw out ideas on how to
find these two human killers and then suggest they need to get closer to the Dragoons before they go out and
kill all the humans. They suggest Galen(Phoebus) joins the Dragoons to get more information. Next day
Galen(Phoebus) runs out onto the road and stops Uncle Sestus traveling on his wagon and tells him that he has
been attacked by two humans and that they stole his horse. Galen(Phoebus) shouts where is the law and order
in this district. Sestus tells Galen(Phoebus) not to yell at him. Galen(Phoebus) apologizes and says he came
here cause he wanted to find a farm and settle down. Sestus says this is a good district. Galen(Phoebus) asks
to go to the police and Sestus agrees to take him there. Uncle Sestus and Galen(Phoebus) ride on the wagon.
Sestus tells Galen(Phoebus) about his brother being killed by humans. Galen(Phoebus) says a similar thing
happened to him but begins to tell Sestus about the humans were dealt with. Sestus says he can keep a
secret. Galen(Phoebus) says they ran the humans out of the area and burned down their houses and even
killed a few. Galen(Phoebus) then laughs proudly. Sestus tells Galen(Phoebus) he will have to introduce him to
some special friends of his. The Dragoons hold a special meeting to induct Galen(Phoebus) as a new member.
There are 13 apes in there in total including Galen(Phoebus) and Sestus. Sestus gives a speech and then they
make a toast to all apes. Sestus says that later that evening Galen(Phoebus) will become a full fledged
member of the Dragoons and will ride them as they go and burn down a humans home. Sestus brings
Galen(Phoebus) to his home and tells him that his niece Fauna will take care of him and that she is blind.
Sestus tells Galen(Phoebus) not to mention the Dragoons as Fauna knows nothing about Sestus’ activities.
Sestus says he will come back later with a horse for Galen(Phoebus) Inside the home Fauna asks
Galen(Phoebus) if he got the water that Burke(Pargo) mentioned to her. Fauna tells Galen(Phoebus) that
Burke(Pargo) told her a story about an ape named Robinson Crusoe. Galen(Phoebus) says that Burke(Pargo)
has a way with women. Fauna says she thinks she loves Burke(Pargo). In shock, Galen(Phoebus) sits down
and asks about her feelings. Galen(Phoebus) says she is acting too quickly but Fauna suggests that time is no
guarantee of love. Galen(Phoebus) sheds a tear from his eye. Fauna asks Galen(Phoebus) if she thinks that
Burke(Pargo) could love her being blind. Galen(Phoebus) says no and says you cannot trust Burke(Pargo).
Fauna questions how Galen(Phoebus) and Burke(Pargo) can be friends. Fauna is angry and upset and asks
Galen(Phoebus) to leave. Galen(Phoebus) makes his way back to the cave but waits for the tide to go back out
before making his way into the cave. Burke and Virdon are there waiting for Galen. Galen tells them that
Sestus is one of the Dragoons and that he will become a member later that evening. Galen is angry and
sarcastic towards Burke(Pargo) for knowing how Fauna feels about him. Galen(Phoebus) and Burke(Pargo)
argue over the fact that Fauna is in love with Burke(Pargo). Burke(Pargo) goes to see Fauna. It is nightime at
the Dragoons hangout in the forest and Galen(Phoebus) and all the Dragoons are seated around Zon, the
leader of the High Council who runs the ceremony. Galen(Phoebus) is the only one unmasked. The leader of
the high council asks who will vouch for Galen(Phoebus). Sestus stands up and states his name. Zon, the high
council leader is pleased and asks Galen(Phoebus) if he knows the goals of the Dragoons. Galen(Phoebus)
states that they are to drive all humans from our land, and death to any humans who refuse. The leader masks
Galen(Phoebus). Zon, the leader states that tomorrow will be the next raid. They will go to the home of the
human shepherd Rico. The high council leader hands Galen(Phoebus) a gun and says he will have the
pleasure of killing Rico tomorrow. The meeting is adjourned but Galen(Phoebus) tries to stall because he is
hoping that Virdon and Burke will have brought the police to bust the Dragoons. Galen(Phoebus) states that
earlier he saw the two humans nearby that had stolen his horse. Galen(Phoebus) states that they were headed
towards the beach and that they should go now to get them. Zon, the high council leader says it would be
impossible to go on the cliffs at night. So the Dragoons agree to meet first thing tomorrow morning at the
caves. The leader says Galen(Phoebus) can kill those two humans instead of Rico. Galen(Phoebus) says “oh,
thank you”. Sestus offers to take Galen(Phoebus) back to his farm but Galen(Phoebus) states he wants to stay
alone for a while as this is such a special night for him. The next morning Galen arrives at the police station
wearing a Dragoon mask and holding a gun and helps Virdon and Burke hold Perdix prisoner in the jail. Galen
tells Perdix to arrest the Dragoons who will be meeting at Sandy Point. Galen and Burke arrive and see Fauna
in the ocean. Burke runs along the cliff and jumps in to save her. Virdon also jumps in and the two carry the
unconscious Fauna back to the beach. Fauna wakes up and touches Burke(Pargo) and realizes he is human.
She gets in panic mode and tells Burke(Pargo) to get away from her. Sestus comes to comfort Fauna. Fauna
says all humans are treacherous and full of trickery like they were with her father Lucian. Sestus tells Fauna
that this human Burke(Pargo) saved her life. Virdon(Alar) tells Fauna that not all humans or apes are bad.
Sestus admits that humans did not kill Fauna’s father Lucian. Sestus breaks down and tells Fauna the truth.
Zon tells him to stop talking. Sestus says that Lucian was not afraid of humans but rather was friends with
them. Sestus and Zon had tried to stop Lucian but Lucian wouldn’t listen to them. Zon got angry and fought
with Lucian. Lucian hit his head on a rock and was killed. Sestus didn’t have the heart to tell Fauna the truth.
Zon says it doesn’t matter what happened as the humans are still their enemy. The other Dragoons take off
their masks and walk away. Perdix asks Zon for his pistol and then takes him away. Later on Sestus invites
Galen(Phoebus), Burke(Pargo) and Virdon(Alar) to stay but they say they must go. Burke(Pargo) goes to
apologize to Fauna for deceiving her. Fauna says she doesn’t know how she thought she could love a human.
As Galen(Phoebus), Virdon(Alar) and Burke(Pargo) walk away Fauna waves goodbye.

RCA PHOTOPHONE - Sound Recording for “The Deception”
REISS, STUART A. - Set Decorator for “The Deception”
RENELLA, PAT - Actor, plays the role of ZON in “The Deception”
ROBINSON CRUSOE - 19th century story/book written by humans. Burke tells the story in an ape version to
Fauna.
RUBY, JOE - Teleplay writer and Story Consultant along with Ken Spears for “The Deception”
SALLY - Virdon is deliriously dreaming and talking out loud and calls for a Sally in his dream and tells her not to
go away. Dr. Kira listens to his ramblings while she cools him off with a wet rag.
SANDY POINT - Location along the ocean where Fauna and her friend hid and played in a cave before she
went blind. She later brings Galen, Virdon and Burke here to hide for the night. She brings them food the next
morning. Galen, Virdon and Burke spend the next few days camping here and hiding out from the apes. Galen
tells the Dragoons that the two humans that robbed him are staying there. The next morning the Dragoons
meet here to kill the humans. Virdon brings Perdix here to catch the Dragoons in action. Fauna falls into the
ocean and almost drowns but is saved by Burke and Virdon.
SCHIFRIN, LALO - Theme Music for “The Deception”
SESTUS - Middle aged older Chimpanzee, Brother of Lucian. Fauna’s uncle. He raises Fauna who is blind. He
is secretly one of the lead members of the Dragoons. Near the ocean a funeral is being held for the death of
Lucian, a respected elder chimpanzee. Lucian’s brother Sestus gives a speech. The tombstone reads LucianFather Of Fauna. Lucian’s blind daughter Fauna cries and mourns over the death of her father. At the funeral
are numerous chimpanzee’s and gorilla soldiers. Fauna is angry that humans killed her father. She states she
hates them. Zon, A gorilla soldier tells Fauna that they promise to capture the humans who did this. 100
humans for the 1 ape killed will be punished. Chilot, one of the chimpanzees says action will be taken to rid of
the humans but the gorilla in charge of the town says it will be done lawfully. Macor and Krono agree with
Chilot. The Dragoons, a band of 6 apes hiding in hooded masks, race along the Oceanside beach on
horseback carrying torches. The six ape Dragoons continue to race along on horseback carrying torches. The
Dragoons stop in front of Jasko’s home and they tell him to leave. Jasko says this is his home. One of the
Dragoons pulls Jasko behind his horse dragging along the ground which finally knocks him out. The other
Dragoons set their torches to Jasko’s home and it burns down. Later Fauna invites Galen, Virdon and Burke to
come rest and stay at her home. She says she lives with her Uncle Sestus. Fauna invites them to come to the
house to eat and hopefully meet her Uncle Sestus who will return later at night from the village with supplies.
The Dragoons disband and the leader says they will all be notified when they will go out again. One of them
says “see you later, Sestus“. Sestus takes off his mask and his face is revealed. He is the uncle of Fauna.
Fauna leads her new visitors Galen(Phoebus), Burke(Pargo) and Virdon(Alar) into her and Sestus’ home.
Inside the home is a lot of pottery, clay bowls, and fruit. Galen(Phoebus) asks if he can help Fauna but she
says even though she is blind she can manage quite well and knows her way around most of the farm. She
puts the bowl of fruit on the dinner table and Galen(Phoebus), Virdon(Alar) and Burke(Pargo) all sit down on
chairs around it. Fauna gets a little melancholy when she says she misses the midday sun, colors of the
flowers and reading. She says her father Lucian collected a lot of books and used to sit and read them to her
over and over again. Virdon(Alar) asks Fauna if she knows who the humans were that killed her father. Fauna
says that nobody knows. She says Uncle Sestus was on the way to meet Lucian and saw the humans attack
him but couldn’t get there fast enough to help. Fauna tells them that Sestus said there were two humans that
came to Lucian for food and Lucian tried to be their friend. Later down by the sea the two humans attacked
Lucian and killed him. Fauna says it was dark when he was attacked and that Sestus could not identify them.
Fauna says all humans look alike anyways and Galen(Phoebus) says he has the same problem. Fauna asks
where Pargo(Burke) is sitting. She brings a pitcher of milk and begins to pour in his cup but as she reaches
over and brushes against Burke’s(Pargo) hand he pulls back and she spills the milk. Fauna hears the horse of
Sestus outside. In panic Burke(Pargo) comes up with an excuse story and tell her that they also love books but
have got in trouble with the Ministry of Science for having certain books. They say the books were banned but
found in their book and so the police are after them. Fauna says surely it can’t be against the law to think.
Fauna agrees that they should go as Sestus is not that understanding about books and even used to fight with
Lucian about them. Fauna says she has a secret hiding place near the ocean and takes them to it before
Sestus arrives. Uncle Sestus pulls up to the house with one horse and wagon and loads some supplies into the
house. Later Fauna says she will bring them food in the morning after Uncle Sestus leaves for the village. Next
day Galen(Phoebus) runs out onto the road and stops Uncle Sestus traveling on his wagon and tells him that he
has been attacked by two humans and that they stole his horse. Galen(Phoebus) shouts where is the law and
order in this district. Sestus tells Galen(Phoebus) not to yell at him. Galen(Phoebus) apologizes and says he
came here cause he wanted to find a farm and settle down. Sestus says this is a good district.
Galen(Phoebus) asks to go to the police and Sestus agrees to take him there. Uncle Sestus and
Galen(Phoebus) ride on the wagon. Sestus tells Galen(Phoebus) about his brother being killed by humans.
Galen(Phoebus) says a similar thing happened to him but begins to tell Sestus about the humans were dealt
with. Sestus says he can keep a secret. Galen(Phoebus) says they ran the humans out of the area and burned
down their houses and even killed a few. Galen(Phoebus) then laughs proudly. Sestus tells Galen(Phoebus)

he will have to introduce him to some special friends of his. The Dragoons hold a special meeting to induct
Galen(Phoebus) as a new member. There are 13 apes in there in total including Galen(Phoebus) and Sestus.
Sestus gives a speech and then they make a toast to all apes. Sestus says that later that evening
Galen(Phoebus) will become a full fledged member of the Dragoons and will ride them as they go and burn
down a humans home. Later Virdon makes it back to the beach and tells Burke that Krono, the gorilla led him
right to the Dragoons hangout about a mile from the beach. Burke(Pargo) shows the diary of Lucian that Fauna
gave him to read to her. Burke tells Virdon he stopped reading outloud to Fauna when he got to a part in the
diary where it shows that Lucian was friend with the humans and that he helped them out. Virdon wonders if
Sestus could be mistaken on whether it was actually humans that killed Lucian since he was the only ape friend
of the humans. Sestus brings Galen(Phoebus) to his home and tells him that his niece Fauna will take care of
him and that she is blind. Sestus tells Galen(Phoebus) not to mention the Dragoons as Fauna knows nothing
about Sestus’ activities. Sestus says he will come back later with a horse for Galen(Phoebus). Later in the
cave Galen tells Virdon and Burke that Sestus is one of the Dragoons and that he will become a member later
that evening. It is nightime at the Dragoons hangout in the forest and Galen(Phoebus) and all the Dragoons are
seated around Zon, the leader of the High Council who runs the ceremony. Galen(Phoebus) is the only one
unmasked. The leader of the high council asks who will vouch for Galen(Phoebus). Sestus stands up and
states his name. Zon, the high council leader is pleased and asks Galen(Phoebus) if he knows the goals of the
Dragoons. Galen(Phoebus) states that they are to drive all humans from our land, and death to any humans
who refuse. The leader masks Galen(Phoebus). Zon, the leader states that tomorrow will be the next raid.
They will go to the home of the human shepherd Rico. The high council leader hands Galen(Phoebus) a gun
and says he will have the pleasure of killing Rico tomorrow. The meeting is adjourned but Galen(Phoebus) tries
to stall because he is hoping that Virdon and Burke will have brought the police to bust the Dragoons.
Galen(Phoebus) states that earlier he saw the two humans nearby that had stolen his horse. Galen(Phoebus)
states that they were headed towards the beach and that they should go now to get them. Zon, the high council
leader says it would be impossible to go on the cliffs at night. So the Dragoons agree to meet first thing
tomorrow morning at the caves. The leader says Galen(Phoebus) can kill those two humans instead of Rico.
Galen(Phoebus) says “oh, thank you”. Sestus offers to take Galen(Phoebus) back to his farm but
Galen(Phoebus) states he wants to stay alone for a while as this is such a special night for him. Eleven ape
Dragoons, including Sestus, race along the beach on horseback with rifles. They have gone to try to find the
two humans hiding in the cave. Up on the top of the cliff Perdix and Virdon arrive. Virdon gives the rifle back to
Perdix and rides away. Perdix rides horseback down to the beach. Perdix arrives at the Dragoons and tells
them to drop their weapons. One of them still masked refuses but Perdix knows its Zon. Zon takes off his
mask and tells Perdix he is a fool and should turn his back and let them keep hunting the humans. Sestus says
they have gone too far and doesn’t want to hurt any apes. Zon says he will kill any apes or humans that get in
their way. At that moment Fauna falls off the cliff into the ocean. Perdix and the Dragoons race to the edge of
the water. Galen and Burke arrive and see Fauna in the ocean. Burke runs along the cliff and jumps in to save
her. Virdon also jumps in and the two carry the unconscious Fauna back to the beach. Fauna wakes up and
touches Burke(Pargo) and realizes he is human. She gets in panic mode and tells Burke(Pargo) to get away
from her. Sestus comes to comfort Fauna. Fauna says all humans are treacherous and full of trickery like they
were with her father Lucian. Sestus tells Fauna that this human Burke(Pargo) saved her life. Virdon(Alar) tells
Fauna that not all humans or apes are bad. Sestus admits that humans did not kill Fauna’s father Lucian.
Sestus breaks down and tells Fauna the truth. Zon tells him to stop talking. Sestus says that Lucian was not
afraid of humans but rather was friends with them. Sestus and Zon had tried to stop Lucian but Lucian wouldn’t
listen to them. Zon got angry and fought with Lucian. Lucian hit his head on a rock and was killed. Sestus
didn’t have the heart to tell Fauna the truth. Zon says it doesn’t matter what happened as the humans are still
their enemy. The other Dragoons take off their masks and walk away. Perdix asks Zon for his pistol and then
takes him away. Later on Sestus invites Galen(Phoebus), Burke(Pargo) and Virdon(Alar) to stay but they say
they must go. Burke(Pargo) goes to apologize to Fauna for deceiving her. Fauna says she doesn’t know how
she thought she could love a human. As Galen(Phoebus), Virdon(Alar) and Burke(Pargo) walk away Fauna
waves goodbye.
SILVER, JOSEPH (A.C.E.) - Post Production Supervisor for “The Deception”
SOME DISCOVERIES - Chapter 8 on DVD for “The Deception”
SPEARS, KEN - Teleplay writer and Story Consultant along with Joe Ruby for “The Deception”
STRANGER, THE - Chapter 7 on DVD for “The Deception”
STRIEPEKE, DAN - Makeup Artist for “The Deception”
TELEVISION CODE - code approved for “The Deception” with logo given in final credits
TO LOVE A HUMAN - Chapter 15 on DVD for “The Deception”
TWENTIETH CENTURY FOX - Opening credits show 20th Century Fox logo, Copyright holder for "The
Deception” All Rights Reserved
URKO - Head gorilla General in Central City. Works with Dr. Zaius. His biggest goal is to catch the renegades:
Galen, Virdon and Burke.
VIRDON, Alan - older astronaut, blonde hair, white male, one of 2 human astronauts. He travels with astronaut

Burke and renegade chimp Galen. Galen, Burke and Virdon are visiting inside the home of the human Jasko
who gave them some food and shelter. Jasko tells them about the recent activity locally where one ape was
killed and the entire ape community now hates the humans. Jasko says there are many humans here in this
area. Galen says there are ape rules that even forbid a group of renegade apes from just going out and killing
humans. Jasko says that Perdix and Zon try to keep control but they can’t be everywhere to keep the peace.
Near Jasko’s home Galen, Burke and Virdon are sitting around talking while Virdon tries to do some fishing with
no luck. Galen sees the Dragoons across the distance racing towards them on horseback carrying torches.
Galen, Virdon and Burke race toward Jasko. Jasko is lying there dead near his home on the road. Galen says
its so senseless and is almost embarrassed to be an ape. Virdon says he has seen this type of killing happen
another time, another place. Virdon says this whole situation died when an ape girls father died. He says
maybe they should go find this ape girl named Fauna. Fauna is standing alongside the ocean. Galen, Virdon
and Burke approach Fauna. Fauna asks who is there and they realize that she is blind. She asks if they are
apes. Galen says he is definitely an ape. Fauna says she was afraid it might be humans as they had killed her
father. Fauna says the humans are savages and she hates them. Galen tells her that his name is Phoebus.
He makes up alias names for Virdon and Burke and introduces them as Alar and Pargo, respectively. Fauna
cannot see so she asks where they are standing and Burke(Pargo) answers. Fauna says she thinks his voice
sounds familiar but Burke(Pargo) says he is from far away. Fauna invites them to come rest and stay at her
home. She says she lives with her Uncle Sestus. Fauna invites them to come to the house to eat and hopefully
meet her Uncle Sestus who will return later at night from the village with supplies. Fauna leads her new visitors
Galen(Phoebus), Burke(Pargo) and Virdon(Alar) into her home. Inside the home is a lot of pottery, clay bowls,
and fruit. Galen(Phoebus) asks if he can help Fauna but she says even though she is blind she can manage
quite well and knows her way around most of the farm. She puts the bowl of fruit on the dinner table and
Galen(Phoebus), Virdon(Alar) and Burke(Pargo) all sit down on chairs around it. Fauna gets a little melancholy
when she says she misses the midday sun, colors of the flowers and reading. She says her father Lucian
collected a lot of books and used to sit and read them to her over and over again. Virdon(Alar) asks Fauna if
she knows who the humans were that killed her father. Fauna says that nobody knows. She says Uncle Sestus
was on the way to meet Lucian and saw the humans attack him but couldn’t get there fast enough to help.
Fauna tells them that Sestus said there were two humans that came to Lucian for food and Lucian tried to be
their friend. Later down by the sea the two humans attacked Lucian and killed him. Fauna says it was dark
when he was attacked and that Sestus could not identify them. Fauna says all humans look alike anyways and
Galen(Phoebus) says he has the same problem. Fauna asks where Pargo(Burke) is sitting. She brings a
pitcher of milk and begins to pour in his cup but as she reaches over and brushes against Burke’s(Pargo) hand
he pulls back and she spills the milk. Fauna hears the horse of Sestus outside. In panic Burke(Pargo) comes
up with an excuse story and tell her that they also love books but have got in trouble with the Ministry of Science
for having certain books. They say the books were banned but found in their book and so the police are after
them. Fauna says surely it can’t be against the law to think. Fauna agrees that they should go as Sestus is not
that understanding about books and even used to fight with Lucian about them. Fauna says she has a secret
hiding place near the ocean and takes them to it before Sestus arrives. Fauna leads them into a cave she calls
her secret place. She used to come here when she was younger with a friend. Their some dishes and a
candle on a large rock. Galen lights a match to give them some light in the cave. Her friend stopped coming
here when she went blind. Fauna says Pargo(Burke’s) voice reminded her of him. Fauna asks to touch
Pargo’s(Burke) face. Galen(Phoebus) steps in and lets Fauna touch his face. She says his face is strong and
handsome. Fauna says she will bring them food in the morning after Uncle Sestus leaves for the village. They
agree to stay. Fauna leaves. Burke(Pargo) says that was sure close and Virdon(Alar) says they are still have
no answers on who killed Lucian. Galen(Phoebus) says he didn’t like deceiving Fauna. Burke(Pargo) and
Virdon(Alar) throw out ideas on how to find these two human killers and then suggest they need to get closer to
the Dragoons before they go out and kill all the humans. They suggest Galen(Phoebus) joins the Dragoons to
get more information. The next day Virdon and Burke wander along the countryside and spot Krono, a gorilla
soldier on horseback. They hide behind a rock and decide Virdon will follow Krono to see if he leads him to the
Dragoons. Burke(Pargo) will go back to the cave as Fauna expects him and doesn’t want her to get suspicious
if no one is there. Virdon secretly follows Krono, the gorilla soldier on horseback. Krono ties up the horse to a
tree and stops to sit and have a drink of water from a canteen. Virdon steps on a branch making a big noise
and the gorilla comes looking for the noise. He pulls out his gun and points it at Virdon hiding up in a tree. He
motions for Virdon to come down but Virdon jumps down and kicks the gorilla. They have a huge wrestling
match fight. Virdon knocks him out. Virdon sees a flag with a drawing of two burning torches. Virdon goes
through the gorillas belongings on the horse and finds a masked hood. Virdon makes it back to the beach and
tells Burke that Krono, the gorilla led him right to the Dragoons hangout about a mile from the beach.
Burke(Pargo) shows the diary of Lucian that Fauna gave him to read to her. Burke tells Virdon he stopped
reading outloud to Fauna when he got to a part in the diary where it shows that Lucian was friend with the
humans and that he helped them out. Virdon wonders if Sestus could be mistaken on whether it was actually
humans that killed Lucian since he was the only ape friend of the humans. Later Galen(Phoebus) makes his
way back to the cave but waits for the tide to go back out before making his way into the cave. Burke and
Virdon are there waiting for Galen. Galen tells them that Sestus is one of the Dragoons and that he will become

a member later that evening. Galen is angry and sarcastic towards Burke(Pargo) for knowing how Fauna feels
about him. Galen(Phoebus) and Burke(Pargo) argue over the fact that Fauna is in love with Burke(Pargo).
Burke(Pargo) goes to see Fauna. Later Virdon and Burke rush into the local police station and pin down the
gorilla soldier inside. They think he is Perdix, the head gorilla, but behind them stands Perdix with rifle pointed at
them. The next morning at the police station Perdix has gone over all the facts that Virdon and Burke have told
him. Perdix says they must be lying but Virdon in frustration yells that Perdix can easily go to the location to see
if its true or not. Perdix says he does not know if he should execute Virdon and Burke right there or send them
to General Urko. Galen arrives at the police station wearing a Dragoon mask and holding a gun and helps
Virdon and Burke hold Perdix prisoner in the jail. Galen tells Perdix to arrest the Dragoons who will be meeting
at Sandy Point. Perdix and Virdon ride horseback towards Sandy Point. Up on the top of the cliff Perdix and
Virdon arrive. Virdon gives the rifle back to Perdix and rides away. Perdix rides horseback down to the beach.
Perdix arrives at the Dragoons and tells them to drop their weapons. One of them still masked refuses but
Perdix knows its Zon. Zon takes off his mask and tells Perdix he is a fool and should turn his back and let them
keep hunting the humans. Sestus says they have gone too far and doesn’t want to hurt any apes. Zon says he
will kill any apes or humans that get in their way. At that moment Fauna falls off the cliff into the ocean. Perdix
and the Dragoons race to the edge of the water. Galen and Burke arrive and see Fauna in the ocean. Burke
runs along the cliff and jumps in to save her. Virdon also jumps in and the two carry the unconscious Fauna
back to the beach. Fauna wakes up and touches Burke(Pargo) and realizes he is human. She gets in panic
mode and tells Burke(Pargo) to get away from her. Sestus comes to comfort Fauna. Fauna says all humans
are treacherous and full of trickery like they were with her father Lucian. Sestus tells Fauna that this human
Burke(Pargo) saved her life. Virdon(Alar) tells Fauna that not all humans or apes are bad. Sestus admits that
humans did not kill Fauna’s father Lucian. Sestus breaks down and tells Fauna the truth. Zon tells him to stop
talking. Sestus says that Lucian was not afraid of humans but rather was friends with them. Sestus and Zon
had tried to stop Lucian but Lucian wouldn’t listen to them. Zon got angry and fought with Lucian. Lucian hit his
head on a rock and was killed. Sestus didn’t have the heart to tell Fauna the truth. Zon says it doesn’t matter
what happened as the humans are still their enemy. The other Dragoons take off their masks and walk away.
Perdix asks Zon for his pistol and then takes him away. Later on Sestus invites Galen(Phoebus), Burke(Pargo)
and Virdon(Alar) to stay but they say they must go. Burke(Pargo) goes to apologize to Fauna for deceiving her.
Fauna says she doesn’t know how she thought she could love a human. As Galen(Phoebus), Virdon(Alar) and
Burke(Pargo) walk away Fauna waves goodbye.
WILSON, ANTHONY - Developed the Planet of the Apes series for Television for “The Deception”
ZON - Police Deputy, Leader of the High Council of Dragoons. An important member and leader in the
Dragoons. He is involved in all their activities including attacking and killing humans and burning down their
homes. Near the ocean a funeral is being held for the death of Lucian, a respected elder chimpanzee. Lucian’s
brother Sestus gives a speech. The tombstone reads Lucian-Father Of Fauna. Lucian’s blind daughter Fauna
cries and mourns over the death of her father. At the funeral are numerous chimpanzee’s and gorilla soldiers.
Fauna is angry that humans killed her father. She states she hates them. Zon, A gorilla soldier tells Fauna that
they promise to capture the humans who did this. 100 humans for the 1 ape killed will be punished. Later
Perdix rides horseback down to the beach. Perdix arrives at the Dragoons and tells them to drop their
weapons. One of them still masked refuses but Perdix knows its Zon. Zon takes off his mask and tells Perdix
he is a fool and should turn his back and let them keep hunting the humans. Sestus says they have gone too
far and doesn’t want to hurt any apes. Zon says he will kill any apes or humans that get in their way. At that
moment Fauna falls off the cliff into the ocean. Perdix and the Dragoons race to the edge of the water. Galen
and Burke arrive and see Fauna in the ocean. Burke runs along the cliff and jumps in to save her. Virdon also
jumps in and the two carry the unconscious Fauna back to the beach. Fauna wakes up and touches
Burke(Pargo) and realizes he is human. She gets in panic mode and tells Burke(Pargo) to get away from her.
Sestus comes to comfort Fauna. Fauna says all humans are treacherous and full of trickery like they were with
her father Lucian. Sestus tells Fauna that this human Burke(Pargo) saved her life. Virdon(Alar) tells Fauna that
not all humans or apes are bad. Sestus admits that humans did not kill Fauna’s father Lucian. Sestus breaks
down and tells Fauna the truth. Zon tells him to stop talking. Sestus says that Lucian was not afraid of humans
but rather was friends with them. Sestus and Zon had tried to stop Lucian but Lucian wouldn’t listen to them.
Zon got angry and fought with Lucian. Lucian hit his head on a rock and was killed. Sestus didn’t have the
heart to tell Fauna the truth. Zon says it doesn’t matter what happened as the humans are still their enemy.
The other Dragoons take off their masks and walk away. Perdix asks Zon for his pistol and then takes him
away.

